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Executive Summary 

The WiserBAN project will create an ultra-miniature and ultra low-power RF microsystem for 

wireless Body Area Networks (BAN) targeting primarily wearable and implanted devices for 

healthcare, biomedical and lifestyle applications. 

The proposed research concerns the extreme miniaturization of the BAN with primarily the 

areas of ultra low-power radio SoC (System on Chip), RF and Low-frequency MEMS, 

miniature reconfigurable antennas, miniaturized SiP (System in Package), sensor signal 

processing and flexible communication protocols. 

The WiserBAN microsystem will be 50 times smaller than today’s radio modules for Personal 

Area Networks (PAN) solutions, e.g. Bluetooth, that can simply not be embedded in a variety 

of tiny implants and wearable applications. WiserBAN will thus enable significant take up by 

the European SME’s and industries in healthcare, bio-medical and lifestyle. 

WiserBAN will also create a major impact on the quality of life of the European Citizens, in 

particular for improving the comfort and access to ICT for impaired and disabled people of all 

ages carrying implants or wearing medical devices, hence reducing the risk of social 

exclusion. 

WP4 will consist in the design, simulation and validation of the digital part of the BAN radio 

microsystem, which entails the radio transceiver baseband, MAC units (soft & hard), and the 

sensor data processing unit. 

 

About this deliverable D4.1: 

 

This deliverable is the first one of the WP4 within the WiserBAN project, and concerns tasks 

T4.1, T4.2 and T4.3 which are: 

• Task 4.1 Reconfigurable Baseband and MAC objectives:  

Design and develop both the baseband and the hardware MAC entities to be 

attached to the smart RF components which WP2 will provide, 

Design reconfigurable MAC entities, through reprogramming, for greater flexibility in 

the applications requirements/constraints that WiserBAN will address. 

• Task 4.2 Low Power BAN Protocol objectives: 

Design of an energy efficient BAN protocol architecture with the support for various 

applications requirements (variable data-rates, quality-of-service, reliability, 

priorities, directions of flows, etc.) and the support of coexistence, cooperation and 

compliance with existing BAN/PAN architectures. 

• Task 4.3 Low-power sensor data processing unit objectives: 

Develop and integrate a high-performance, low-power, DSP-based unit at the core of 

the application layer. This DSP-based unit will be in charge of Running the basic MAC 

protocol (T4.2) and controlling the interfaces with the other system or applicative 

parts. The application data processed by this unit will be used to feed the MAC layer 

below it. 

It shall link the applications, scenarios, and platform requirements from WP1 to the research 

done within WP4 on the MAC protocol and the reconfigurable digital baseband. In particular, 

requirements on the quality of services to comply with the different scenarios shall be 

analysed from the protocol perspective, taking into account existing standards like Bluetooth 

Low Energy or IEEE802.15.6. The objective is in a first place to provide solutions as much as 

possible compliant with standards or to justify proprietary choices. 
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1 Introduction  
The D4.1 deliverable goals are: 

• To analyse the end users requirements and detail them more so as to get complete 

technical requirements essentially for the MAC layer studies but also for the physical 

layer performance specification and selection of operating modes. This analysis shall 

complement the one performed within WP1. 

• To provide a state-of-the-art on the existing PHY and MAC protocols well suited, or acting 

as de facto standard for some of the BAN applications and comment on it 

• To provide a first architecture for the reconfigurable digital baseband to be combined 

with the innovative RF front end architecture which is developed in WP2 

• To have first insights on how the digital baseband will interface with the icyflex DSP core, 

taking into consideration background knowledge on icyflex interfacing with other radios 

• To make proposals for the MAC protocol to be studied and developed within WiserBAN 

and to provide first simulation results to assess its performance in realistic BAN channels 

obtained from background data. 

The deliverable content is organised accordingly. 
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2 Technical Requirements related to Use Cases 

2.1 Preliminary specification  

Generic baseline specifications have been described in “D1.1 Report about WiserBAN 

platform applications”. These are baseline specifications, because they served to launch the 

work in tasks T1.2 and T1.3 which concentrate on refining the specifications and issuing the 

respective deliverables D1.2 “Final platform specification and architecture” and “D1.3 Final 

radio system architecture and specs”.  

In the meantime, an internal deliverable “IR1.2 Target radio Platform architecture and 

specifications” has refined the platform specifications as preliminary functionalities and 

specification listed in the Table 1 and Table 2 below. 

Functionalities Conditions, comments 

Interfaces 

    GPIO 

    SPI 

    I2S 

    UART 

    JTAG 

 

In, out, selectable pull-up and pull-down 

Master & Slave 

Interface for audio streaming, multiplexed on GPIO 

Multiplexed on GPIO 

For test and software debug 

Controller 

    RISC Controller 

    DSP 

 

    RQ controller 

    DMA 

    Digital watchdog 

    Timers 

    RTC 

 

 

Instruction set optimized for control & command 

Instruction set also optimized for Signal processing using 2 

MAC in parallel 

ReQuest controller managing 8 priority levels 

Direct Memory Access by peripherals in parallel  with µC 

 

four 32bit timers   

Real Time Clock with running date and 4 associated IRQ 

time stamps plus 3 dedicated timers  

Transceiver 

    50Ω 

    Bluetooth-LE compatible 

    802.15.4-2006 compatible 

    Proprietary modulation 

    RSSI 

    AGC 

    AFC 

    CRC 

 

At antenna interface 

1Mbit/s 0.3 GFSK modulation with 0.5BT 

250kbit/s D-OQPSK (eq. to MSK) with DSSS (2Mchip/s) 

Limited to constant-envelope modulations 

For clear-channel assessment and AGC 

Full hardware based but can be frozen between receptions 

Based on hardware-based FEI and software algorithm 

Hardware-based 

Software 

    Streaming traffic 

    Command&Control traffic  

    RF sniffing 

    Audio streaming 

    Encryption 

    … 

 

 

 

 

Codec to be defined 

AES128 (TBC) 

 

Table 1: Preliminary functionalities 

 

Typical specification are at 25°C, Voltage supply=1.2V, unless otherwise noted. 
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Parameter Test conditions, comments Min. Typ. Max Unit 

Temperature range  -40  +85 °C 

Core voltage supply  1.080 1.20 1.32 V 

IO voltage range (1)  1.8  3.6 V 

RF freq. range (2)  2400  2484 MHz 

Peak data-rate (3)    2 Mbit/s 

RF output power   -2 0 dBm 

RF input sensitivity 2Mbit/s MSK  -87  dBm 

Channel bandwidth -3dB 0.1  2 MHz 

Rejection 

    Adjacent channel 

    Alternate channel 

    Intermodulation 

Signal 3dB above sensitivity 

±5MHz for 2Mbit/S MSK 

±10MHz for 2Mbit/s MSK 

Adjacent & alternate 

 

 

0 

-30 

0 

 

 

dB 

dB 

dB 

Turnaround time Rx to Tx or opposite  10  µs 

SoC wakeup time 

    Power-up 

    From sleep (4) 

 

96kB SPI-loading at 1Mbit/s 

from ~100kHz to 32MHz 

 

 

 

1 

10 

 

 

 

 

s 

µs 

CPU 

    Clock 

    On-chip Memory 

    nv-RAM 

 

 

Splittable in data or program 

Off-chip with SPI interface 

 

0.1 

 

128 

 

 

 

 

 

32 

96 

 

 

MHz 

kBytes 

kBytes 

RTC precision 
25°C 

0°C to +70°C 
 

±10 

±60 

 

 

ppm 

ppm 

Current 

    Peak (5) 

    CPU 

    Standby 

    TRx start-up (6) 

 

 

 

RTC running, 25°C 

Overhead for Rx or Tx 

 

 

 

 

 

50 

10 

0.5 

 

10 

 

 

 

 

mA  

µA/MHz 

µA 

µC 

Table 2 : Preliminary specifications 

1 The min. IO voltage range is fixed by the min. voltage supply of the nvRAM. 

2 The frequency range can be extended to 2.5GHz with different piezoelectric passives 

(i.e. RF front-end, IF filter and BAW resonator). 

3 The raw data rate can be digitally tuned to integer fractions of the maximum raw 

data rate in order to increase the budget link. The sensitivity improvement may not 

be linear because is also depending on the channel bandwidth. The ratio between 

effective data-rate and peak data-rate allow a duty cycling on the activity that 

lowers the averaged current consumption. Note that the current reduction is not 

fully proportional to this ratio because the effective data rate is also affected by 

protocol overhead (preamble, sync. word, address, CRC, etc).  

4 The sleep state is triggered by a µController instruction. The wake-up is triggered by 

an event (typ. a RTC IRQ). During the sleep state, the major part of the digital system 

is unclocked to minimize the current consumption. Of course, also to minimize the 

current consumption, the BAW oscillator is preferably switched off and then the 

only available digital clock is coming from the Silicon resonator oscillator, typically 

limited to 100kHz. The BAW oscillator starts up very quickly, i.e. in less than one 

cycle of the 100kHz clock that limits the frequency switching time: an instruction 
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wakes up the BAW oscillator and another instruction is necessary to switch the 

digital frequency.     

5 The peak current is a limit that applies in all functional modes (e.g. in reception or 

transmission) in order to limit the voltage drop on voltage supply coming from 

battery internal equivalent resistance at end of life. 

6 This startup overhead is a very important specification because of the preferred duty 

cycling scheme for average current reduction: for intermittent communication, the 

ultra-low-power receiver may have an average current consumption directly 

proportional to this value and to the RF channel sampling frequency. For continuous 

streaming of information, the average current is proportional to the average data 

rate only if this overhead can be neglected versus the transceiver steady-state 

current multiplied by the packet duration. The shorter is this packet duration, the 

shorter are the latency and the easier is the associated supply noise filtering. To 

minimize this overhead, the different sub-blocks are powered on “just in time” 

depending on their different startup time inducing a non-constant current profile as 

described in the Figure 2-1 below: 

 

Figure 2-1: standby, radio start-up and active currents 

The important number is then the integrated current given in µC (eq. to mA•ms). 

A key parameter of the WiserBAN radio is the current consumption. The targeted current 

consumption during RF communication is lower than the current consumption in continuous 

operation thanks to duty-cycled communication. The average consumption related to the RF 

communication is then strongly related to the needed average data rate versus the used 

peak data rate. Note that the cost of such a mechanism is that the sensitivity, and then the 

communication range, is fixed by this peak data rate (in other words by the energy per bit). 

This scheme to reduce the current consumption has been chosen because major part of the 

transceiver current consumption is associated to sub-functionalities such as RF synthesizer 

and RF front-end which current consumption is largely independent of data rate.    

A very important point is the energy consumption for the transceiver start-up: it needs to be 

minimized at the lowest possible level, because this is the major contribution of RF channel 

sampling («RF sniffing»), but also a non-negligible part in duty-cycled high data rate data 

transmission (e.g. audio streaming). Indeed, very short packet sizes are interesting for low 

latency and also for high frequency current pulses drawn from supply, easier to filter out. 

Another very important point is the long-term timing precision in order to arrange very 

precise appointment to reduce the synchronization overheads. 

2.2 Requirements useful for MAC Design 

2.2.1 Analysis of the MAC requirements from use cases 

Thirteen different use cases are considered in WiserBAN : 1 x Debiotech use case, 5 x Medel 

use cases, 6 x SAT use cases and 1 x Sorin use case. Detailed description of all of them can be 
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found in D1.1. Figure 2-2 shows approximate positions of WiserBAN nodes on a human 

body. We will refer to this figure as “Integrated scenario”, meaning that all possible nodes 

are simultaneously present (the two nodes positioned in the ears could represent either SAT 

hearing instruments or Medel cochlear implants, obviously we assume that both could not 

coexist). Table 3 then summarizes all use cases, mentioning also which of the links are 

involved in them. 

 

Figure 2-2 : Integrated Scenario 

Synthesis of the scenarios 

Use Case Description Links 

DEBIOTECH Hand-held Controller to Insulin Pump E 

MEDEL Case 1 Remote Control to Implant B, C 

MEDEL Case 2 Implant Fitting and Telemetry B, C 

MEDEL Case 3 Implant to Implant Mode Communication A 

MEDEL Case 4 Implant to Implant Audio Communication A 

MEDEL Case 5 Audio Streaming from Bridge Station to Implant B, C 

SAT Case 1 Hearing Aid Fitting B, C 

SAT Case 2 Hearing Aid Remote Control B, C 

SAT Case 3 TV Audio Stream Reception B, C 

SAT Case 4 Mobile Audio Stream Reception B, C 

SAT Case 5 Ear to Ear Mode Communication A 

SAT Case 6 Ear to Ear Audio Communication A 

SORIN Cardiac Implant Remote Monitoring and Control D 

Table 3 : Scenarios synthesis 
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Table 4 shows a summary of the requirements useful for the MAC design, distinguishing 

among use cases with streaming or non streaming traffic, and among communication 

between a device and the Remote Control (RC) or between two devices. If a parameter is 

not specified ( – ) it means that the requirement is not of concern for that specific case.  

Synthesis of the requirements 

Communication between the RC and a device: Non streaming traffic 

Use Case 
Data 

exchanged 
Type of use Delay 

Battery 

duration 
BER PLR

(*)
 

Max time 

synch error 

MEDEL  

Case 1 
5 bytes 

2 or 3 times 

per day 

100 

ms (1) 

114.78 

days 
10-3 – 

– 

SORIN N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 

SAT Case 1 2 Mbytes 
once per 

year 

500 

ms (1) 
2.77 days – – 

– 

SAT Case 2 100 bytes 
5 times per 

day 

300 

ms (1) 
5.76 days – 10-2 

– 

DEBIOTECH 200 bytes 
2 or 3 times 

per day 

50 ms 
(2) 

9 days – – – 

Communication between the RC and a device: Streaming traffic 

Use Case 
Throughput 

(APP) 
Type of use Delay 

Battery 

duration 
BER PLR

(*)
 

Max time 

synch error 

MEDEL  

Case 2 
1.2 Mbit/s 

< 10 times 

per year 

100 

ms (1) 

(3) 

0.12 day 10-5 – 
– 

MEDEL  

Case 5 
0.2 Mbit/s 2 h per day 

100 

ms (1) 

(3) 

8.2 day 10-3 – 
– 

SAT Case 3 0.1 Mbit/s 

twice per 

day, 90 min 

each use 

500 

ms (4) 

(5) 

5.35 day 10-3 – 

1 ms 

 

SAT Case 4 0.05 Mbit/s 

twice per 

day, 5 min 

each use 

250 

ms (4) 

(5) 

5.35 day 10-3 – 
1 ms 

 

Communication between two devices: Non streaming traffic 

Use Case 
Data 

exchanged 
Type of use Delay 

Battery 

duration 
BER PLR

(*)
 

Max time 

synch error 

MEDEL  

Case 3 
5 bytes 

once per 

minute 

100 

ms (1) 
106.1 day 10-3 – 

1 ms 

SAT Case 5 100 bytes 
once per 

minute 

200 

ms (1) 
5.76 day – 10-2 0.125 ms 

Communication between two devices: Streaming traffic 

Use Case 
Throughput 

(APP) 
Type of use Delay 

Battery 

duration 
BER PER

(*)
 

Max time 

synch error 
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MEDEL  

Case 4 
0.3 Mbit/s 

Activated 

by the user 

(up to 

100%) 

100 

ms (1) 

(3) 

0.47 day 10-3 – 
1 ms 

SAT Case 6 0.050 Mbit/s 

15 times 

per day, 4 

min each 

use 

200 

ms (4) 

(6) 

2.84 day 10-3 – 0.125 ms 

Table 4 : Requirements synthesis 

(1) TAPP
(A) + TMAC + TTX + τ + τ + τ + τ + TRX + TAPP

(B) 

(2) TMAC 

(3) 1 ms in case the communication link is already established 

(4) TMAC
 
+ TTX  + τ + τ + τ + τ + TRX 

(5) 15 ms in case the communication link is already established 

(6) 5 ms in case the communication link is already established 

(*) Packet Loss Rate (PLR) with a packet payload of 100 bytes 

The above mentioned delays refer to Figure 2-3, where the different phases for the 

communication between two generic devices (Node A and Node B) are shown, with 

reference to the duration of the different phases. 

 

Figure 2-3: Delays in the point-to-point communication 

Delays introduced in Figure 2-3 can be defined as follows: 

- TAPP
(A) � Time spent at node A in generating the data burst at the application (APP) 

layer and for passing it from the APP to the MAC layer; 

- TMAC � Time spent for accessing the channel (CSMA/CA or waiting for the slot in 

case of TDMA); 

- TTX � Time spent for transmitting the packet; 

- τ τ τ τ � Propagation delay (it is negligible compared to the other delays of the 

communication); 

- TRX � Time spent for receiving the packet; 
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- TAPP
(B) � Time spent at node B for passing the PDU from the PHY/MAC layer to the 

APP (we can assume it is equal to the time needed for passing the PDU from APP to 

MAC) . 

From the point of view of initiating a communication, considering the above summarized 

use-cases, we can make the following assumptions: 

• both for RC – device and device – device non-streaming traffic cases, either of the 

devices involved should be capable of initiating the communication; 

• for RC – device streaming traffic cases, it is always the RC that initiates the 

communication; 

• for device – device streaming traffic cases, either of the devices involved can initiate 

the communication. 

Moreover, depending on the number of devices in the network, different strategies for the 

access to the channel are envisaged: 

• if only one device is present (Debiotech or Sorin use cases), considering the non 

streaming traffic and the lack of need of synchronization, no superframe is needed. 

Communications will always take place through a preamble sampling scheme (see 

Section 0). 

• if SAT or Medel devices are present (alone or together with other devices), the 

possibility of establishing a superframe is needed, to allocate slots for the streaming 

traffic and to maintain synchronization. Anyway, beacons will not be sent 

continuously, the superframe will be established only when needed for the 

communication, and the preamble sampling scheme will be used also in this case to 

initiate communications. 

Regarding security requirements, only the Debiotech use-case is interested in the use of 

encryption to protect data packets. Such encryption could be implemented through the AES 

protocol, using a 128-bit keys (as done in IEEE 802.15.4 networks). However, due to the 

complexity of the implementation and to the high memory occupancy of such protocol it will 

be carefully evaluated in the next month, if the use of encryption will be really needed, 

being requested by one out of the four end users. 

Finally, regarding standard and proprietary solutions compatibility and compliance at the 

MAC level, all end users are not interest in compliance with IEEE 802.15.4 and 802.15.6. As 

for the compliance with BT-LE required by MEDEL and Debiotech, it will be left in the 

background for complexity reasons, and we can think that the RC works as a gateway 

between WiserBAN protocols and BT-LE.  

2.2.2 Synthesis on the MAC requirements 

In this Section we briefly discuss how we plan to take into account in the protocol design the 

end-user requirements defined in the previous Section. 

First of all, as requested by different end-users (e.g., SAT), the communication protocol will 

account for the possibility to set up and maintain the network also without the RC, that is 

when the RC is not present or far away from the body, see Section 4.4.1). 

In Section 4.7 a detailed simulation campaign performed at UNIBO and CEA shows the 

performance achieved by the network for the integrated scenario with 4 nodes transmitting 

toward the RC. Results are related to packet loss rate, average energy consumption and 

average delays and they account for: i) the three physical (PHY) layers selected within the 
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WiserBAN project; ii) three different protocols that could be used in the Contention Access 

Period (CAP) of the superframe (see Section 4.4.2). 

Results related to the first simulation campaign, related to a set of PHY and energy 

consumption parameters reported in Table 30, for the integrated scenario, in case all the 4 

nodes use the CAP portion to transmit their data to the RC, the following considerations can 

be drawn:  

• PLR: when the PHY layer of BT-LE or IEEE 802.15.4 without spreading is used, 

the requirement of having a PLR<10-2 is satisfied, whatever is the protocol 

used in the CAP, if the MAC parameters are properly set. In the case of 

802.15.4 PHY, instead, a larger PLR is achieved, therefore we should avoid 

having four nodes accessing the channel and using the CAP at the same 

time. 

• The battery duration requirement could be properly satisfied by setting the 

parameters defining the duty cycle of devices (TON and TW, see Section 0). 

However, results in Section 4.7 show that the MAC protocol less expensive 

from the energy consumption view point is Slotted ALOHA. 

• Average delays: the Debiotech use case has no problems of delay; whereas 

for the SAT case, the requirement of 5 ms can be satisfied only for packets of 

less than 50 bytes of payload. Finally, MEDEL packets have to use the 

Contention Free Period (CFP) of the superframe since the requirement of 1 

ms as maximum delay in the CAP cannot be satisfied if 4 nodes are 

transmitting data during the CAP. 

As far as the second simulation campaign is concerned (PHY and energy consumption 

parameters reported in Table 30), use cases requirements are not always satisfied, but this is 

mainly due to the lack of connectivity and the fact that in this case we are considering very 

low antenna gains. 

It is important to underline that the above considerations are comments that refer to 

simulation results achieved when 4 nodes are present in the network and they are all trying 

to transmit their data to the Coordinator (that is the RC) in the CAP and at the same time. 

Therefore, according to the WiserBAN use cases, the scenario considered is very pessimistic. 

Finally, note that application where streaming is required will instead have to be scheduled 

in the CFP, in order to comply with the requirements. 

Finally, regarding the time synchronization error, detailed computations will be carried out, 

starting from what is proposed in Section 4.3, to establish how often synchronization 

packets need to be exchanged. 

2.3 Requirements useful for PHY Design 

2.3.1 Analysis of the PHY requirements from use cases 

Based on the project use cases, the actual requirements in terms of link budget were derived 

and put in front the specifications provided by WP2/WP4 relative to the transceiver (output 

power, receiver sensitivity, etc) and raw estimates provided by WP3 about the propagation 

channel (path loss, shadowing) and the antennas (efficiency and gain). The objective was to 

check the compliance of the end user requirements with the expect PHY performance, but 

also to check the potential margin, if any, on the link budget. Indeed such a margin has a 
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direct impact on packet error rate when the channel suffers from very bad conditions, which 

situations shall be handled by the MAC layer. 
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Partners n° 7

Partner
SORIN

Use case

Cardiac 
Implant 
Remote 

Monitoring 
&Control

Remote 
Control to 
Implant

Implant 
Fitting and 
Telemetry

Implant to 
Implant 
Mode 

Communicati
on

Implant to 
Implant 
Audio 

Communicati
on

Audio 
Streaming 

from Bridge 
Station to 
Implant

Direction Requ. Origin Parameter Value Unit
Use case Peak PHY Payload bit rate (Rb) [0,25 to 2] 2,000 Mbps 1 2 2 2 2 2

Use case Tx antenna position Chest -
Chest, 5cm 
below skin

Behind ear, 
1cm under 

Behind ear, 
1cm under 

Behind ear, 
1cm under 

Behind ear, 
1cm under 

Behind ear, 
1cm under 

Use case Tx antenna gain (GT) -10 dBi -30 -15 -15 -15 -15 -15

Use case Rx antenna position Off - Off Off Off
Behind ear, 
1cm under 

Behind ear, 
1cm under Off

Use case Rx antenna gain (GR) -10 dBi -3 -3 -3 -15 -15 -3
Use case Geometrical Distance between Tx and Rx (d) 3 m 3 3 5 0,5 0,5 5
Tx Center frequency (fc) 2500 MHz 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500
Tx Bandwidth @ -10dB 2,5 MHz 2,5 2,5 2,5 2,5 2,5 2,5
Tx Maximum Tx Power (PT) 0,0 dBm 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tx Tx power losses (not taken into account in antenna gain) 0 dB 0 0 0 0 0 0
Channel Max in-to-surface attenuation (implants) : L4 0 dB 0 0 0 0 0 0
Channel Max BAN/envt shadowing penalty : L3 10 dB 10 15 15 27 27 15
Channel Path loss exponent after 1 meter (Alpha) 2 - 2 2 2 2 2 2
Channel Path Loss @ 1m: L1 = 20log10(4.p.fc / c) 40,4 dB 40,4 40,4 40,4 40,4 40,4 40,4
Channel Path Loss @ d m: L2 = 10*Alpha*log10(d) 9,54 dB 9,54 9,54 13,98 -6,02 -6,02 13,98
Channel Total Path Loss : L= L1+ L2 + L3 + L4 59,9 dB 59,9 64,9 69,4 61,4 61,4 69,4
Rx Rx noise figure (NF) 9 dB 9 9 9 9 9 9
Rx Minimum required Eb/N0 (S) 9 dB 9 9 9 9 9 9
Rx Implementation Loss (I) 6 dB 6 6 6 6 6 6
Rx Rx Power (PR = PT + GT + GR – L) -79,9 dBm -92,9 -82,9 -87,4 -91,4 -91,4 -87,4
Rx Average noise power per bit : N = -174 + 10log10(Rb) -111,0 dBm -114,0 -111,0 -111,0 -111,0 -111,0 -111,0
Rx Average noise power per bit (PN = N + NF) -102,0 dBm -105,0 -102,0 -102,0 -102,0 -102,0 -102,0
Rx Link Margin (M = PR - PN – S – I) 7,1 dB -2,9 4,1 -0,4 -4,4 -4,4 -0,4
Rx Proposed Min. Rx Sensitivity Level -87,0 dBm -90,0 -87,0 -87,0 -87,0 -87,0 -87,0
Rx Distance at no link margin 7 m 2 5 5 0 0 5
Rx Total Path Loss at no link margin 67,0 dB 57,0 69,0 69,0 57,0 57,0 69,0

Uplink (~ 
sensor/impla
nt/body to 
base/remote 
device, or 
most 
constrained 
device to 
less 
constrained 
device)

9

MED-EL

 

Figure 2-4 : Link budget for SORIN and MEDEL use cases (Uplink) 
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Partners n° 11

Partner
DEBIOTECH

Use case

Hearing Aid 
Fitting

Hearing Aid 
Remote 
Control

TV Audio 
Stream 

Reception

Mobile Audio 
Stream 

Reception

Ear to Ear 
Mode 

Communicati
on

Ear to Ear 
Audio 

Communicati
on

Hand-held 
Controller to 
Insulin Pump

Direction Requ. Parameter Value Unit
Use case Peak PHY Payload bit rate (Rb) [0,25 to 2] 2,000 Mbps 2 0,25 0,25 0,25 0,25 0,25

Use case Tx antenna position Chest -
Behind ear / 

in ear
Behind ear / 

in ear
Behind ear / 

in ear
Behind ear / 

in ear
Behind ear / 

in ear
On, shoulder 

/ belly
Use case Tx antenna gain (GT) -10 dBi -10 -10 -10 -10 -10 -5

Use case Rx antenna position Off - uSD-Card uSD-Card uSD-Card
Behind ear / 

in ear
Behind ear / 

in ear
Off, in the 

Room
Use case Rx antenna gain (GR) -10 dBi -6 -6 -6 -10 -10 -3
Use case Geometrical Distance between Tx and Rx (d) 3 m 3 1 1 0,3 0,3 10
Tx Center frequency (fc) 2500 MHz 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500
Tx Bandwidth @ -10dB 2,5 MHz 2,5 2,5 2,5 2,5 2,5 2,5
Tx Maximum Tx Power (PT) 0,0 dBm 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tx Tx power losses (not taken into account in antenna gain) 0 dB 0 0 0 0 0 0
Channel Max in-to-surface attenuation (implants) : L4 0 dB 5 5 5 10 10 0
Channel Max BAN/envt shadowing penalty : L3 10 dB 15 15 15 27 27 15
Channel Path loss exponent after 1 meter (Alpha) 2 - 2 2 2 2 2 2
Channel Path Loss @ 1m: L1 = 20log10(4.p.fc / c) 40,4 dB 40,4 40,4 40,4 40,4 40,4 40,4
Channel Path Loss @ d m: L2 = 10*Alpha*log10(d) 9,54 dB 9,54 0,00 0,00 -10,46 -10,46 20,00
Channel Total Path Loss : L= L1+ L2 + L3 + L4 59,9 dB 69,9 60,4 60,4 66,9 66,9 75,4
Rx Rx noise figure (NF) 9 dB 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
Rx Minimum required Eb/N0 (S) 9 dB 9 9 9 9 9 9
Rx Implementation Loss (I) 6 dB 6 6 6 6 6 6
Rx Rx Power (PR = PT + GT + GR – L) -79,9 dBm -85,9 -76,4 -76,4 -86,9 -86,9 -83,4
Rx Average noise power per bit : N = -174 + 10log10(Rb) -111,0 dBm -111,0 -120,0 -120,0 -120,0 -120,0 -120,0
Rx Average noise power per bit (PN = N + NF) -102,0 dBm -102,0 -111,0 -111,0 -111,0 -111,0 -111,0
Rx Link Margin (M = PR - PN – S – I) 7,1 dB 1,1 19,6 19,6 9,1 9,1 12,6
Rx Proposed Min. Rx Sensitivity Level -87,0 dBm -87,0 -96,0 -96,0 -96,0 -96,0 -96,0
Rx Distance at no link margin 7 m 3 10 10 1 1 43
Rx Total Path Loss at no link margin 67,0 dB 71,0 80,0 80,0 76,0 76,0 88,0

Uplink (~ 
sensor/impla
nt/body to 
base/remote 
device, or 
most 
constrained 
device to 
less 
constrained 
device)

10

SAT

 

Figure 2-5 : Link budget for SAT and DEBIOTECH use cases (Uplink) 
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Partners n° 7

Partner
SORIN

Use case

Cardiac 
Implant 
Remote 

Monitoring 
&Control

Remote 
Control to 

Implant

Implant 
Fitting and 
Telemetry

Implant to 
Implant 
Mode 

Communicati
on

Implant to 
Implant 
Audio 

Communicati
on

Audio 
Streaming 

from Bridge 
Station to 
Implant

Direction Requ. Parameter Value Unit
Use case Peak PHY Payload bit rate (Rb) [0,25 to 2] 2,000 Mbps 0,25 2 2 2 2 2

Use case Tx antenna position Chest - Off Off Off
Behind ear, 
1cm under 

Behind ear, 
1cm under Off

Use case Tx antenna gain (GT) -10 dBi -3 -3 -3 -15 -15 -3

Use case Rx antenna position Off -
Chest, 5cm 
below skin

Behind ear, 
1cm under 

Behind ear, 
1cm under 

Behind ear, 
1cm under 

Behind ear, 
1cm under 

Behind ear, 
1cm under 

Use case Rx Antenna Gain (GR) -10 dBi -30 -15 -15 -15 -15 -15
Use case Geometrical Distance between Tx and Rx (d) 3 m 3 3 5 0,5 0,5 5
Tx Center frequency (fc) 2500 MHz 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500
Tx Bandwidth @ -10dB 2,5 MHz 2,5 2,5 2,5 2,5 2,5 2,5
Tx Maximum Tx Power (PT) 0,0 dBm 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tx Tx power losses (not taken into account in antenna gain) 0 dB 0 0 0 0 0 0
Channel Max in-to-surface attenuation (implants) : L4 0 dB 0 0 0 0 0 0
Channel Max BAN/envt shadowing penalty : L3 10 dB 10 15 15 27 27 15
Channel Path loss exponent after 1 meter (Alpha) 2 - 2 2 2 2 2 2
Channel Path Loss @ 1m: L1 = 20log10(4.p.fc / c) 40,4 dB 40,4 40,4 40,4 40,4 40,4 40,4
Channel Path Loss @ d m: L2 = 10*Alpha*log10(d) 9,54 dB 9,54 9,54 13,98 -6,02 -6,02 13,98
Channel Total Path Loss : L= L1+ L2 + L3 + L4 59,9 dB 59,9 64,9 69,4 61,4 61,4 69,4
Rx Rx noise figure (NF) 9 dB 9 9 9 9 9 9
Rx Minimum required Eb/N0 (S) 9 dB 9 9 9 9 9 9
Rx Implementation Loss (I) 6 dB 6 6 6 6 6 6
Rx Rx Power (PR = PT + GT + GR – L) -79,9 dBm -92,9 -82,9 -87,4 -91,4 -91,4 -87,4
Rx Average noise power per bit : N = -174 + 10log10(Rb) -111,0 dBm -120,0 -111,0 -111,0 -111,0 -111,0 -111,0
Rx Average noise power per bit (PN = N + NF) -102,0 dBm -111,0 -102,0 -102,0 -102,0 -102,0 -102,0
Rx Link Margin (M = PR - PN – S – I) 7,1 dB 3,1 4,1 -0,4 -4,4 -4,4 -0,4
Rx Proposed Min. Rx Sensitivity Level -87,0 dBm -96,0 -87,0 -87,0 -87,0 -87,0 -87,0
Rx Distance at no link margin 7 m 4 5 5 0 0 5
Rx Total Path Loss at no link margin 67,0 dB 63,0 69,0 69,0 57,0 57,0 69,0

Downlink 
(~base/remot
e to 
sensor/impla
nt/body 
device)

9

MED-EL

 

Figure 2-6 : Link budget for SORIN and MEDEL use cases (Downlink) 
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Partners n° 11

Partner
DEBIOTECH

Use case

Hearing Aid 
Fitting

Hearing Aid 
Remote 
Control

TV Audio 
Stream 

Reception

Mobile Audio 
Stream 

Reception

Ear to Ear 
Mode 

Communicati
on

Ear to Ear 
Audio 

Communicati
on

Hand-held 
Controller to 
Insulin Pump

Direction Requ. Parameter Value Unit
Use case Peak PHY Payload bit rate (Rb) [0,25 to 2] 2,000 Mbps 2 0,25 0,25 0,25 0,25 0,25 0,25

Use case Tx antenna position Chest - uSD-Card uSD-Card uSD-Card uSD-Card
Behind ear / 

in ear
Behind ear / 

in ear
Off, in the 

Room
Use case Tx antenna gain (GT) -10 dBi -6 -6 -6 -6 -10 -10 -3

Use case Rx antenna position Off -
Behind ear / 

in ear
Behind ear / 

in ear
Behind ear / 

in ear
Behind ear / 

in ear
Behind ear / 

in ear
Behind ear / 

in ear
On, shoulder 

/ belly
Use case Rx Antenna Gain (GR) -10 dBi -10 -10 -10 -10 -10 -10 -5
Use case Geometrical Distance between Tx and Rx (d) 3 m 3 1 3 1 0,3 0,3 10
Tx Center frequency (fc) 2500 MHz 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500
Tx Bandwidth @ -10dB 2,5 MHz 2,5 2,5 2,5 2,5 2,5 2,5 2,5
Tx Maximum Tx Power (PT) 0,0 dBm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tx Tx power losses (not taken into account in antenna gain) 0 dB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Channel Max in-to-surface attenuation (implants) : L4 0 dB 5 5 0 5 10 10 0
Channel Max BAN/envt shadowing penalty : L3 10 dB 15 15 10 15 27 27 15
Channel Path loss exponent after 1 meter (Alpha) 2 - 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Channel Path Loss @ 1m: L1 = 20log10(4.p.fc / c) 40,4 dB 40,4 40,4 40,4 40,4 40,4 40,4 40,4
Channel Path Loss @ d m: L2 = 10*Alpha*log10(d) 9,54 dB 9,54 0,00 9,54 0,00 -10,46 -10,46 20,00
Channel Total Path Loss : L= L1+ L2 + L3 + L4 59,9 dB 69,9 60,4 59,9 60,4 66,9 66,9 75,4
Rx Rx noise figure (NF) 9 dB 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
Rx Minimum required Eb/N0 (S) 9 dB 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
Rx Implementation Loss (I) 6 dB 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
Rx Rx Power (PR = PT + GT + GR – L) -79,9 dBm -85,9 -76,4 -75,9 -76,4 -86,9 -86,9 -83,4
Rx Average noise power per bit : N = -174 + 10log10(Rb) -111,0 dBm -111,0 -120,0 -120,0 -120,0 -120,0 -120,0 -120,0
Rx Average noise power per bit (PN = N + NF) -102,0 dBm -102,0 -111,0 -111,0 -111,0 -111,0 -111,0 -111,0
Rx Link Margin (M = PR - PN – S – I) 7,1 dB 1,1 19,6 20,1 19,6 9,1 9,1 12,6
Rx Proposed Min. Rx Sensitivity Level -87,0 dBm -87,0 -96,0 -96,0 -96,0 -96,0 -96,0 -96,0
Rx Distance at no link margin 7 m 3 10 30 10 1 1 43
Rx Total Path Loss at no link margin 67,0 dB 71,0 80,0 80,0 80,0 76,0 76,0 88,0

Downlink 
(~base/remot
e to 
sensor/impla
nt/body 
device)

10

SAT

 

Figure 2-7 : Link budget for SAT and DEBIOTECH use cases (Downlink) 
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2.3.2 Synthesis on the PHY requirements 

The main conclusion drawn from the link budget analysis is that according to state-of-the-art 

knowledge on the propagation and the potential antenna efficiency, the actual radio 

specifications are compliant with the requirements. However, it appears that the margin is in 

some cases rather thin and even negative, which suggests that some of the physical links 

involved will suffer from a significant outage probability, especially at the highest expected 

data rate of 2Mbits/s. This will have a direct impact on the MAC protocol design and 

performance. Thus, as far as possible with the given topology, relaying within the network 

will need to be used. Alternatively, the physical layer and the MAC protocol will have to 

support link adaptation by changing the data rate to take benefit of processing gain in the 

digital domain.  

3 Study and preliminary proposal for the WiserBAN PHY 
In this section, first the PHY specifications from the standards for low power 

implementations well suited to BAN are reminded. Then an analysis is proposed to compare 

the standards specifications with the WiserBAN requirements coming out from WP1 and 

from the first section of this deliverable. This analysis leads to identifying gaps of the current 

standards and extra features which should preferable made available to fulfil WiserBAN chip 

needs. 

Finally, a preliminary functional architecture of the Digital BaseBand (D-BB) is provided, and 

a preliminary chip architecture taking into account the existing icyflex core and background 

knowledge is proposed. 
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3.1 Baseline specifications from standards 

The standards considered in the project have specifications which are summarised in the 

table below. All of them are relevant for Body Area Networks and are to be analysed versus 

the technical requirements which are specific to the project. This is purpose of the next 

section. 

Spec. \ Standard   Bluetooth LE 802.15.4 802.15.6 Unit
Data rate:

Symbol rate 62,5 600 kS/s
Channel bit rate 1000 250 121.4, 243, 486, 971 Kbit/s

Chip rate 2000 Kc/s
Channelisation:

Channels Center 
Frequencies

2402+2n, n in 
{0..39}

2405+5(n-11), n in 
{11..26}

2402+n, n in {0..78} MHz

Framing: 
8 128 150 µs
8 32 90 bit

Modulation:
Constellation GMSK OQPSK π/2-DB & π/4-DQPSK

Pulse shaping  Gaussian BT=0.5 Half sine (MSK) SRRC

Tx -30dBc bandwidth(2, 10) 1,25 2,45 1,5 MHz
Budget Link:

Min. output power -20 -3 -10 dBm
Max Sensitivity Level -70 -85  -95|-93|-90|-86 dBm

Switching time:
Receive -to-Transmit 192 50 µs
Transmit -to-Receive 192 50 µs

Channel to channel - 100 µs
Inter-frame spacing:

Frame to frame 150 192 50 (20 in burst mode) µs

Rx SNR @BER=10-3

Optimal coherent 9 6,8 7,4 dB
Optimal non-coherent 16(21) 9.4(14.4) 9,4 dB

synchronization preamble

 

Table 5 : Summary of the envisaged PHY layer standards 

3.2 Compliance of the standards with the WiserBAN technical 

requirements 

In this section the compliance of the proposed standards with the technical requirements 

from Section 2 and WP1 are analysed.  
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Spec. \ Standard   Bluetooth LE 802.15.4 802.15.6 Unit
Data rate:
Channel bit rate 1000 250 121.4, 243, 486, 971 Kbit/s
Extension to 2 Mbps without changing 
BW

NO YES NO

Extension to 2 Mbps by changing BW YES Not needed YES
Switching time:
Receive -to-Transmit 192 50 µs
Transmit -to-Receive 192 50 µs
Channel to channel - 100 µs
Sufficient for high troughput Unknown NO YES
Inter-frame spacing:
Frame to frame 150 192 50 (20 in burst mode) µs
Sufficient for high troughput NO NO YES
Bandplan:

Channels Center Frequencies
2402+2n, n in 

{0..39}
2405+5(n-11), n in 

{11..26}
2402+n, n in {0..78} MHz

ISM band (2400-2485 MHz) YES YES YES
Extension to FCC MBANS (2360-2400 
MHz)

Feasible Feasible YES

Extension to ULP-AMI band (2485-
2500MHz)

Feasible Feasible Feasible

Sufficient number of channels YES YES YES
Framing: 
Synchronization preamble duration 8 128 150 µs
Synchronization preamble length 1 4 11.25 Bytes
Max frame size 20 127 255 Bytes
Good PHY efficiency Moderate YES Moderate
Modulation:
Constellation GMSK OQPSK π/2-DB & π/4-DQPSK
Pulse shaping  Gaussian BT=0.5 Half sine (MSK) SRRC

Tx -30dBc bandwidth(2, 10) 1,25 2,45 1,5 MHz
Constant enveloppe YES YES NO
Budget Link:
Min. output power -20 -3 -10 dBm
Standardised Sensitivity Level -70 -85  -95, -93, -90, -86 dBm
Achievable sensitivity levels (GUESS) -81 -96  -98, -96, -93, -89 dBm
Standardised Sensitivity compliant with 
all use cases NO NO Partially
Acheivable Sensitivity compliant with all 
use cases NO NO Partially
Rx SNR @BER=10-3

Optimal coherent 9 6,8 7.4 dB
Optimal non-coherent 16(21) 9.4(14.4) 9.4 dB
Adoption
Published standard YES YES Draft V2
Products available Nearly YES NO

Standard chances of success (GUESS)
YES YES

Unclear
Soundness of products versus Wiser-
BAN performance requirements Unknown NO NO

 

Table 6 : Analysis of PHY standards specifications versus the WiserBAN requirements 

The analysis clearly shows that none of the standards is able to fulfil all of the requirements. 

The main reason for that is that, apart from IEEE802.15.6, they were not built on purpose for 

BAN applications.  

The strong advantage of IEEE802.15.6 is however highly moderated by the fact the standard 

is in a drafting stage and that the potential of success is still unclear. Bluetooth LE and 

IEEE802.15.4 shows a good market maturity and implemented radios would have a 

compatibility with existing devices. 
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The Bluetooth LE PHY was build for low power sensors, and obviously will lack support for 

high throughput systems. The same applies to IEEE802.15.4, especially since the inter-frame 

spacing times are quite high. IEEE802.15.6 has a burst mode which is convenient for 

improving the PHY efficiency. 

Most of the standards lack the support of a 2 Mbps mode, but IEEE802.15.4 extends 

naturally to it at the digital level without further modifying the radio since the chipping rate 

is 2Mcps, and that MSK without spreading can be supported. 

The nominal sensitivity is quite low and a deeper analysis shall be made within the project to 

have a better understanding of feasible link margins for the different use cases. 

All-in-one, the most interesting choice is to select Bluetooth LE with first priority and 

IEEE802.15.4 as second priority, knowing that an objective of the project is also to 

demonstrate the front end reconfigurability. IEEE802.15.6 would be kept for studies. 

However, extra features and improvements should be brought to better comply with the 

project requirements. 

Originally, a Bluetooth LE modem should be implemented with (when possible) 

adaptable/tuneable blocks (e.g. preamble length, constellation, frame duration, inter-frame 

spacing etc) to allow for easy adaptation to other standards.  

Careful selection of system clock frequencies will allow the generation of pertinent 

frequencies to accommodate IEEE802.15.4 & IEEE802.15.6 features. Increasing throughput 

either at the digital level (e.g. IEEE802.15.4) or by combining more than one channel (e.g. 

IEEE802.15.6) can be provisioned for at the MAC/PHY development stage. 

3.3 Extra PHY features necessary to comply with the WiserBAN 

requirements 

In this section, the choices of standard and proprietary extensions are listed: 

• Compliance with Bluetooth LE PHY 

o Improvement of the sensitivity versus the standard defined one to -90dBm 

o Support of the ULP-AMI channels 

• Compliance with IEEE802.15.4 

o Improvement of the sensitivity versus the standard defined one to -90dBm 

(chip without the external bandpass filter) 

o Improvement of the turn-around time and IFS to 50µs or even 10µs 

o Support of the ULP-AMI channels 

o Support of 2Mbps by using a 1bit/chip modulation format (MSK) for the 

PSDU only. Indication of the 2Mbps in use done with the legacy PHR 

reserved bit. 

o Support of RS(TBD,TBD) on the PSDU + FEC on PHR for improved sensitivity 

of TBD in the 2Mbps case 

o Support of a max PSDU size of 127 bytes 
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3.4 Digital Base Band architecture in front of WiserBAN RF 

architecture 

This section gives the first view on the DBB architecture for the receiver and the transmitter, 

which shall be compliant with the Analog Front-End (AFE) developed in WP2.  

The particularity of the receiver is that it is a sub-sampling architecture which moves a low-IF 

signal in the digital domain with large bandwidth and dynamic range, thus imposing to have 

a specific digital baseband processing, followed by more traditional, though multi-standard, 

digital baseband modems. 

The particularity of the transmitter is that it is a constant envelop modulator in which the 

digital baseband directly drives the PLL divider in a digital fashion, with oversampling. Thus 

the baseband I,Q signals, or the real chips, generated have to pass through a dedicated 

digital baseband block to get the AFE specific PLL divider coefficient. The rest of the digital 

baseband is made of the multi-standard modems in a classical way. 
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Figure 3-1 : Preliminary receiver digital base band architecture, with focus on digital processing at 

AFE interface 

 

Figure 3-2 : Preliminary transmitter digital base band architecture, with focus on digital processing 

at AFE interface 

The functionality of each block is detailed in the subsections below. 
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3.4.1 D-BB specific to the transmitter AFE 

3.4.1.1 General description 

This cell performs the conversion of frequency deviation to a PLL divider coefficient by 

calculating for each sampling the instantaneous carrier frequency, taking into account the 

selected channel and then the matching divider for the PLL. 

Objective Calculate the PLL divider from the frequency deviation for the transmitter 

Inputs frequency deviation fdev samples over NDBBTX =6 (TBD) bits at fDBB=8 (TBD) 

MHz 

Selected channel (over 7 bits), constant over a packet 

Output PLL divider coefficient (PLLdiv) over 24 bits 

Operation Maps frequency deviation to PLL divider coefficient 

Specification Precision to be further detailed 

Programmability Output sampling frequency can be 16, 32 or 64 MHz (2bits configuration). 

Channel selection value is needed by the block 

Frequency deviation step value (of the FSK, MSK) is needed by the block 

Test To be further detailed 

Expected 

complexity 

Low gate complexity, size to be maintained small 

Consumption to further refined 

3.4.1.2 Algorithm 

• Calculate the sum of the central frequency corresponding to the selected channel 

and the frequency deviation to get the instantaneous frequency 

• Convert the instantaneous frequency to the PLL divider coefficient 
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It is reminded that the MSK or FSK signals have a continuous phase where the frequency 

changes occur at the carrier zero crossings. The difference between the frequencies f1 and 

f0 is always ½ the data rate. GMSK signals can be generated in the case of the icyflex chip by 

a constant-envelope modulation by dynamic control of the PLL: the modulation is performed 

by controlling the frequency, with a constant-envelope at the PA output. There is then no 

mixing or up-conversion of I&Q linear signals carrying the modulation. For GMSK, this is then 

directly a gaussian-filtered bitstream which drives the PLL with a scaling factor that fixes the 

modulation index and an offset fixing the carrier frequency.  

 

Figure 3-3 : Bluetooth LE GMSK modulation generation 

Gaussian shaping Filter for Bluetooth LE 

A Gaussian low-pass filter (GLPF) shapes the Bluetooth-LE symbols. The impulse response of 

the GLPF is 
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Half-Sine shaping Filter for IEEE802.15.4 and the MSK 2Mbps extension 

In the O-QPSK modulation used in the IEEE802.15.4 standard, the digital information is 

filtered to reduce the occupied spectrum further by using a half-sine filter of impulse 

response: 

 

Figure 3-4 : Half-sine pulse shaping filter 

3.4.2 Multi-standard D-BB modulator (Transmitter) 

The standard specific, and non front-end specific, transmitter blocks are not detailed in this 

document, since they are of very limited complexity and shall fully comply with the targeted 

standards IEEE802.15.4 and Bluetooth LE which are public specifications. The compatibility 
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with the MSK 2-Mbps extension is straightforwardly based on IEEE802.15.4 where the 

modulation used for the PSDU is changed to pure MSK with the same chipping rate, which in 

this case becomes the symbol rate. 

FSK mod

SC mapping

15.4 Framer

BT Framer
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BT CRC
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Figure 3-5 : Preliminary digital base band architecture, with focus on the multi-standard DBB 

modulator components 

A high level view of the DBB modulator is given on Figure 3-10. The reader is referred to the 

standards (IEEE802.15.4 and Bluetooth LE) for more details.  

In WP2, the CSEM has developed the transmission path of the Transceiver. Based on the 

requirements of the WP1 a digital modulation of the TX frequency synthesizer, followed by a 

pre-amplifier and a final power amplifier was chosen. Thanks to the good progress made in 

WP2 as well as in Task 4.3, it has been decided to have also a TX Baseband integrated 

already in the first 65nm SoC in order to control the TX Frequency Synthesis and to be able 

to perform reasonable characterization measurements of the TX path and to validate the 

chosen architecture for the required application. 

3.4.3 Actual implementation of the transmitter Base Band 

The proposed architecture of the TX Baseband is as follows: 

 

CTRL clk gen

CoderSerializer Modulator

Icyflex
bus

n_integ(7:0)
n_fract(18:0)

 

Figure 3-6 : Architecture of the TX Baseband 

The TX Baseband is implemented as a peripheral of the Icyflex processor (Task 4.3) and is 

directly controled and addressed by the Icyflex. The features of the TX Baseband are as 

follows: 

• FSK modulation 

• Fully programmable modulation index 

• Fully programmable pulse shape 
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• IEEE 802.15.4 bit-to-chip encoding 

• Data whitening (PN9 or Bluetooth LE) 

• Packet handling: 

o Programmable packet length 

o Programmable CRC (1 to 32 bits) and automatic insertion 

o Automatic preamble and sync word insertion. 

• Completely integrated on the 1st version of the SoC. 

The TX Baseband is therefore implemented in a very flexible manner, which allows coping 

with the requirements of the different end-users in the WiserBAN project and the associated 

variable data rates. The complete size of the TX Baseband is less than 7 kGates NAND-

equivalent, and is entirely integrated into the placed & routed digital part (core area).  In the 

core are of the 1st WiserBAN SoC, empty area has been foreseen for the RX Baseband, in 

order to keep the overall dimensions of the first WiserBAN SoC as close as possible to the 

anticipated size of the final version. 

3.4.3.1 Detailed description of the Tx Baseband 

The purpose of the TX Baseband is to convert the data to be transmitted into the 

corresponding PLL divider coefficients. This process is realized essentially in 3 steps: 

• The serialization of the data received from the Icyflex processor. This process is also 

responsible of the packet handling: preamble insertion, sync word insertion, and 

CRC calculation/insertion. 

• The coding of the serialized data, in order to fulfill the standards specifications. 

• The modulation of the coded data. More specifically this step determines the 

modulation index, the pulse shape and the channel selection of the outcoming data. 

Each step will be described in more details. 

3.4.3.2 Serializer and packet handling 

Objective Serialize the incoming data and form the packets 

Inputs Data from the Icyflex processor (8, 16 or 32 bits) 

Output Serial data stream 

Programmability Input data width 

Preamble data & length 

Sync word 

Packet form (fix & variable length, CRC length and polynomial) 

The packet handler supports several packet formats. In the next figure, some of the possible 

packet formats are shown. 
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3.4.3.3 Coding 

Objective Apply various coding schemes to the serializer data 

Inputs Serial data from the serializer 

Output Coded serial data stream 

Programmability Data whitening 

IEEE 802.15.4 coding (Linear to frequency transformation and bit to chip 

conversion) 

Various minor coding (2 bit per symbol mapping, bit inversion, 

Manchester encoding) 

The most important function of this block are the data-whitening and the IEEE 802.15.4 

encoding.  

Data-whitening coding is used in order to avoid long sequences of 0 or 1. Most protocols 

specifies a pseudo-random sequence PN9, while the Bluetooth LE standard has a dedicated 

Galois LFSR. This block supports both. 

The IEEE 802.15.4 coding provides two functions: bit to chip conversion and linear to 

frequency conversion: 

• The IEEE 802.15.4 standard specifies a conversion from a sequence of 4 bit to a 

transmitted sequence of 32 chips. This block is able to perform this conversion. 

• The IEEE 802.15.4 standard specifies the data-stream in the linear domain (I and Q 

modulation). In the Wiserban chip the modulation is performed in the frequency 

domain, i.e. the output frequency is specified. A conversion between the two 

domains is needed, and this is the purpose of the Linear to Frequency 

transformation function. 
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3.4.3.4 Modulation 

Objective Modulate the incoming serial data to provide the PLL divider 

coefficients 

Inputs Coded serial data from the coding block 

Output PLL divider coefficients 

Programmability Data-rate 

Pulse shape 

Modulation index (indirectly) 

Central frequency (channel selection) 

Output sampling frequency 

 

This block takes the coded data and applies the pulse shape and the frequency deviation to 

the incoming coded data. The pulse shape is fully programmable over 4 symbols with an 

oversampling ratio of 8 to the symbol rate. The pulse shaping process has to be intended as 

a convolution between the incoming data considered as pulses and the specified pulse 

shape. Note that in the case of a GMSK modulation, the Gaussian filter is supposed to be 

applied to the NRZ signal. This means that the specified pulse shape has to be the 

convolution between the Gaussian filter impulse response and a squared signal of 8 samples. 

In the case of the IEEE 802.15.4, the standard specifies a half-sine pulse-shape in the linear 

domain (I & Q). Since here the data are coded in the frequency domain, it can be 

demonstrated that the corresponding pulse shape is a square signal of 8 samples. 

The modulation index cannot be specified directly. In fact the frequency deviation has to be 

specified. It is determined by the pulse shape magnitude and a multiplication coefficient 

(that can be specified over a large scale). 

Finally the transmission channel can be selected by changing the central frequency. The 

formula to apply is : 

ref

RF

f

f 192
equencycentral_fr

⋅
= , 

where fRF is the RF frequency, and fref  the reference frequency. 

3.4.4 Digital Base Band specific to the receiver front end 

3.4.4.1 Analog Front-End Automatic Gain Control (AFE AGC) 

The AFE Automatic Gain Control shall calculate the power of the samples after A/D 

conversion and apply a command to the analog front-end with the objective to have full 

scale signal plus interferers at the ADC input and not saturate the ADCs. 

Objective Calculate an RSSI metric and an AGC  
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Inputs (I,Q) ADCs samples over 7 bits at fADC=36.571 MHz 

Output RSSI metric over NRSSI = 8 bits, every TRSSI=D/FADC 

AGC command over NAGC = 8 bits, every TRSSI 

Operation Performs I²+Q², or any good approximation of the magnitude signal (A)  

Performs Low Pass Filtering of (A) with Integrate & Dump digital filter or 

any good approximation of an averaging filter 

Can also be implemented as a look-up table (LUT) connecting I²+Q² with 

required gain. The resolution of the AGC operation and granularity will be 

a function of the number of LUT entries and their values. 

Specification RSSI Dynamic range : minimum 42dB, with minimum level 10dB above 

sensitivity at the lowest data rate 

RSSI Resolution : 1dB 

RSSI Precision @ D=256 : +/-3dB 

RSSI Delay : maximum 4 samples after the last of the D samples  

AGC dynamic range : still TBD. Indicative : minimum 18dB, maximum 

42dB, typical 29dB 

AGC resolution : still TBD (depending on AFE control). Typical 1 to 3dB. 

AGC precision : still TBD (depending on AFE control). Typical 1 to 3dB. 

AGC delay : maximum 8 samples after the last of the D samples 

Programmability RSSI depth : the RSSI is a filtered power metric. The filter depth (D) shall 

be programmable as powers of 2 and expressed in a number of samples. 

The minimum value for D is 16, the typical value is 256 and the maximum 

value is 2048. D is expressed over 3 bits.  

RSSI reference for the AGC : any value in the RSSI dynamic range, with 

1dB resolution 

AGC command : The NAGC bits of the command shall be mapped to the 

AFE gain control capabilities (e.g. Look Up Table)  

Test The RSSI shall be qualified with a sine wave across the BB frequency band 

(step fADC/ ) of varying amplitude (Sensitivity-10dB to Max input power). 

Baseband test taking into account expected AFE minimum and maximum 

gain. AGC test by hand in terms of amplitude + measurement of delay. 

Expected Low gate complexity, size will be equivalent to 2 7x7 bit multipliers + 
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complexity adder + 256point LUT. Multipliers do not need to be full 7-bit, they can 

operate on an arbitrary (<7) number of I&Q MSBs (TBD) 

Consumption (TBD) 

3.4.4.2 Intermediate-Frequency to D-BB conversion (IF to D-BB) 

This is done by a Weaver cell, and performs IF3=9.1428 MHz to baseband conversion of the 

(I,Q) signal, and whenever necessary image filtering. It uses a digital LO.  

Objective Perform IF3 to BB conversion  

Inputs (I,Q) ADCs samples over 7 bits at fADC=36.571 MHz 

IF3 Quadrature LO on (1.5,1.5) bit at fADC=36.571 MHz. The cosine and 

sine are respectively {1,0,-1,0,…} and {0,1,0,-1} 

Output (I,Q) baseband samples over NBB = 8 bits at fADC=36.571 MHz 

Operation Performs a multiply by {1,0,-1} implemented straightforwardly, then 

additions and subtraction.  

Specification N/A 

Programmability All possible multiply / (sum, subtract) shall be possible : any (I,Q) or LO 

can be inverted in sign, any addition can be a subtract and vice versa. This 

requires Nweaver=8 configuration bits. 

Test Spectrum and phase analysis of the output signal versus the input signal 

at the IF3 frequency and with positive and negative offsets in band. 

Expected 

complexity 

Low gate complexity, size (TBD) 

Consumption (TBD) 

3.4.4.3 Channel filtering 

General description 

The channel filtering block is responsible for eliminating at least partly the possible adjacent 

channels interferers or any other interferer falling into the BB bandwidth after A/D 

conversion. It also plays the role of an anti-aliasing filter after the Weaver cell. 

Objective Filtering the desired signal around DC, suppress aliasing 

Inputs (I,Q) baseband samples over NBB =8 bits at fADC=36.571 MHz 

Output (I,Q) filtered baseband samples over NBPF=15 bits at fADC=36.571 MHz   
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Operation Performs a low pass FIR filtering over the (I,Q) samples. The filter 

coefficients and structure are detailed hereafter 

Specification Filter length : 12, detailed hereafter 

Programmability Full programmability of the filter is avoided. A fixed set of coefficients 

covers the requirements for the different standards in terms of BW (0.5 

MHz up to 1.5MHz) and in terms of rejection of interferers and adjacent 

channels. 

Test Spectrum and phase analysis of the output signal versus the input signal 

at the BB frequency and with positive and negative offsets in band. 

Measurement of the filter delay in the band. 

Expected 

complexity 

Medium gate complexity, size (TBD) 

Consumption (TBD) 

Algorithm 

The filter to use is the following: 

c0 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c10 c11 c12 

1 4 5 7 9 10 10 10 9 7 5 4 1 

12

0
n k n k

k

s c e −
=

= ×∑  

The magnitude response of the filter is drawn on Figure 3-7. Above 4 MHz, an attenuation of 

at least 27 dB is obtained. 
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Figure 3-7 : Magnitude response of the channel filter 
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3.4.4.4 Resampling 

The resampling cell performs the resampling of (I,Q) samples at fADC=36.571 MHz to fDBB = 8 

MHz a value which is an integer and power of 2 multiple of the digital modulation 

parameters (e.g. symbol rate or chip rate).  

Objective Reduce and adapt sampling rate to the digital modulation parameters  

Inputs (I,Q) filtered baseband samples over NBPF=15 bits at fADC=36.571 MHz 

Output (I,Q) digital baseband samples over NBPF=15 bits at fDBB=8 (TBD) MHz 

Operation Interpolation filter (nearest (or previous) or linear).  

Specification Precision : TBD 

Programmability Output sampling frequency is 8 MHz 

Test TBD (RMSE in time domain versus some reference waveform could be an 

option). 

Expected 

complexity 

Low gate complexity, size (TBD) 

Consumption (TBD) 

 

The system is programmed to provide a 64MHz clock which is converted to 32MHz to 

provide better phase response. Hence generating an 8MHz clock will be just a matter of 

division by 4 from this robust 32MHz clock 

3.4.4.5 Filtering and shaping 

General description 

The filtering and shaping block is responsible for eliminating the adjacent channel interferers 

and to perform chip or symbol matched filtering. It shall complete the channel filtering not 

taken into account by the channel filtering block, which lacks selectivity due to the high 

sampling rate and filter length (complexity) limitations. It is configurable and depends on the 

selected standard 

Objective Eliminate the adjacent channel and perform pulse matched filtering 

Inputs (I,Q) digital baseband samples over NBPF=15 bits at fDBB=8 MHz 

Output (I,Q) filtered digital baseband samples over NMF=22 bits at fDBB=8 MHz 

(TBD) 

Operation Performs a low pass FIR filtering over the (I,Q) samples. The filter 

coefficients and structure are detailed hereafter.  

Specification Filter length : 15 coefficients  
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� see below Filter structure : FIR with folded arithmetic to halve number of 

multiplications and take advantage of coefficient symmetry TBD 

Programmability Full programmability of the filter is not required to cope with the 

different standards requirements and pulse shapes. The filter coefficients 

are fixed and in the Bluetooth LE case, one tap over two is used. 

Test Spectrum and phase analysis of the output signal versus the input signal 

at the BB frequency and with positive and negative offsets in band. 

Measurement of the filter delay in the band. 

Expected 

complexity 

Medium gate complexity, size (TBD). Depends on final position (after or 

before the rescaling). 

Consumption (TBD) 

Algorithm 

The impulse response of the filter will approximate a ½ sinus as it is the pulse shape for 

IEEE802.15.4 and MSK 2Mb/s cases. For the Bluetooth-LE case, the same filter will be used, 

since it approximate efficiently enough the Gaussian shape with limited ISI, but an 

adjustment of the rate shall be made. 

Table 7 : Coefficients of the matched filters 

a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9 a10 a11 a12 a13 a14 

2 3 4 6 7 7 8 8 8 7 7 6 4 3 2 

Bluetooth-LE case 

The relation between the input and the output of the filter is the following: 

14
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Figure 3-8  : Magnitude response of the matched filter in the case of Bluetooth-LE 
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As shown on Figure 3-8, the attenuation is 24dB around 1MHz, 27dB around 2MHz, 30dB 

around 3MHz. 

IEEE802.15.4 and MSK 2Mb/s cases 

Because of the rate which is doubled, the relation between the input and the output of the 

filter is the following : 
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Figure 3-9 : Magnitude response of the matched filter in the IEEE802.15.4 and MSK 2Mb/s cases 

The attenuation at 3MHz (corresponding to the attenuation of the adjacent channel at 5 

MHz) is 25dB. 

3.4.4.6 Rescaling 

The rescaling block comes after the resampling and shall reduce the dynamic of the digital 

signal which feeds the digital baseband demodulator, so as to limit the complexity of the 

latter. The rescaling includes an RSSI which has the duty to first calculate an interference 

free RSSI, which could be used later as a more reliable Energy Indicator (ED) than the first 

RSSI measured in IF. The rescaling could be performed in a fixed manner especially to have 

linearity near the sensitivity and a saturated regime at high Eb/N0. 

Analog front-end Automatic Gain Control shall calculate the power of the samples after A/D 

conversion and apply a command to the analog front-end with the objective to have full 

scale signal plus interferers at the ADC input and not saturate the ADCs. 

Objective Rescale the digital baseband to a lower dynamic before digital 

demodulation to reduce complexity. 

 Calculate an RSSI metric and an AGC for frame-by-frame rescaling 

Inputs (I,Q) digital baseband samples over NMF=22 (TBD) bits at fDBB=8 (TBD) MHz 

Value from a register indicating the number of LSB to remove from the 

input digital baseband signal. 
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Output (I,Q) digital baseband samples over NDBB=4  bits at fDBB=8 MHz  

RSSI metric over NRSSI = 8 bits, every TRSSI_DBB=DDBB/ fDBB 

Operation Performs I²+Q² followed by SQRT, or any good approximation of the 

magnitude signal (A) 

Performs Low Pass Filtering of (A) with Integrate & Dump digital filter or 

any good approximation of an averaging filter 

Performs bits selection, rounding and saturation and sign propagation on 

each (I,Q) sample 

Specification RSSI Dynamic range : NBPF+1 bits 

RSSI Resolution : 1input LSB 

RSSI Precision: N/A 

RSSI Delay : DDBB samples 

Programmability RSSI depth : the RSSI is a filtered power metric. The filter depth (DDBB) 

shall be programmable as powers of 2 and expressed in a number of 

samples. Under the assumption that fDBB=8 MHz, the minimum value for 

DDBB is 8, the typical value is 64 and the maximum value is 1024. DDBB is 

expressed over 3 bits.  

Test The RSSI shall be qualified with a sine wave across the BB frequency band 

(step fADC/ ) of varying amplitude (Sensitivity-10dB to Max input power). 

Baseband test taking into account expected AFE minimum and maximum 

gain. AGC test by hand in terms of amplitude. 

Expected 

complexity 

Low gate complexity, size (TBD) 

Consumption (TBD) 

3.4.5 Multi-standard D-BB demodulator 

After rescaling, the Digital Baseband signal is ready for being demodulated by a classical 

modem compliant with the standard of interest, classical meaning here AFE independent. 

The novelty within WiserBAN is to allow reusability of the digital baseband building blocks 

from one standard to another. 

Next figure gives the high level building blocks of the digital modem. A particularity of the 

modem resides here in the transmitter side where the modulation is directly performed in 

phase, which limits us to constant envelope modulations. Therefore the pulse shaping is 

possibly performed at different levels. 
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Figure 3-10 : Preliminary digital base band architecture, with focus on the multi-standard DBB 

demodulator components 

3.4.5.1 IEEE802.15.4 synchronization and drift estimation 

This block is used for the reception of IEEE802.15.4 packets (including the MSK 2Mbps 

extension). 

Objective Detection and synchronization over an IEEE802.15.4 (including the MSK 

2Mbps extension) packet 

Triggered by Rx ON enabled 

Inputs (I,Q) DBB samples over NDBB=4 (TBD) bits at fDBB=8 (TBD) MHz  

Output Events / interrupts related to preamble detection and coarse timing 

acquisition 

Operation Partial correlation with code 0, hermitian product to estimate CFO and 

non-coherent accumulation for packet detection and start of symbol 

estimation  

Specification Frequency drift of +-80ppm shall be supported and PER = 1% with 20 

bytes packet at the sensitivity of the receiver 

Programmability Thresholds 

Test Probability of detection (>99% at the sensitivity) and probability of false 

alarm (TBD), estimation of CFO 

Expected 

complexity 

Medium to high complexity 
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Figure 3-11 : Scheme of the synchronization block 

Code 0 matched filter : 

This a filter matched to the code 0. Partial correlations of the complex signal I+jQ with the 

complex code 0 defined by the IEEE802.15.4 standard. Only two chips are used for each 

partial correlation resulting in 16 partials correlations. Operations are described on the 

schemes on figure 3-12 and figure 3-13. 

Outputs of the partial correlations are updated at each time step of 8MHz (input samples 

frequency) 

 

Figure 3-12 : Scheme of the 16 partial correlations 

 

 

Figure 3-13 : Scheme of the k
th

 partial correlation 
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Accumulation of the 16 partial correlations is done by summing the square module of the 16 

complex numbers Corr0 to Corr15. 

 

Figure 3-14 : Scheme of the accumulation of the 16 partial correlations 

Drift estimation block :  

This block is used to estimate the drift between the transmitter and the receiver. Hermitian 

products between consecutive partial correlations are done and summed (Erreur ! Source 

du renvoi introuvable.). M is the number of samples per partial correlation (M=8), fs is the 

sampling rate (fs=8MHz) and ∆f is the frequency offset. 

exp 2
s

f
A M

f
π

 ∆× 
 

 

Figure 3-15 : scheme of the drift estimation block 

Accumulation block : 

This block is used to accumulate symbols of preamble thus to improve the signal to noise 

ratio for detecting packets and symbol synchronization. 

There is two parts: an accumulation at the symbol rate (output is acc128) and an 

accumulation at another rate (output is acc124) that will be used as an adaptive threshold. 

Accumulations are done thanks to IIR filters: 

128

7
128 _ 128

8k k kacc mf out acc −= +  
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124

7
124 _ 124

8k k kacc mf out acc −= +  

Threshold block: 

The output acc128 will be compared to a programmable threshold Th2 (detection of a 

signal), the output acc124 will be multiplied by a programmable gain (whose possible values 

should be 1 to 2 with a step of 0.1), the result will be compared to acc128 for the preamble 

detection (detection of peaks). 

If the two comparisons are true, a valid IEEE802.15.4 preamble is supposed to be present: 

now the search for the SFD begins (and synchronization is continuing). 

 

Figure 3-16 : Scheme of the threshold block 

Start of symbol position block : 

From the positions of the maxima of the output acc128, the start of symbol position is 

determined. This is used for SFD decoding and more generally for symbols demodulation. 

3.4.5.2 Drift compensation and symbol decoding 

This section has to be understood in the case of IEEE802.15.4 and the MSK 2 Mbps extension 

for SFD and PHR fields. 

Objective To retrieve transmitted symbols 

Triggered by Synchronization detected 

Inputs (I,Q) DBB samples over NDBB=4 (TBD) bits at fDBB=8 (TBD) MHz 

Output Symbol over 4 bits  
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Operation Partial correlations and complex multiplications  

Specification PER<1% for 20 bytes packet and cumulated drift<80ppm (TBD for 

maximal packet lengths) 

Programmability None. 

Test Symbol Error Rate for drift <80ppm and packet size <128 bytes 

Expected 

complexity 

Medium complexity 

 

CFO correction and symbol demodulation block : 

According to the current synchronization, symbol synchronization is done thanks to the 

following steps (N is the ratio of the sampling rate over the chip rate, ie 4 in our case): 

• SFO correction: δf is the relative drift between the receiver and the transmitter 

(relative CFO and relative SFO are supposed to be equal). When elapsed time (in 

number of samples) since synchronization is greater than abs(0.5/δf), and after this 

time every abs(1/δf) we have to add or remove a sample (according to the sign of δf) 

to compensate the SFO. 

• CFO correction by applying a correction αk to each sample (see Figure 3-17): 

o αk= exp 2
s

f
k j N

f
π

 ∆× × × 
 

 

• Partial correlation with the 16 codes (simplification should be used for 

implementation thanks to the circular shift from one code to another and the 

conjugation from the 8 first codes to the 8 last codes) (see Figure 3-17 and figure 

3-18). 

• Decision: the highest decision variable is the one corresponding to the estimated 

received symbol 
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Figure 3-17 : Scheme of CFO correction and partial code correlation 

 

Figure 3-18 : Detail of Figure 3-17- CFO correction and a partial correlation 

For SFO and CFO correction, short tables should be used instead of calculus of argument of 

complex numbers, knowing that a precision for the drift of about 20 ppm is sufficient for 

correctly demodulating. 

3.4.5.3 Hermitian product and O-QPSK code correlation 

This section has to be understood for the case of Bluetooth-LE and the MSK 2 Mbps mode. 

Objective To form the symbol level samples 

Triggered by Rx ON enabled 

Inputs (I,Q) DBB samples over NDBB=4 (TBD) bits at fDBB=8 (TBD) MHz  
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Output (I,Q) DBB samples over NHERM=8 (TBD) bits at fDBB=8 (TBD) MHz or a sub-

multiple, after preamble detection   

Operation Chip or Symbol level differential Hermitian product.  

Specification Full dynamic kept 

Programmability None. 

Test Eye diagram (TBD). 

Expected 

complexity 

Medium complexity 

  

 

3.4.5.4 Bluetooth LE preamble detection and symbol 

synchronization 

This block is applicable only to Bluetooth LE 

Objective Detect an incoming frame and receiver symbol or chip synchronisation 

Triggered by Rx ON enabled 

Inputs (I,Q) DBB samples over NHERM=8 (TBD) bits at fDBB=8 (TBD) MHz 

Output Preamble detected flag 

Symbol or chip clock 

Operation TBD  

Specification 1-Pd<1e-3 at sensitivity 

Pfa<1e-3 per ms of noise 

Programmability Detection thresholds, Implementation specific parameters. 

Test Tbc 

Expected 

complexity 

Medium to high complexity 

 

3.4.5.5 Frame detection and frame synchronization 

Objective Performs Start-of-Frame Delimiter detection 
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Triggered by Preamble detected flag 

Inputs Symbol level decision variables 

Output SFD detected flag   

Operation Camparison of incoming symbols with the SFD word.  

Specification 1-Pd<1e-3 at sensitivity 

Pfa < 1e-5 over the preamble duration 

Programmability Have to implement standard values. 

(optional) : programmable SFD word, programmable size (up to 32 

symbols) 

Test Tbc 

Expected 

complexity 

Low complexity 

   

3.4.5.6 Code to symbol, MSK, FSK demapping 

Objective Take hard decisions on bits given decision variable on symbols 

Triggered by SFD detected flag   

Inputs Symbol level decision variables 

Output Bit level hard decisions (applies to all frame fields after SFD) 

Operation Look up tables, decision thresholds, etc.  

Specification Implements the IEEE802.15.4 code to symbol demapping, the 2Mbps 

MSK demapping and the Bluetooth LE GMSK demapping 

Programmability None. 

Test Tbc. 

Expected 

complexity 

Very low complexity 

   

3.4.5.7 Forward Error Correction (optional) 

Objective Correct bit (or n-uplets) errors to improve PER on PHR field or PSDU field 
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Triggered by SFD detected flag   

Inputs Bit level hard decisions 

(optional) Bit level soft decisions 

Output Corrected bits    

Operation Depends on the selected FEC. Typical is block coding, thus RS or BCH.  

Specification Latency : tbd (1 codeword ?) depending on existing low power IPs 

Programmability None (though the FEC IP itself may be programmable, it is NOT desired to 

change the parameters once given 

Test Block Error Rate : BLER in / BLER out with IDD bit errors  

Expected 

complexity 

Medium complexity, depends on block size 

   

3.4.5.8 PHR decoding 

Objective Decode the content of the PHR before decoding the content of the next 

field 

Triggered by SFD detected flag   

Inputs Bit level hard decisions (optionally corrected) 

Output End of PHR flag 

PHR content (at least PSDU size) 

Operation Decode and demap the PHR fields  

Specification Complies with the selected standards 

Latency : 1 bit 

Programmability None 

Test Tbd. 

Expected 

complexity 

Very low complexity 
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3.4.5.9 CRC check 

Objective Check bit errors on the PSDU to forward only valid frames to the upper 

layer 

Triggered by End of PHR flag 

Inputs PSDU bits 

Output CRC check flag   

Operation Classical CRC check  

Specification Complies with the selected standards (24 bits CRC for Bluetooth LE, 16 

bots CRC for IEEE802.15.4 

Latency : 1 bit 

Programmability None 

Test Monte Carlo on good and corrupted frames encoding with the right 

counterpart 

Expected 

complexity 

Low complexity 

   

3.4.5.10 Metrics 

Objective Calculate PHY metrics : ED, LQI 

Triggered by Frame reception (end of PHR flag) for LQI  

CCA request by the MAC for ED 

Inputs First and second RSSI from the digital processing 

Other intermediate metrics from the different DBB modem blocks (TBD) 

Output LQI metric : 8 bits to indicate signal quality 

ED metric : 8 bits to indicate signal strength   

Operation TBD.  

Specification TBD. At least the first RSSI and second RSSI can be used to calculate such 

metrics. 

Latency: LQI shall be available before the end of CRC check. ED latency is 
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RSSI latency. 

Programmability None 

Test Monotonic response with the received signal strength within the 

required precision. 

LQI response less susceptible to interferer than RSSI response 

Expected 

complexity 

Very low complexity 

  

3.5 Digital architecture of the SoC 

To anticipate further needs for a complete autonomous operation of the SoC, a digital 

architecture has been designed connecting the Analog Front-End (AFE), the Digital-BB (DBB) 

for both TX and RX, and the microcontroller (µC). The µC includes the icyflex1 processor and 

its digital peripherals. 

The icyflex1 operation allows the configuration of the analog and digital peripherals as well 

as processing and forwarding the data flow of the RF interface in a flexible manner. All the 

configurations are done thanks to registers which are connected to the processor bus and 

have dedicated addresses. The configuration data stored in each peripheral is decoded and 

processed locally. This is used to configure the AFE and DBB blocks. It is also used to transfer 

data to/from the µC from/to the air interface.  

3.5.1 icyflex1 subsystem 

The icyflex1 processor has been designed for ultra-low power processing. It has a dual MAC 

(multiply-and-accumulate) structure, 32-bit short instruction words which complemented 

with its reconfigurable instruction set allows it to fully deploy its processing performance 

with minimal energy consumption. 

The icyflex1 processor comes with several controllers and peripherals including : 

• a JTAG controller for on-chip debug 

• an optional DMA controller to relieve the processor from some of the data 

moving operations 

• a bus controller 

• a request controller to forward interrupt requests and DMA events to the 

processor and DMA controller respectively 

• serial interfaces: Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI), Inter-IC Sound (I2S) and 

Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART) 

• parallel interfaces: General Purpose Input Output (GPIO) 

• timers and digital watchdog 

• an analog controller to hold registers which interface the analog blocks to 

the processor 
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• instruction and data RAM 

• a boot loader to initialize the RAM at boot time 

• a block implementing a Real Time Clock (RTC)  

The icyflex1 and the peripherals listed above make up the microcontroller subsystem (µC). 

The icyflex1 processor supports a sleep instruction which can be used to gate the processor 

clock. All clock gating is done outside the processor. A typical SoC supports multiple low 

power modes, each with their specific combination of clock gating.  

The µC subsystem for the WiserBAN SoC is documented in [25]. 

3.5.2 Interface between the DBB and the µC 

A Direct Memory Access controller (DMA) may be included in the µC which can be a bus 

master like the processor. Its primary role is to transfer data from/to the dedicated FIFOs 

embedded in DBB TX and RX to/from RAM. The DMA avoids having the processor handle this 

data in real time. This alleviates the processor and reduces the timing constraints on the rest 

of the processing executed by icyflex1. It also guarantees that the DBB FIFOs do not overflow 

or underflow. Note that the DBB RX and DMA have not been integrated in the 1st MPW SoC. 

The DMA could be integrated in a further release of the SoC. 

A dedicated DBB TX FIFO of 127 bytes has been specified so as to buffer the data of a full 

frame. The DBB RX FIFO has been specified to 128 bytes to buffer the full frame plus 1 extra 

byte for the RX frame length. 

 

Figure 3-19 Transmitter synoptic scheme  
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Figure 3-20 Receiver synoptic scheme  

An interrupt request (IRQ) signal will indicate to the µC the achievement of the front-end 

operations. A status manager will be implemented to generate the IRQ signals. Operations of 

the AFE and its associated DBB are therefore reported to the µC, which can use them in 

higher layer software for application specific purposes. 

The IRQ which will be implemented in the DBB RX interface are listed below: 

• IT_RX_Synchro_Found : indicates a frame of the specified standard has started to be 

received 

• IT_RX_Completed : indicates a frame of the specified standard has been received 

and buffered in the FIFO 

• IT_RX_CRC_OK : indicates a correct CRC has been received related the received 

frame 

• IT_RX_FIFO_Full : indicates the FIFO is full and an incoming new frame may corrupt 

the current stored information 

The IRQ which will be implemented in the DBB TX interface are listed below: 

• IT_TX_Start : indicates the specified frame has started to be transmitted 

• IT_TX_End : indicates the specified frame has been fully transmitted 

All these IRQ are generated in the DBB and transmitted to the µC’s request controller which 

then forwards them to the processor or the DMA. 

3.5.3 AnaCtrl Interface between the AFE and the µC 

Dedicated registers have been set up and implemented in the 1st version of the MPW to 

interface with the analog front-end. There are listed from Table 8 to Table 26 

ANACTRL_OUT 

1: Enable  

control # bit  

Signal name  in/out  R/W  Reset value  

31:19  anactrl_enable_spare  out  R/W  0  

18:17  en_tx<1:0>  out  R/W  0  

16:15  en_rx<1:0>  out  R/W  0  

14  sires_en  out  R/W  0  
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13  baw_osc_enb  out  R/W  0  

12:10  pll_ctrl_reg<33:31>  out  R/W  0  

9:6  pll_ctrl_reg<3:0>  out  R/W  0  

5:3  pll_ctrl_reg<65:63>  out  R/W  0  

2  aist_clk_en  out  R/W  0  

1  ibias_en  out  R/W  0  

0  sires_start  out  R/W  0  

Table 8 : ANACTRL_OUT1 : enable  

ANACTRL_OUT 

2: PLL  

control # bit  

Signal name  in/out  R/W  Reset value  

31:29  anactrl_rf_spare  out  R/W  0  

28:27  pll_ctrl_reg<62:61>  out  R/W  0  

26:0  pll_ctrl_reg<30:4>  out  R/W  0  

Table 9 : ANACTRL_OUT2 register: PLL RX & LO divider 

ANACTRL_OUT 

3: PLL  

control # bit  

Signal name  in/out  R/W  Reset value  

31:27  anactrl_rf_spare  out  R/W  0  

26:0  pll_ctrl_reg<60:34>  out  R/W  0  

Table 10 : ANACTRL_OUT3 register: PLL TX 

ANACTRL_OUT 

4: PLL  

control # bit  

Signal name  in/out  R/W  Reset value  

31:0  anactrl_rf_spare  out  R/W  0  

Table 11 : ANACTRL_OUT4 register: PLL spare 

ANACTRL_OUT 

5: BAW control  

control # bit  

Signal name  in/out  R/W  Reset value  

31:27  dco_ctrl_spare  out  R/W  0  

26:22  pll_ctrl_reg<70:66>  out  R/W  0  

21:10  dco_ctrl<11:0>  out  R/W  0  

9:8  clk_interp_ctrl<1:0>  out  R/W  0  

7:0  baw_ctrl<7:0>  out  R/W  0  

Table 12 : ANACTRL_OUT5 register: BAW 

ANACTRL_OUT 

6: SiRes Control  

control # bit  

Signal name  in/out  R/W  Reset value  

31:29  sires_ctrl_spare  out  R/W  0  

28:26  sires_div_ctrl<2:0>  out  R/W  0  

25:24  tune_cap<1:0>  out  R/W  0  

23:22  tune_sires<1:0>  out  R/W  0  

21:0  ck_32k_ctrl<21:0>  out  R/W  0  

Table 13 : ANACTRL_OUT6 register: SiRES 
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ANACTRL_OUT 

7: SiRes Control  

control # bit  

Signal name  in/out  R/W  Reset value  

31:26  sires_ctrl_spare  out  R/W  0  

25  baw_osc_run  out  R/W  0  

24  lf_osc_run  out  R/W  0  

23  temp_ready  out  R/W  0  

22:3  temp<19:0>  out  R/W  0  

2:1  clksys_sel <1:0>  out  R/W  0  

0  clklf_sel  out  R/W  0  

Table 14 : ANACTRL_OUT6 register: SiRES 

ANACTRL_OUT 

8: RXTX  

control # bit  

Signal name  in/out  R/W  Reset value  

31:28  spare  out  R/W  0  

27:26  rxtx_sw<1:0>  out  R/W  0  

25:24  rxtx_agc<1:0>  out  R/W  0  

23:0  enable_rxtx<23:0>  out  R/W  0  

Table 15 :ANACTRL_OUT8 register: RXTX 

ANACTRL_OUT 

9: RXTX bias 

control # bit  

Signal name  in/out  R/W  Reset value  

31:0  bias_ctrl<31:0>  out  R/W  0  

Table 16 : ANACTRL_OUT9 register: RXTX bias 

ANACTRL_OUT 

10: RXTX bias 

control # bit  

Signal name  in/out  R/W  Reset value  

31:0  bias_ctrl<63:32>  out  R/W  0  

Table 17 : ANACTRL_OUT10 register: RXTX bias 

ANACTRL_OUT 

11: RXTX bias 

control # bit  

Signal name  in/out  R/W  Reset value  

31:0  bias_ctrl<95:64>  out  R/W  0  

Table 18 : ANACTRL_OUT11 register: RXTX bias 

ANACTRL_OUT 

12,13: IF  

control # bit  

Signal name  in/out  R/W  Reset value  

31  spare  out  R/W  0  

30:23  if_config_data<7:0>  out  R/W  0  

22:15  if_config_ctrl<7:0>  out  R/W  0  

14:7  if_config_addr<7:0>  out  R/W  0  

6:1  if_agc<5:0>  out  R/W  0  

0  if_analog_en  out  R/W  0  

Table 19 : ANACTRL_OUT12_13 register: IF 
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ANACTRL_OUT 

14: AIST control 

control # bit  

Signal name  in/out  R/W  Reset value  

31:1  aist_cmd<31:1>  out  R/W  0  

0  aist_cmd_rdy  out  R/W  0  

Table 20 : ANACTRL_OUT14 register: AIST 

ANACTRL_OUT 

15: AIST control 

control # bit  

Signal name  in/out  R/W  Reset value  

31:18  spare  out  R/W  0  

17:2  aist_param<15:0>  out  R/W  0  

1  aist_irq_flag  out  R/W  0  

0  aist_nreset  out  R/W  0  

Table 21 : ANACTRL_OUT15 register: AIST 

ANACTRL_IN 

1: PLL read only 

control # bit  

Signal name  in/out  R/W  Reset value  

31:12  rf_freqgen_ro<31:12>  in  R  0  

11:6  dec_cap<5:0>  in  R  0  

5:0  in_cap<5:0>  in  R  0  

Table 22 : ANACTRL_IN1 register: PLL (read only) 

ANACTRL_IN 

2: RF FE read 

only 

control # bit  

Signal name  in/out  R/W  Reset value  

31:0  rf_frontend_ro<31:0>  in  R  0  

Table 23 : ANACTRL_IN2 register: RF front-end (read only) 

ANACTRL_IN 

3: AIST read only 

control # bit  

Signal name  in/out  R/W  Reset value  

31:16  spare  in  R  0  

15:0  aist_data<15:0>  in  R  0  

Table 24 : ANACTRL_IN3 register: AIST (read only) 

ANACTRL_IN 

4: AIST read only 

control # bit  

Signal name  in/out  R/W  Reset value  

31:0  aist_sta<31:0>  in  R  0  

Table 25 : ANACTRL_IN4 register: AIST (read only) 

ANACTRL_IN 

5: IF read only 

control # bit  

Signal name  in/out  R/W  Reset value  

31:0  rx_if_ro<31:0>  in  R  0  

Table 26 : ANACTRL_IN5 register: IF (read only) 
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This set of registers enables programming and configuration of the different blocks of the 

Analog Front-End. 

3.5.4 Anactrl Interface between the D-BB and the µC 

In addition to these, a register will be implemented to configure the receiver D-BB. The 

synoptic of the receiver D-BB, after the Weaver cell and the matched filter is presented in 

Figure 3-21 : 

 

Figure 3-21 : RX D-BB synoptic before data buffer and after matched filter 

The configuration requirement includes several parameters of interest for a proper 

demodulation. Among them, the selection of the modulation scheme is the most obvious 

one. Other parameters of interest are:  

• Synchronization level and gain to apply  

• Decimation values 

• Level of received power to trigger the synchronization  

• Delays for a good synchronization with regards to the SFD detection 

In order to limit the number of blocks to be implemented, for cost and leakage consumption 

reasons, both envisioned modulations will be implemented trying to make reuse of the same 

functionalities. This may also imply new parameters to be considered and specific 

configuration sets be accessible from the µC. 

3.6 FPGA Development Platform 

3.6.1 Goals of the FPGA platform 

The WiserBAN project plans to verify the blocks to be integrated in the final version of the 

SoC with an FPGA platform. This platform will serve 3 goals. 

First, the FPGA platform will allow the designers to verify the correct function of the DBB Rx 

block in a SoC level environment prior to the MPW2 tape-out. This step is required because 

the DBB Rx block was not included in the 1st MPW of the SoC and thus the block cannot be 

validated in hardware in a system running at speed before the 2nd MPW. 
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Second, the FPGA platform will allow the designers to verify that the DBB Rx block has a 

correct interface for the icyflex1 bus. This step is vital because the DBB Rx will have been 

designed by teams which are not accustomed to designing for the icyflex1 architecture: the 

CEA will design a Matlab model of the DBB Rx block, SG will design the synthesizable VHDL 

model of the block whereas it is CSEM which has the background in icyflex design. 

Third, the integration of the DBB Rx block in an FPGA will allow the co-development of the 

software protocol on the icyflex1 processor before the 2nd MPW tape-out. 

It should be noted that, although considered at first, the FPGA platform will not be used for 

the development of software applications before chips from the 2nd MPW are available. 

Instead, the CSEM’s icycom chip and the icyboard HDK will be used to provide a hardware 

platform for users wanting to develop. The icycom chip has many similarities regarding the 

functions provided by the microcontroller subsystem. This choice however will imply some 

limitations to software developers. The WiserBAN Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) will be 

made to be as close as possible to the icycom2 HAL so as to minimize modifications to the 

software when switching from icycom chips to WiserBAN chips. 
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Figure 3-22 : Synoptic view of the contents of the FPGA when used with samples of the 1
st

 MPW 

The default plan for the verification calls for the FPGA platform to integrate a minimal subset 

of the digital blocks which are included in the WiserBAN SoC. The FPGA will be used 

alongside samples of the 1st MPW of the SoC. Should these sample dies prove not be 

functional for some reason, a backup plan is in place to integrate all the digital blocks of the 

WiserBAN SoC. This backup solution will allow the FPGA platform to include all the digital 

function of the SoC despite a possible bug in the 1st MPW. Both plans will allow all the goals 

defined above to be reached with this verification platform. 

The following digital blocks of the WiserBAN SoC are integrated in the FPGA: 

1. SPI: to guarantee that there be enough bandwidth between the FPGA and MPW1 
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2. GPIO: for some handshaking between the FPGA and MPW1 

3. RQCTRL: to use vectorized interrupts on the FPGA’s icyflex1 

4. icyflex1: to configure the FPGA blocks and move data from the DBB Rx to the SPI 

5. RAM: for program and data memory 

6. DBB Rx: to validate this block 

7. Bus controller: to connect the above blocks 

SG may temporarily add other blocks and/or glue logic while developing the DBB Rx block if 

these can help reduce the overall effort on their part. 

The following digital blocks of the WiserBAN SoC are not integrated in the FPGA: 

1. UART 

2. Timers and Watchdog Timer 

3. JTAG TAP: there is no on-chip debug of the icyflex1 in FPGA 

4. Pad Switch: the GPIO are no longer mux’ed with other IOs 

5. Bootstrap and ROM 

6. DBB Tx: this block may in fact prove useful in the FPGA to debug the DBB Rx block. 

SG decides whether this block can be excluded or not. 

These blocks will be added to the FPGA if the MPW1 is not functional. SG & CSEM have 

verified that all this logic should fit in the chosen FPGA. 

The following digital blocks of the WiserBAN SoC are integrated differently in the SoC and 

FPGA: 

1. Bus Ctrl: fewer interfaces are used in the FPGA than in the SoC since not all 

peripherals are in the FPGA 

2. RAM: size and number of blocks may vary for FPGA 

3. GPIO: if needed, the GPIO block can be made wider on the FPGA to help debug the 

application running on the icyflex1 in the FPGA. 

4. Pads: the pads of the FPGA most probably have a different digital interface from 

those of the SoC 

The application running in the FPGA on the icyflex1: 

1. receives commands from the MPW1 icyflex1 to configure the DBB Rx block and 

switch the block on/off 

2. is notified of availability of data in DBB Rx by means of an interrupt; an interrupt 

handler moves the data from the DBB Rx to the SPI 

3. if needed, sends signals to the MPW1 icyflex1 via GPIO to indicate status 

information (e.g. data IRQ vs control IRQ from DBB Rx) 

There is neither bootstrap nor boot ROM in the FPGA when it is used with MPW1. Instead, 

the code is loaded by the FPGA JTAG (i.e. not the JTAG of the FPGA icyflex1) to the RAM in 

the FPGA. 
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Data between the FPGA icyflex1 and the MPW1’s icyflex1 can be transferred over the SPI 

bus. The FPGA is always SPI master for such transfers. The SPI bus is used by MPW1 to access 

the external memory during the boot sequence. The MPW1 is only SPI master during boot. 

SPI in FPGA

------------- SPI -------------

MPW1

NSSI   NSSO   MISO   MOSI    SCK

GPIO              NSSI   MOSI   MISO    SCK

NVRAM
NSSI         DI         DO    SCK

 

Figure 3-23 : Synoptic view of the SPI bus between the 1
st

 MPW SoC, the FPGA and the boot NVRAM 

3.6.2 Selection of FPGA platform 

In order to reach the goals defined above, the most suitable solution for an FPGA platform is 

an FPGA board coupled with a fast data-converter board and many user configurable I/Os, 

switches, etc. Another major factor towards choosing the proposed FPGA board is the 

availability of an icyflex1 core implemented in Altera Stratix III EP3SL200F1152C4 FPGA. 

Hence, an Altera Stratix III FPGA Development Board was selected. 

A development kit, consisting of a Stratix III development board, which includes the ‘DSP 

Builder’ application (enabling high level synthesisable DSP blocks to be designed in a 

MatLab/Simulink environment) was considered the most economic option. To be able to 

synthesise and run the VHDL code, a full version of Quartus II application was also required, 

with an unlimited duration license so it can be used for the lifetime of the project. 
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Figure 3-24 : Altera DSP Development Kit, Stratix III Edition 

The DSP Development Kit, Stratix III Edition features: 

• Stratix III development board (1)  

− High-performance Stratix III EP3SL150F1152 FPGA  

− DDR2 SDRAM and QDR II SRAM  

− PSRAM and flash memory  

− USB 2.0 MAC/PHY  

− Graphics and character LCD displays  

− On-board embedded USB-BlasterTM download cable  

− Numerous switches and push-buttons for configuration and de-bugging 

• Data conversion Board (2) 

− Two 14-bit, 150-million samples per second (MSPS) analog-to-

digital converters (ADCs)  

− Two 14-bit, 250-MSPS digital-to-analog converters (DACs)  

− Audio in/out/mic  

The Data Conversion (dual ADC, DAC) board can interface with both differential and single 

ended clocks allowing easy migration with the SoC clock drivers. The card outline is shown 

below: 
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Figure 3-25: Data Conversion Board Architecture 

 

Figure 3-26: Components of Data Conversion Board 

The ADC input clocks can be either provided from the FPGA, or fed externally through 2 SMA 

connectors. The clock frequency can be as high as 150MHz, but for the WiserBAN low-power 

requirements, this will not be necessary.  
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4 Study and preliminary proposal for the WiserBAN 
protocol stack 

4.1 Overview of the WiserBAN protocol stack 

WiserBAN will develop a dedicated protocol communication stack, as Figure 4-1 illustrates. 

In the following the Energy Management, Time Synchronization, MAC and Middleware 

layers (upper layers) protocols are described.   

 

Figure 4-1 : WiserBAN protocol stack. 

The rest of this section is organized as follows. In Sections 0, 4.3, and 0 the issues of Energy 

Management, Time Synchronization, and MAC, accounting for the network formation and 

maintenance and the access to the channel, are analyzed separately. Section 4.5 merges all 

the aspects discussed in Sections 0, 4.3, and 0 and provides the flow charts describing the 

behavior of the WiserBAN Coordinator and devices. Section 4.6 deals with the MAC frames 

format and Section 4.10 provides the MAC architecture with the HW/SW partitioning. 

Simulation results on MAC are provided in Section 4.7, whereas Sections 4.8 and 4.9 treat 

the Upper Layers protocols and coexistence issues, respectively. 

4.2 Energy Management 

According to the WiserBAN use cases summarized in Section 2, the traffic generated in the 

network will be aperiodic and loose. Thanks to this, a so called low power listening (LPL) or 

preamble sampling scheme [20], [21] could be implemented, saving energy. 

If there are not packets to be transmitted, nodes will alternate active and sleeping phases, as 

shown in Figure 4-2. When a node has data to be transmitted, it starts transmitting a 

preamble (a single long preamble as proposed in [20] or a burst of short preambles as 

proposed in [21]). Once the intended receiver sends back an ACK, the communication of the 

information data can take place, directly or through the establishment of a superframe by 

the Coordinator, depending the number of nodes in the network. 

Within Task 4.2 it was decided to use the preamble sampling strategy, as described in [21]. 

Each node wishing to send a data to a given receiver, or a set of receivers, will transmit a 

burst of short preambles, separated by a short interval of time for the reception of the ACK. 

The preamble (Preamble Frame, see Section 4.6) will contain the addresses of all the 

intended receivers and the transmitter will wait for the ACK from all these devices. A Clear 
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Channel Assessment (CCA), to check the status of the channel, is performed before the 

transmission of the first preamble (see Section 4.5).  

To be sure that the intended destination node receives at least one preamble, the 

transmitter needs to send preambles for all the duration of the sleep/active period (denoted 

as Tw) of the destination node. In case more than one destination is present, the maximum 

number of preambles sent will be the number of preambles contained in the longest Tw.. In 

case the transmitter receives all the ACKs coming from the intended receivers before the 

end of Tw, it will stop sending preambles.  

The duration Tw of a sleep/active cycle depends on the application requirements in terms of 

maximum allowable delay. As for the duration TON of the active phase, its minimum is 

hardware dependent and has to be such to guarantee the reception of the preamble frame, 

while its maximum is related to energy consumption requirements. 

 

Figure 4-2: Sleep/active phases for energy saving. 

In case there are only two nodes in the network, the data can be transmitted directly, as 

shown in Figure 4-3, where TAT means Turn-Around-Time.  
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Figure 4-3: Wake up mechanism in case of direct transmission of the data. 

Being Tmax the maximum tolerable delay for the reception of a data packet, to evaluate TW 

and TON the following computation could be performed. 

 

 

 

 

 

Examples of Tw values for the case of direct transmission of the data (i.e., no superframe 

generated), are reported in Table 27. 

RC - device -- non streaming device - device -- non 

streaming 

 

Medel 

case 1 

Sorin SAT 

Case 1 

SAT 

Case 2 

Debiote

ch 

Medel case 

3 

SAT Case 

5 

Tmax [ms] 100 N.A. - - 50 100 - 

d [m] 3 3     5 0.5   

τ [ms] 0.00001 0.000

01 

    0.0000

17 

0.0000017   

MAC 

payload 

[byte

s] 

5  N.A.     200 5   

Tdata [ms] 0.16 N.A.     1.72 0.16   

                

TW [ms] 99.07 N.A. - - 47.97 99.07 - 

Table 27 : Tw computation for non-streaming traffic 
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When more than one node is connected to the network, a superframe is established by the 

Coordinator (see Section 0 for details on the superframe structure).  

In Figure 4-4 we illustrate an example of data exchange: the Coordinator has data to be sent 

to a device in the network, which is composed of different devices.  

 

Figure 4-4: Wake up mechanism of one node in case of establishment of a superframe. 

In this case, the following computation for TW holds. 

 

 

4.3 Time Synchronization 

Two nodes, namely A and B, are considered which have to keep time synchronization.  

In the following the real time is denoted as t and the local time as T. 

Nodes synchronization can be maintained simply as follows: at the time instant t1 A sends a 

packet to B including the timestamp (T1); B computes the clock drift between B and A at T2 

and synchronize its clock with A. 

 

Figure 4-5: Packet exchange for time synchronization. 

Several delays occur in the transmission of a packet, as Figure 4-6 shows: 
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• Send Time: time spent in constructing the packet at the application layer and for 

passing the packet from the application to the MAC layer; 

• Access Time: delay for accessing the channel (it depends on the MAC protocol used);  

• Transmission Time: time spent for transmitting the packet. This time is 

approximately deterministic (it depends on the packet length and bit rate used); 

• Propagation Time: time spent to traverse the wireless link (τ); 

• Reception Time: time taken in receiving the bits and passing them to the MAC layer; 

• Receive Time: time needed to construct the packet and pass it on to the application 

layer where it is decoded. 

 

Figure 4-6: Time delays for the transmission of a packet. 

The uncertainty on the above mentioned times/delays can cause errors in the 

synchronization. However, we assume that: 

• The send delay and the access delay (which can be highly variable), do not affect the 

synchronization, since the time stamp is included in the packet right before the 

transmission on the link (see Figure 4-6); 

• The transmission and reception time are known, since nodes use the same bit rate; 

• The propagation time, τ, between the nodes is known, that is nodes are in fixed relative 

positions; 

• The clock drift between A and B in t1, εt1, is equal to the clock drift between A and B in t2, 

εt2. 

WiserBAN WP2 contributors confirm that the above mentioned assumptions are reasonable, 

since: 

1) For the inclusion of the time stamp in the transmitted packet, the delay between 

insertion and effective transmission is not precisely known but will be constant with 

a maximum jitter in the order of ±1/8 of symbol duration even if different 

mechanisms can be involved, depending on whether the framing is implemented in 

hardware or software (MAC). So this delay can be calculated or, better, measured. 

2) On the receiver side, this is basically the same: the delay will be constant with a 

maximum jitter of ±1/8 of a symbol duration. 
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Figure 4-7: Local clocks of nodes A and B versus Real Time. 

By denoting as TA the transmission time at A and RB the reception time at B, we have: 

BA RTtt +++= τ12  

and for the local time:  

112 tBA RTTT ετ ++++=  

Since all the terms in the last equation are known to B, and since ετ1= ετ2 B can compute its 

clock drift with respect to A in t2 and can synchronize itself to A. 

Due to the behavior of clocks drift (see Figure 4-8), after a time interval Δt, nodes A and B 

will be not synchronized anymore and a new packet exchange will be needed.  

 

Figure 4-8: Error between local node clocks. 

We have to assure that the synchronization error, that is the clock drift between A and B, 

satisfies: ε ≤ εmax (where εmax is the maximum allowed time synchronization error, that is 

application dependent). By denoting as δA (δB) the clock drift with respect to the real time of 

node A (B) and assuming a constant drift over the interval Δt, we have: 

BA

max
BA -

t)-(t
δδ

εδδε ≤∆⇒⋅∆=  
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With δA = δB = ± 60 ppm and εmax = 125 μs (SAT requirement), we obtain Δt ≤ 1 s, which 

means that at least every second one of the nodes have to send a packet in order to obtain 

synchronization. 

If the above mentioned clock precision is not met, Δt will be shorter. For example, with δA = 

δB = ± 600 ppm and εmax = 125 μs, we have Δt ≤ 100 ms. 

The time precision needed in order to implement a TDMA channel access method will be 

higher (i.e., we need a smaller value of εmax). Therefore Δt will generally be shorter if TDMA 

is used. 

According to the above proposed strategy, to maintain the synchronization within the 

network, the WiserBAN Coordinator will periodically send in broadcast a synchronization 

frame (SYNCH Frame), containing the time stamp. Once network nodes receive this packet 

they will synchronize their clocks with the one of the Coordinator. Due to the fact that nodes 

alternate sleeping and active phases, a burst of SYNCH frames will be transmitted to cover 

the largest active/sleep period, Tw, of the network devices. The Coordinator is informed 

about the Tw values of the different devices thanks to the exchange of packets during the 

network formation (see Section 4.4.1).  

Finally, note that the above strategy allows the synchronization only of devices directly 

connected to the Coordinator. In case relaying is needed, since some devices cannot reach 

directly the Coordinator, once a relay node receive the SYNCH from the Coordinator, it will 

synchronize itself to the Coordinator and then it will start sending SYNCH packets, to provide 

the synchronization of its children. A more complex strategy for synchronization in multi-hop 

networks can be found in [22]. 

4.4 MAC layer functions 

The MAC layer is responsible for: 

• the association and disassociation of devices to the network (network formation) 

• the maintenance of the network 

• the management of the access to the radio channel 

They are described in the following sections. 

4.4.1 Network Formation and Maintenance 

The WiserBAN network will be managed by a device, denoted as WiserBAN Coordinator. The 

Coordinator will be the Remote Control (RC), when it is present, and it could be substituted 

by whatever a device in the network, in case of absence of the RC (or simply removal of the 

RC from the body). 

The Coordinator is in charge of: 

• forming the network 

• maintaining the network 

• maintaining synchronization (i.e., sending SYNCH frames) 

• managing the access to the channel (i.e., defining the superframe structure, 

allocating Time Slots (TS), etc.). 
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The procedure for the formation of the WiserBAN network is based on the association 

procedure specified in the IEEE 802.15.4/Zigbee standard. This procedure is reported below.  

The network formation procedure is started by the Coordinator of the network, which 

should be, in this case, the RC (the presence of the RC is requested during the network 

formation). To avoid commissioning problems, that is the association to a WiserBAN 

network of “intruders”, the user (through the RC) will check the MAC address of the device 

wishing to join the network (see the Association procedure described below).  

A Coordinator wishing to establish a new network needs to find a channel which is free from 

interference that would render the channel unsuitable. 

The channel selection is performed by the Coordinator through the following procedure: 

1. Energy Detection (ED) scan � this scan returns the measurement of the peak energy 

in each channel. It could be done over all the available channels, or in a subset of 

channels specified. At the end of this procedure, channels are ordered according to 

the energy measured and those channels whose energy levels are beyond a given 

threshold are discarded. This threshold should be properly set; the coexistence 

studies will also have the aim of the properly design of this threshold. The duration 

of the ED over each channel should be properly set. 

2. Passive Scan � this scan is implemented to detect the presence of other WiserBAN 

networks. During this phase the Coordinator performs carrier sense on the channels 

not discarded in phase 1. In case preambles are received in a given channel, it means 

that another WiserBAN network is working on that channel and could interfere, 

therefore such channel is discarded. The less interfered channel among those 

selected in phase 1 is selected. The duration of the carrier sense over each channel 

should be properly set.     

Once the Coordinator selects the channel to be used it starts sending preamble packets on 

that channel.  

On the other hand, a node wishing to join the network will perform: 

1. Passive Scan � the node performs carrier sense on the available channels. In case a 

preamble coming from a node having the correct BAN ID (i.e., the same BAN ID of 

the node itself) is received, the node will select that channel and will start the 

association procedure with the Coordinator. 

At this point the Association procedure will start and the following steps will be performed: 

1. Association Request � the node wishing to join the network will send to the 

Coordinator an Association Request Frame, containing the MAC address of the 

device. 

2. Association Response � the MAC address of the device wishing to join the network 

is visualized on the screen of the RC. The user checks if the MAC address is correct 

(i.e., it is the same he/she knows) and, in this case, the Coordinator sends the 

Association Response Frame, otherwise the request is ignored. The Association 

Response Frame will contain the BAN ID and the network address selected by the 

Coordinator, which will be used for addressing such device in the WiserBAN 

network. 

Once the Coordinator will receive all the association requests coming from the devices to be 

included in the network, it will send a broadcast packet, called BAN Notification Frame, 

informing the nodes about: the channel used by the network, the default value of the 
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superframe duration and the list of nodes present in the network, including their network 

addresses and Node ID. In this way each node will know the addresses of the other nodes 

and could send directly data to its destination, without passing through the Coordinator. 

At this point all devices and the Coordinator will enter in the Operating mode. 

As far as the maintenance is concerned, owing to the mobility and to the dynamicity of the 

WiserBAN scenario, it would be important to periodically repeat the procedure of channel 

selection. Coexistence studies performed in the next months will provide indications on how 

to set such periodicity. If, at the end of the channel selection procedure, a channel less 

interfered, with respect to the current one, is found, the Coordinator has to inform the 

network about the new channel, according to the following steps: 

1. Waiting for the end of all the communications on the channel; 

2. Sending a sequence of Preamble Frames informing devices that there is a packet for 

them (all devices in the network will be destinations of this preamble); 

3. Waiting for the ACK from all devices in the network; 

4. Sending the BAN Notification Frame to inform about the new channel to be used by 

the BAN; 

5. Start working on the new selected channel.     

When the Remote Control is in the range of the other network devices it will always act as 

WiserBAN Coordinator. When, instead, it is out of the range (i.e., it cannot reach the 

devices), whatever a node in the network will take the role of Coordinator. In particular, 

such a node will be the first node having a packet to be transmitted after the disconnection 

of the RC.  

As described in Section 4.5, a device wishing to send data to another device will send a burst 

of preambles addressing both, the Coordinator and the destination device. If no ACK from 

the Coordinator is received, the source node sends another burst of preambles to be sure 

the Coordinator is no longer connected to the network. In such case the device will start 

sending beacons and forming the superframe according to its new role of Coordinator. On 

the other hand, the RC will continue sending synchronization frames, without receiving any 

data from the network: if the RC does not receive data from whatever a node in the network 

for a given interval of time (timeout to be set properly), it will stop sending synchronization 

packets and it will sense the channel periodically to understand if there are packets on the 

channel. In case the RC returns in the range of the network and it will receive some packets 

from the network nodes, it will transmit a Coordinator Request Frame to the network 

devices, to take again the role of Coordinator. 

In case the RC will move out of the range of network and no packets should be transmitted 

in the network, none of the devices will take the role of Coordinator and the synchronization 

will be lost. To solve this problem, we impose that a device, wishing to maintain the 

synchronization with another device, will take the role of Coordinator once it does not 

receive any SYCH frames from the Coordinator for a given interval of time, to be properly 

set. 

4.4.2 Channel Access 

When more than one device (apart from the Coordinator) is present in the network, the 

access to the channel is managed by the Coordinator, through a superframe. When the RC is 

present, it will always act as Coordinator.  
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To establish and maintain the superframe, similarly to what IEEE 802.15.4 and 802.15.6 

standards propose, the Coordinator periodically broadcasts a beacon packet, containing 

useful management information.  

The period between two consecutive beacons defines a superframe (SF) structure. The SF 

will have an active portion and an inactive part; during the latter, nodes can go into a 

sleeping state, in order to reduce the power consumption. The duration of the SF (denoted 

hereafter as Ts) and of its active part (Ta) should be set depending on the application 

requirements.  

Adapting 802.15.4, 802.15.6, and BATMAC [18] SF proposals, we can identify several parts to 

divide the SF into, as shown in Figure 4-9 : 

• Beacon portion, reserved for the transmission of the beacon by the Coordinator; 

• Indicators portion, where nodes have reserved mini-slots to send an 

acknowledgement (ACK) to the Coordinator in case the beacon has been successfully 

received;   

• Contention Free Period (CFP), where the access is TDMA based: a certain number of 

time slots (TS) is allocated; 

• Contention Access Period (CAP), where the access to the channel is performed 

according to a CSMA/CA or a Slotted ALOHA algorithm; 

• Acknowledgement (ACK) Period, where mini-slots are assigned to the nodes to 

communicate if the transactions in the SF were successful or not;   

• Inactive portion, where nodes go to the sleep state. 

 

Figure 4-9: Structure of the proposed superframe. 

The duration of the TSs in the CFP will be set such that they could contain the data packet 

and, in case an ACK is requested, the turn-around-time and the ACK packet.   

The CAP should come after the CFP (and not before it as it is specified in 802.15.4) for 

several reasons, such as: 

• If an emergency packet failed in the CFP, it potentially could be retransmitted in the 

CAP; 
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• The CFP should directly follow the indicator period in order to consider the channel 

coherent. 

The CAP should always be present in a SF, at least to handle slot requests. If no other traffic 

needs to be managed in it, the duration of the CAP will be set to its minimum. 

 

Figure 4-10: SF when different phases are repeated. 

Moreover, it is possible to repeat the phases of the SF more than once within the interval 

between two beacons, if this appears to be useful for some applications (see Figure 4-10). In 

this way, for example, one can establish a long SF and a node could have more than one 

time slot allocated in the CFPs with a certain periodicity. This could help handling streaming 

traffic without the need of receiving a number of beacons higher than what is needed to 

maintain time synchronization. 

If there will be the need to assign different priorities to the nodes in the access to the 

channel, two possible solutions can be envisaged: 

• Splitting the CAP into different parts, allowing the access in one part or in another 

one depending on the priority of the data to be transmitted; this splitting is shown in 

Figure 4-9 as CAP 1 and CAP 2 phases;  

• Assigning different values of the algorithm used in the CAP (e.g., sensing duration, 

contention window, and backoff exponent for CSMA/CA, contention probability for 

Slotted ALOHA) to the nodes according to their priorities.   

To sum up, the parameters that have to be set according to the requirements are: 

• The SF duration Ts; 

• The active portion duration Ta; 

• The duration of a slot in the Indicators portion; 

• The maximum number of slots in the Indicators portion; 

• The duration of a slot in the ACK portion; 

• The maximum number of slots in the ACK portion; 

• The duration of a CFP slot, TS; 

• The maximum number of allocable CFP slots; 

• The minimum duration of the CAP; 

• CSMA/CA or Slotted ALOHA algorithm parameters; 

• The duration of a slot in the case of Slotted ALOHA. 
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4.4.2.1 CSMA/CA algorithms 

As for the CSMA/CA algorithm to be used in the CAP, we identify two possible approaches: 

the first one based on the algorithm specified in the IEEE 802.15.6 standard [5], the second 

one based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [19]. The two algorithms are summarized 

hereafter. According to IEEE 802.15.6 algorithm, time is divided into slots, whose duration is 

equal to 125 µs. When a node has data to be sent, it randomly chooses a backoff counter 

(BC) in the interval [1, CW], where CW ∈  [CWmin, CWmax]. The values of CWmin and CWmax 

depend on the user priority. 

If the channel has been sensed as idle for a Short Inter Frame Spacing (pSIFS = 50 µs) and the 

duration between the current time plus one slot and the end of the access phase is long 

enough for completing a frame transmission plus a nominal guard-time, the node 

decrements its BC by one for each idle slot that follows. Once the BC has reached zero, the 

node can transmit its frame. The CW is doubled every two failures, ensuring that it does not 

become larger than CWmax. If the channel is found busy, the BC is locked until the channel 

becomes idle again for pSIFS. 

Figure 4-11 illustrates an example of access to the channel following the IEEE 802.15.6 

algorithm. 

 

Figure 4-11: Example of a channel access using IEEE 802.15.6 CSMA/CA. 

IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA algorithm, instead, is implemented using units of time called backoff 

periods: a backoff period has a duration denoted as dbo= 320 µs. 

The backoff period boundaries of every node in the network must be aligned with the 

superframe slot boundaries of the Coordinator, therefore, the beginning of the first backoff 

period of each node is aligned with the beginning of the beacon transmission. Moreover, all 

transmissions may start on the boundary of a backoff period.  

Each node maintains three variables for each transmission attempt: NB, CW and BE. NB is 

the number of times the CSMA/CA algorithm was required to backoff while attempting the 

current transmission. CW is the number of backoff periods that need to be clear of channel 

activity before the transmission can start. BE is the backoff exponent related to the 

maximum number of backoff periods a node will wait before attempting to assess the 

channel.  

First, NB, CW, and BE are initialized to 0, 2, and BEmin, respectively. Upon reception of the 

beacon, any activity is delayed (backoff state) for a random number of backoff periods in the 

range (0, 2BE - 1) [step (1)]. After this delay, channel sensing is performed for one backoff 
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period [step (2)]. If the channel is assessed to be busy, CW is set to 2 and NB and BE are 

increased by 1, ensuring that BE is not larger than BEmax. If the value of NB is lower than 

NBmax, the algorithm returns to step (1); otherwise the algorithm will unsuccessfully 

terminate, meaning that the node does not succeed in accessing the channel. If the channel 

is assessed to be idle, instead, CW is decremented by 1. If CW>0, the algorithm returns to 

step (2); otherwise a transmission may start. 

Figure 4-12 shows an example of access according to 802.15.4 algorithm. 

 

Figure 4-12: Example of a channel access using IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA. 

4.4.2.2 Slotted ALOHA algorithm 

According to IEEE 802.15.6 Slotted ALOHA algorithm [5], a node has to maintain a 

Contention Probability (CP) value. The algorithm to obtain a new contended allocation is 

summarized hereafter. 

If the node did not obtain any contended allocation previously or succeeded in the last 

contended allocation it had obtained, it shall set the CP to CPmax (parameter that depends on 

the user priority, see [5] for details). If the node transmitted a frame requiring no ACK or ACK 

at the end of its last contended allocation, it shall keep the CP unchanged. If the node failed 

in the last contended allocation it had obtained, it shall halve the CP one each twice. 

With the CP set as stated above, the node shall have obtained a contended allocation in the 

current ALOHA slot if z ≤ CP, where z is a value the node has newly drawn at random from 

the interval [0-1]. 

In the Slotted ALOHA studied in this deliverable, we consider N nodes that decide to 

transmit a packet in the CAP period of the superframe.  

At the first attempt, each node sets CP to CPmax. It means in the first slot of the CAP, each 

node will have the probability CP to transmit its packet. 

If a node decides to transmit and the packet transmission succeeds, it set CP to CPmax.  

If a node decides to transmit and the packet transmission fails because of collision or bad 

channel condition, the node shall halve the CP one each twice and try transmitting it again in 

the next slot of the CAP (if available) with the new CP probability. 

If a node decides not to transmit, it keeps the CP unchanged and tries transmitting the 

packet in the next slot of the CAP (if available) with the CP probability. 
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The maximum number of retransmission is set to 3. 

In this evaluation, we do not use a backoff procedure. 

4.5 Flow Charts of operations in the WiserBAN devices 

The following flow charts represent the Coordinator and the device operations and will be 

programmed into the Icyflex1 core for full re-programmability. 

4.5.1 Coordinator flow chart 

Figure 4-13 shows the flow chart for the Coordinator node when working in the operating 

mode, meaning that the network has already been formed, and no superframe is already 

established. 

 

Figure 4-13: Flow chart for the Coordinator. 

When the Coordinator is in the operating mode, three main events can happen: 

1. The Coordinator receives a preamble PDU from a device in the network; 

2. The Coordinator receives a PDU to be sent, from its APP layer; 

3. The synchronization timeout expires. 

Case 1 

When the Coordinator has a PDU from the application to be sent (“PDU from APP to send” 

arrow), the preamble sampling scheme is applied (see Section 0). Before sending the first 

preamble, the Coordinator performs a CCA. If the channel is sensed as idle, the burst of 

preamble frames are sent. These packets will contain the addresses of the destination 

nodes, and the Coordinator continues sending them until it receives the ACK from all the 

destinations or until the maximum number of preambles to be sent has been reached. In 
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particular, preambles are sent at maximum for all the duration of the sleep/active period 

(denoted as Tw) of the destination node, to be sure that at least one preamble will be 

received. In case more than one destination is present, the longest Tw. will be considered.  

When all ACKs are received, the actual transmission of the PDU can take place.  

At this point, there are two possibilities: 

• if more than one device is associated to the network, the Coordinator establishes a 

superframe sending a beacon (see Section 0); then it transmits its PDU in a slot of 

the CFP or during the CAP, according to the type of data and its requirements. Please 

note that the flow chart does not describe what happens once the beacon is sent: at 

this point a superframe is formed and nodes access the channel according to the 

information contained in the beacon and according to the kind of traffic they have to 

transmit (see  Section 0 for details about the superframe); 

• if only one device is associated to the network, there is no need of a superframe. 

Therefore, the Coordinator can directly transmit its PDU, after performing CCA to 

check that the channel is idle. After the transmission, it waits for the ACK from the 

destination, and in case this is not received, it tries again sending the same packet, 

up to a maximum number of retransmissions. 

Case 2 

When the Coordinator receives a preamble PDU on the channel, if it is the destination of the 

preamble and no other devices are belonging to the network, it first sends an ACK to the 

transmitter of the preamble and then it waits for the packet directly transmitted (no 

superframe generated). Otherwise, if more than one device is associated to the network, the 

Coordinator sends a beacon and then receives the PDU in the CFP or in the CAP according to 

the type of data. In this case, the Coordinator can allocate a TS in the CFP for the device 

which needs it (e.g, transmitting streaming traffic). There is no need of an explicit TS Request 

from the device; we assume that the TS Request frame is used when a superframe has 

already been established. 

If the Coordinator is not the intended destination of the PDU, it sends an ACK, waits for the 

ACK of the destination, and then sends a beacon to the nodes to manage the access, 

allocating or not a slot in the CFP depending on the kind of data they should exchange. 

Case 3 

According to some of the use cases, time synchronization among nodes is required (see 

Table 4). When this is the case, the Coordinator is responsible of sending synchronization 

frames, as described in Section 4.3. The “Synch timeout” arrow refers to the following event: 

when the timeout for the synchronization expires, the Coordinator performs a CCA, until the 

channel is found idle. Then, it sends the Synchronization frame. Several packets are sent, for 

a duration such that all nodes will receive it during an on phase. 

4.5.2 Device flow chart 

Figure 4-14 shows the flow chart for a device working in the operating mode, meaning that it 

is already associated to the WiserBAN network. 
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Figure 4-14: Flow chart for a device. 

In order to save energy, a preamble sampling scheme is used (see Section 0) and the device 

periodically alternates sleeping and active phases. These phases are indicated in Figure 4-14 

as “Operating STAND-BY” and “Operating RX ON”, respectively.  

From both states, when the device has a PDU from the application to send, it enters the 

“Send PDU” state, illustrated in Figure 4-15; whereas if the device receives a PDU during the 

“Operating RX ON” state, it enters the “Receive PDU” state, shown in Figure 4-16. The arrow 

going out from Go to “Send PDU” in Figure 4-14 is linked with the one entering in “Send 

PDU” in Figure 4-15; whereas the arrow starting from Go to “Receive PDU” in Figure 4-14 is 

linked with the one entering in “Receive PDU” in Figure 4-16. 

 

Figure 4-15: “Send PDU” flow chart for a device. 

See Figure 4-16 

See Figure 4-15 

From  

Figure 4-14 
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When a device has a PDU to transmit, it first senses the channel for the duration of a 

superframe (default value communicated with the BAN Notification frame during the 

network formation, see Section 4.4.1). If it receives a beacon during this sensing and if the 

destination of the PDU is the Coordinator, it will directly send the PDU during the CAP of the 

SF. If it receives a beacon but the destination of the PDU is not the Coordinator, it will send a 

TS Request frame to the Coordinator, in order to have a slot assigned in next SF. Note that if 

nodes are well synchronized, if Tw is multiple of the superframe duration, and if the 

superframes start in the same instant in which devices switch on (beginning of TON), a device 

will immediately receive the beacon and it will not need to sense the channel for the whole 

duration of a superframe. 

If the node does not receive a beacon during this first sensing, it will start sending preamble 

frames. If it receives an ACK for the preamble from the Coordinator, it will wait for the 

beacon and then it will send the PDU in the appropriate slot. If, instead, it receives the ACK 

only from the destination, it will try again sending another burst of preambles to check that 

the Coordinator is really out of the range, before electing itself as Coordinator. In the latter 

case the device will start sending beacons and then it will send its PDU in a TS or in the CAP. 

Once such data exchange ends, this device will start acting as Coordinator, until the RC 

comes back, notifying its presence with the appropriate PDU (that is the BAN Notification 

frame).  

When the node waits for the ACK from both the Coordinator and one or more devices, 

collisions among ACK could happen. To avoid this, we assume that the Coordinator has the 

priority in sending the ACK: it will send it immediately when receiving the preamble. Other 

nodes, instead, will perform CCA before sending the ACK, transmitting it only in case of idle 

channel. In this case, the interval of time between two successive preambles sent by the 

transmitter will have to contain: the turn-around-time, the CCA duration and the ACK 

duration. 

  

Figure 4-16: “Receive PDU” flow chart for a device. 

As shown in Figure 4-16, when a device receives a PDU during its ON phase, it performs 

different actions, depending on the PDU received: 

• If it receives a preamble and it is the destination of it, it will send an ACK (if the preamble 

is sent by another device in the network and not by the Coordinator, the device will 

perform CCA before sending the ACK), and then it will receive the PDU or a beacon, 

From  

Figure 4-14 
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depending on how many devices are associated to the network. If the device is not the 

destination of the preamble, it can return to the STAND-BY state. 

• If the received PDU is a synchronization packet, the device simply synchronize its clock 

and then return to STAND-BY. 

• If the device receives a beacon, it will act according to it. 

• If it receives another type of PDU, it will stay ON, listening to the channel for the 

duration of a superframe. If during this time it receives a beacon, it will act according to 

it, otherwise it will return to the STAND-BY state 

4.6 MAC Frames Format 

In the following we will denote as macLongAddress the unique MAC address, distinguishing 

all the WiserBAN devices that will be produced. The size of such address will depend on the 

total number of WiserBAN devices we would address, and will be left as variable in this 

Deliverable. This address is used only during the association procedure and by the RC. During 

the association phase the Coordinator will provide the device a macShortAddress that is a 

one byte address, which will be used for the rest of the data exchanges within the network. 

The general WiserBAN MAC frame format will be as follows: 

Frame 

Control Field 

Sequence 

Number 
Addressing Fields MSDU FCS 

1 bytes 1 byte Variable length 
Variable length  

(0 – 119 bytes) 
2 bytes 

MHR MAC Payload MFR 

MPDU 

N is the number of devices in the network. 

The Frame Control Field contains information about the frame type and other control flags. 

Frame 

Type 

Security  

Enabled 

ACK  

Request 
More Data Reserved 

Bits: 0-3 4 5 6 7 

Frame Control Field 

 

Security Enabled field is equal to 1 if the frame is protected by encryption; 0 otherwise. 

More Data field is equal to 1 if the device sending the frame has additional data to be 

transmitted to the destination; 0 otherwise. 

Acknowledge Request field is equal to 1 if an acknowledge is requested to the receiver 

device to be transmitted once the MAC data or command is received; 0 otherwise. 

Several frame types can be defined in the Frame Type field. Authorized frames types are 

reported in the following table: 

Frame Type Value (4 bit) Description 

MAC_BEACON=0x01 Beacon 
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MAC_DATA=0x02 Data 

MAC_ACK=0x03 Acknowledgement 

MAC_SYNC=0x04 Synchronization  

MAC_PREAMBLE=0x05 Preamble 

MAC_ASSOCIATION_REQ=0x06 Association Request 

MAC_ASSOCIATION_RESP=0x07 Association Response 

MAC_BAN_NOT=0x09 BAN Notification 

MAC_TS_REQ=0x0A TS Request 

MAC_COORD_REQ=0x0B Coordinator Request 

0x0C-0x10 Reserved 

The following Sections describe the Addressing fields and the MSDU for the different frame 

types. 

4.6.1 Beacon Frame Format 

The Addressing field is reported below. 

Source  

Address  

BAN 

ID 

1 byte 1 byte 

Addressing Field of Beacon Frame 

The Source Address is the macShortAddress of the Coordinator sending the Beacon. 

The beacon MSDU has the following format: 

Superframe 

Duration 

Slot  

Duration 

 

Repetition 
CFP Slot 

Number 

CAP Slot 

Number 

TS 

Fields 

Ind/ACK 

Slot 

Number 

Beacon 

Payload 

2 bytes 2 bytes 
1 byte 

1 byte 1 byte 
2*NTS 

bytes 
1 bytes Variable 

Beacon MSDU 

The superframe duration and slot duration are given in ms. 

Repetition (1 byte) is the number of times the CFP/CAP/ACK parts are repeated within the 

same superframe, after the Indicators.  

CFP Slot Number, CAP Slot Number, and Ind/ACK Slot Number describe respectively the size 

of CFP, CAP, and Ind/ACK periods in the superframe. For each TS slot, a TS descriptor is 

available in the TS fields.  

The TS fields of the beacon frame are defined as follows: 
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From_1 To_1 From_2 To_2 … … From_N To_N 

2 bytes 2 bytes … 2 bytes 

TS Fields 

The Coordinator needs to inform the network about which node has to listen, which node 

has to transmit, and when. When a node receives the beacon, it will know when it has to 

switch in TX mode, in RX mode or in Standby mode.  

Thanks to the TS fields, the network knows that the first TS in the CFP is allocated for a 

communication from From_1 to To_1, the second TS in the CFP is allocated for a 

communication from From_2 to To_2, and so on. 

4.6.2 Data Frame Format 

In case of the Data Frame, the MSDU is simply the PDU coming from the upper layer. 

The Addressing field is reported below. 

Destination 

Address 

Source 

Address 

BAN 

ID 

1 byte 1 byte 1 byte 

Addressing Field of Data Frame 

The Destination and Source Addresses are the macShortAddress received by the devices 

once they associate to the BAN. Their length is 1 byte.  

4.6.3 Ack Frame Format 

In case of the Ack Frame, there is no MSDU (the MAC payload is empty). 

The Addressing field is reported below. 

Destination 

ID 

Source 

ID 

BAN 

ID 

1 byte 1 byte 1 byte 

Addressing Field of Ack Frame 

4.6.4 SYNC Frame Format 
In case of the Sync Frame, the MSDU contains the time stamp taken at the source device 

(MAC level). It is a field of 2 bytes. 

The Addressing field is reported below. 

Source  

ID 

BAN 

ID 

1 byte 1 byte 

Addressing Field of Synch Frame  

4.6.5 Preamble Frame Format 
The Addressing field is reported below. 
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Source  

Address  

BAN 

ID 

1 byte 1 byte 

Addressing Field of Preamble Frame  

The Source Address is the macShortAddress of the device sending the Preamble. 

The Preamble MSDU contains the macShortAddress of all the destination devices of the 

packet in the queue of the source. It has the following format: 

Traffic  

ID  

Destination  

Address 1 
.... 

Destination  

Address n 

1 byte 1 byte ..... 1 byte 

Preamble MSDU 

 

The Traffic ID is used for identifying the type of traffic generated by the device. In the case of 

the WiserBAN use cases we will have:     

Traffic ID 

(Bits:0-1) 
Use Case 

00 Streaming 

01 Non Streaming 

10 
Streaming and  

Non Streaming 

11 Reserved 

Traffic ID Field  

 

Bits 2-7 of the Traffic ID Field are Reserved. 

4.6.6 MAC Command Frames 

4.6.6.1 Association Request/Response Frames 

The association procedure is initiated by a device sending an Association Request frame to 

the Coordinator. In the header of this frame, the destination ID indicates the short address 

of the Coordinator and the source ID specifies the long address of the unassociated device, 

macLongAddress. 

If the association request command frame is received correctly, the MAC layer of the 

Coordinator must accept the association and must assign a short address, macShortAddress, 

to the device. The Coordinator should keep the link between the short and the long address 

in a dedicated table. 

At this point an Association Response frame shall be sent to the device so as to confirm the 

association and to provide the assigned short address. The device sets the macShortAddress 

parameter according to the received value.  

The Association Request Addressing field is reported below. 
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Source  

Address  

x byte 

Association Request Addressing Field 

The source address field only contains the macLongAddres of the unassociated device 

requesting association to the coordinator. Its length is indicated here as variable, denoted as 

x bytes. 

The Association Request MSDU has the following format: 

Wake Period Node ID Traffic ID 

2 bytes 1 byte 1 byte 

Association Request MSDU  

The Wake Period (Tw) is given in ms. 

The Node ID is used for identifying the type of device. For WiserBAN use cases we will have:     

Node ID 

(Bits: 0-1) 
Use Case 

00 Debiotech 

01 SAT 

10 MEDEL 

11 SORIN 

Node ID Field in Association Request 

The Traffic ID is used for identifying the type of traffic generated by the device. For 

WiserBAN use cases we will have:     

Traffic ID 

(Bits: 0-1) 
Use Case 

00 Streaming 

01 Non Streaming 

10 
Streaming and  

Non Streaming 

11 Reserved 

Traffic ID Field in Association Request 

The Node ID and Traffic ID values are used by the Coordinator to define the superframe 

structure and duration. 

The Addressing field of the Association Response frame has the following format: 

Source Address Short Destination Address Extended Destination Address 

1 byte 1 byte x byte 

Association Response addressing field 

 

In case of the Association Response frame, there is no MSDU (the MAC payload is empty). 
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4.6.6.2 BAN Notification Frame 

This packet is sent by the Coordinator after the network formation and each time the 

channel to be used is changed according to the channel selection procedure periodically 

performed by the Coordinator (see Section 4.4.1).  

The Addressing field is reported below. 

Source  

Address  

BAN 

ID 

1 byte 1 byte 

Addressing Field of BAN Notification 

 

The Source Address is the macShortAddress of the Coordinator.  

The BAN Notification MSDU has the following format: 

Node 

ID_1 

Address 

Node_1 
… …. 

Node 

ID_N 

Address 

Node_N 
Channel 

Default 

superframe 

2 bytes 2 bytes 2 bytes 1 bytes 2 bytes 

BAN Notification MSDU 

 

The Default superframe field contains the default superframe duration expressed in ms. 

4.6.6.3 TS Request Frame 

This packet is used by devices for asking to the Coordinator the allocation of a TS for the 

transmission of their data toward given destinations.  

The Addressing field TS Request Frame is reported below. 

Source  

Address  

BAN 

ID 

1 byte 1 byte 

Addressing Field of Preamble Frame  

The MSDU of TS Request Frame is reported below. 

TS Duration 
Characteristics 

Type 

Destination 

Address 1 
…. 

Destination 

Address n 

1 bytes 1 byte 1 bytes .... 1 byte 

TS Request MSDU 

 

TS Duration contains the number of slots requested for the TS.  

The Destination Addresses are the addresses of the devices the source would send data to, 

using a given TS.  

The Characteristics Type field shall be set to one if the characteristics refer to a TS allocation 

or zero if the characteristics refers to a TS deallocation. 
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4.6.6.4 Coordinator Request Frame 

This packet is used by the Remote Control to take the leadership of the network and become 

again the Coordinator. The unique MAC address, macLongAddress, is used in this case by the 

RC to be recognized by the network devices and to avoid that another RC, belonging to 

another WiserBAN network and having the same BAN ID and macShortAddress, could 

become Coordinator of the network. 

The MSDU of this packet will be empty. 

The Addressing field is reported below. 

Source  

Address  

x byte 

Addressing Field of Coordinator Request 

The Source Address is the macLongAddress of the Remore Control. 

4.7 Preliminary WiserBAN MAC Simulation Results 

We have performed simulations with the aim of evaluating the performance of the three 

different contention access schemes proposed for the CAP: 

A. IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA 

B. IEEE 802.15.6 CSMA/CA 

C. Slotted Aloha 

The cases A and B have been implemented at UNIBO, whereas case C has been implemented 

at CEA. A common scenario, channel model and packet capture model have been considered 

and implemented in the simulators for fair comparisons. 

The reference scenario considered is the integrated scenario (Figure 2-2), we have 

considered three different sub-scenarios, with different possible positions of the RC, 

supposed to be held in the left hand (scenario A), to be held in the right hand (scenario B), or 

to be carried in a pocket (thigh position, scenario C).  

Therefore results refer to a network composed of four nodes transmitting data to the 

Coordinator (that is the RC), organized in a star topology and using the CAP portion of the SF 

depicted in Figure 4-17.  

Simulations for the multi-hop topology will be carried out in the next months. 

 

Figure 4-17: Structure of the superframe considered in the simulator. 
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Figure 4-18: Integrated scenarios for the simulator. 

We simulated a simplified traffic, according to which at the beginning of every SF each node 

has one packet to send, and packets have all the same length. If a node does not succeed in 

sending its packet before the end of the current SF, the packet is considered as lost. We 

assume that ACK packets do not collide. 

Simulations have been performed with a joint mobility and channel model for the human 

body [18]: 

• Mobility model is a mixture of inter and intra-BAN model: 

o Inter-BAN or group mobility model based on Reference Point Group Mobility 

model (RPGM) 

o Intra-BAN mobility model based on a biomechanics mobility model 

• Semi deterministic channel model with spatial and temporal dependency based on 

geometrical analysis and benchmarked with a measurement campaign.  

A mobility speed of 3 m/s has been considered. 

We have simulated 10000 SFs, meaning 10000 packets to be transmitted from each node to 

the RC. 

Performance is evaluated in terms of: 

• Packet Loss Rate = (Number of packets lost) / (Number of packets generated). 

Packets can be lost due to connectivity, due to collisions, or due to the end of the SF. 

• Delay: time interval between the beginning of the SF and the correct reception of 

the node packet at the Coordinator. 

• Energy consumption: the average energy which is consumed by a node to send its 

packet in the superframe. 

We have considered separately the three different modulation schemes that are being 

defined at PHY layer: 

1. IEEE 802.15.4 PHY (MSK with spreading), with a bit rate of 250 kbit/s; 

2. MSK without spreading, with a bit rate of 2 Mbit/s; 

3. Bluetooth-LE PHY (GMSK), with a bit rate of 1 Mbit/s. 
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Packet capture models implemented for the different PHYs will be illustrated in the following 

subsections, together with results obtained for the three different access schemes. 

IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA parameters sets considered are shown in the following table. 

802.15.4 CSMA/CA Parameters Value 

{3,5,4} 

{4,6,4} {BEmin , BEmax , NBmax} 

{4,6,5} 

IEEE 802.15.6 CSMA/CA parameters sets considered are shown in the following table. 
 

 

 

802.15.6 CSMA/CA Parameters Value 

{8,16} 

{2,8} {CWmin, CWmax} 

{16,64} 

Slotted ALOHA parameters sets considered are shown in the following table. 

Slotted ALOHA Parameters Value 

{1/4,1/8} 

{1/4,3/16} {CPmax, CPmin} 

{1/2,3/16} 

 

Common MAC parameters values set in the simulators are reported in Table 28. 

Parameter Value 

SIFS 50 μs [15.6] 

PHY header + preamble 121 bits [15.6] 

MAC header + FCS 9 bytes  [15.6] 

Beacon MPDU length 9 + 14 + payload = 23 bytes + payload [15.6] 

Ack MPDU length 9 bytes [15.6] 

Maximum number of retransmissions 3 

Ack Timeout 2 ms 

TB 1 ms 

TInd 1 ms 

TAck 1 ms 

Ta 40 ms 

Table 28 : MAC simulation parameters 

Results for two different simulation campaigns will be reported. The PHY and energy 

consumption parameters used in the first campaign are reported in Table 29. These were 

preliminary values provided by the partners involved in the hardware development and PHY 

design. Afterwards, more precise values have been obtained, which are listed in Table 30. 

Therefore, a second simulation campaign have been performed, taking into account these 

updated values. 
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Parameter Value 

Transmit power -12 dBm 

Receiver sensitivity -87 dBm 

Current consumption, transmitting mode 7.5 mA 

Current consumption, receiving mode 7.5 mA 

Current consumption, stand-by 100 nA 

Supply voltage 1.2 V 

Table 29 : PHY and energy consumption parameters, first simulation campaign 

Parameter Value 

Transmit power 0 dBm 

IEEE 802.15.4 PHY (MSK with 

spreading) 
-96 dBm 

MSK without spreading, 2 Mbit/s -87 dBm 
Receiver sensitivity 

Bluetooth-LE PHY (GMSK) -90 dBm 

Antenna gain, RC -3 dB 

Antenna gain, nodes -15 dB 

Current consumption, transmitting mode 10 mA 

Current consumption, receiving mode 10 mA 

Current consumption, stand-by (CPU ON) 1.6 mA 

Current consumption, stand-by (CPU OFF) 10 µA 

Supply voltage 1.2 V 

Table 30 : PHY and energy consumption parameters, second simulation campaign 

As main difference between Table 29 and Table 30, we can notice that in the former the 

antenna gains were set equal to 0 dB. In some cases, taking into account the gains reported 

in Table 30, affects the connectivity between nodes and the RC. As the second simulation 

campaign results will show, losses due to connectivity problems degrade the PLR 

performance significantly. 

Therefore, results from the first simulation campaign (where the connectivity losses are 

almost negligible) are useful to draw a comparison among the different contention access 

schemes under evaluation, but the numerical values obtained could be not realistic for the 

final WiserBAN product. On the other hand, the second campaign brings more realistic 

results, that anyway have to be analyzed bearing in mind that in some cases losses are not 

due to the access protocols under consideration but to the lack of connectivity. 

4.7.1 Model and results for the IEEE 802.15.4 PHY (MSK with 

spreading) 

4.7.1.1 Packet Capture Model 

For this PHY, different packet capture models are implemented in CSMA/CA and Slotted 

ALOHA simulators, therefore results could be not directly comparable. 
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Model for CSMA/CA simulator 

For every packet, the first check which is done in the simulator is that the received power 

(PR) is greater than the receiver sensitivity (PRmin): 

PR > PRmin 

If this condition is not satisfied, the packet is considered as lost. 

Then, for a packet received with sufficient power, the possible lost due to collisions is 

checked as follows. 

• For a given packet of interest (e.g. packet B), several Signal-to-Interference (SIR) 

values might be computed depending on current variations of interference level (i.e. 

s1, s2, s3, s4 in Figure 4-19).  

                             

Figure 4-19: Physical layer model for the simulator. 

• For each computed SIR value, the Symbol Error Rate (SER) is computed for each 

packet portion i according to [23]: 

  ( ) )(1
32 32

32

1

nPCERCER
n

SER symerr
n

i
n

i
n

i ⋅−







= −

=
∑ , 

where CER is the Chip Error Rate and Psymerr values are reported in Table 31. 

n Psymerr(n) 

≤ 5 0 

6 0.0020 

7 0.0134 

8 0.0523 

9 0.1498 

10 0.3479 

11 0.6496 

12 0.9156 

13 0.9968 

≥ 14 1 

 Table 31 : Probability of IEEE 802.15.4 symbol error for a given number of chip errors [23] 

We evaluate the CER as 
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where C is the power received from the useful transmitter and I is the total power 

received from the interfering nodes. This expression has been obtained comparing 

the Packet Error Rate (PER) given in [23] as a function of the CER, with the PER 

derived experimentally in [24] as a function of C/I. 

• The overall Packet-Error-Rate (PER) for the current packet is computed according to 

the determined SER values: 

∏
=

−−=
N

i

Nsymb
i

iSERPER
1

)1(1  

where N is the number of packet portions and 
isymbN   is the number of symbols in 

the portion i. 

• The packet reception decision is based on the computed PER value. Considering X as 

a uniformly distributed random variable in [0, 1] drawn for each packet, if (X ≥ PER), 

the packet is correctly received, otherwise the packet is lost. 

Model for Slotted ALOHA simulator 

Concerning the MSK modulation with spreading (15.4-like) PHY, with a bit rate of 250 kbit/s, 

we evaluate the PER and BER as follows. 

From the receiver sensitivity (-94 dBm), we extrapolate the BER as a function of the received 

power in the AWGN case: 

0

2 0.89

4
RxP

N RBER e
× ×

−
×≈ ×  

Where: 

•••• Rx
P

 is the received power; 

•••• 0
155.6 /N dBm Hz= −  ( the noise floor is artificially raised to account for the receiver 

sensitivity of -94 dBm). In this preliminary study, we investigate the performance for a 

receiver sensitivity of -87 dBm with 0
148.6 /N dBm Hz= − ; 

•••• R is the channel data rate = 250kbit/s. 

 For this PHY layer, we consider that a symbol represents 4 bits. Thus we can define a 

relation between the error probability of a bit and the error probability of a symbol as 

follows: 

12

2 1

k

bit SymbolkP P
−

=
−  

Where k is the number of bit per symbol. 

Packet error rate as a function of the received power and the packet length is deduced: 
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Where byte
N  is the number of bytes in a packet. 

4.7.1.2 First Simulation Campaign Results 

IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA Results 

The following figures show the simulation results obtained for the IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA, 

in terms of PLR, delay, and energy consumption, with different values of the parameters. 

Results for  BEmin = 4, BEmax = 6, NBmax = 5 are not reported because the differences with the 

ones obtained for BEmin = 4, BEmax = 6, NBmax = 4 are negligible. 
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Figure 4-20: PLR for IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA, with BEmin = 3, BEmax = 5, NBmax = 4 and BEmin = 4, BEmax = 

6, NBmax = 4. 
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Figure 4-21: Delay for IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA, with BEmin = 3, BEmax = 5, NBmax = 4 and BEmin = 4, BEmax 

= 6, NBmax = 4. 
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Figure 4-22: Average energy consumed per node to send a packet in the superframe for IEEE 

802.15.4 CSMA/CA with BEmin = 3, BEmax = 5, NBmax = 4 BEmin = 4, BEmax = 6, NBmax = 4. 

IEEE 802.15.6 CSMA/CA Results 

The following figures show the simulation results obtained for the IEEE 802.15.6 CSMA/CA, 

in terms of PLR, delay, and energy consumption, with different values of the parameters. 

Results for  CWmin = 16, CWmax = 64 are not reported because the differences with the ones 

obtained for CWmin = 8, CWmax = 16 are negligible. 
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Figure 4-23: PLR for IEEE 802.15.6 CSMA/CA, with CWmin = 2, CWmax = 8 and CWmin = 8, CWmax = 16. 
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Figure 4-24: Delay for IEEE 802.15.6 CSMA/CA, with CWmin = 2, CWmax = 8 and CWmin = 8, CWmax = 16. 
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Figure 4-25: Average energy consumed per node to send a packet in the superframe for IEEE 

802.15.6 CSMA/CA with CWmin = 2, CWmax = 8 and CWmin = 8, CWmax = 16. 

Slotted-Aloha Results 

In order to evaluate the performance of Slotted ALOHA scheme, we have to size the 

duration of the minislot in the CAP. Considering PHY and MAC parameters values reported in 

Table 28, slot durations for 0-bytes 50-bytes, 100-bytes, 150-bytes and 200-bytes packet 

should respectively be at least 770 µs, 2.33 ms, 3.89 ms, 5.45 ms and 7 ms. Thus, with 

respect to the superframe parameters,  CAP period is composed of 48 slots, 15 slots,  9 slots, 

6 slots and 5 slots for respectively 0-bytes, 50-bytes, 100-bytes, 150-bytes and 200-bytes 

packet traffic. 

The following figures show the PLR obtained with {CPmax,CPmin} = {1/4,1/8}, 

{CPmax,CPmin} = {1/4,3/16} and {CPmax,CPmin} = {1/2,3/16} for the different scenarios. 

 

Figure 4-26: PLR for slotted ALOHA with CPmin=1/8, CPmax=1/4 and CPmin=3/16 and CPmax=1/4. 
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Figure 4-27: PLR for slotted ALOHA with CPmin=3/16 and CPmax=1/2. 

Delay results are shown in Figure 4-28 and Figure 4-29 

 

Figure 4-28: Delay for slotted ALOHA with CPmin=1/8,  CPmax=1/4 and CPmin=3/16, CPmax=1/4. 

 

Figure 4-29: Delay for slotted ALOHA with CPmin=3/16 and CPmax=1/2. 

We plot in the following figures the average number of retransmissions per nodes obtained 

with Slotted ALOHA algorithm. 
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Figure 4-30: Average number of retransmissions per node for slotted ALOHA with CPmin=1/8, 

CPmax=1/4 and CPmin=3/16, CPmax=1/4. 

 

Figure 4-31: Average number of retransmissions per node for slotted ALOHA with CPmin=3/16 and 

CPmax=1/2. 

We plot in Figure 4-32 and Figure 4-33 the average energy consumed per node obtained 

with Slotted ALOHA algorithm. 

 

Figure 4-32: Average energy consumed per node to send a packet in the superframe for slotted 

ALOHA with CPmin=1/8, CPmax=1/4 and CPmin=3/16, CPmax=1/4. 
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Figure 4-33: Average energy consumed per node to send a packet in the superframe for slotted 

ALOHA with CPmin=3/16 and CPmax=1/2. 

4.7.1.3 Second Simulation Campaign Results 

The following figures show the average PLR, average delay, and average energy consumption 

obtained for the three different access schemes, when the parameters reported in Table 30 

are set. 

With respect to the previous campaign results, we can notice that 15.4 and 15.6 CSMA/CA 

PLR performance is improved: this is due to the fact that a lower value of sensitivity and a 

higher transmit power are considered, leading to no losses due to connectivity. The main 

cause of loss for 15.4 CSMA/CA is the fact that the channel is found busy more than the 

maximum number of backoff allowed. As for the Slotted ALOHA, instead, most of the 

packets cannot be successfully sent before the end of the SF. In both cases, this is due to the 

low bit rate which characterizes this PHY.  
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Figure 4-34: PLR for IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA (BEmin = 3, BEmax = 5, NBmax = 4), IEEE 802.15.6 CSMA/CA 

(CWmin = 2, CWmax = 8) and Slotted ALOHA (CPmin=1/8, CPmax=1/4). 
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Figure 4-35: Delay IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA (BEmin = 3, BEmax = 5, NBmax = 4), IEEE 802.15.6 CSMA/CA 

(CWmin = 2, CWmax = 8) and Slotted ALOHA (CPmin=1/8, CPmax=1/4).  
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Figure 4-36: Average energy consumed per node to send a packet in the superframe for IEEE 

802.15.4 CSMA/CA (BEmin = 3, BEmax = 5, NBmax = 4), IEEE 802.15.6 CSMA/CA (CWmin = 2, CWmax = 8) 

and Slotted ALOHA (CPmin=1/8, CPmax=1/4). 

4.7.2 Model and results for the MSK 2Mbps (without spreading) PHY  

4.7.2.1 Packet Capture Model 

Similarly for what described for IEEE 802.15.4 PHY model, first the received power is checked 

to be greater than the receiver sensitivity: 

PR > PRmin 

Then, for a packet received with sufficient power, the possible lost due to collisions is 

checked as detailed hereafter. 
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• For a given packet of interest (e.g. packet B), several Signal-to-Interference (SIR) 

values might be computed depending on current variations of interference level (i.e. 

s1, s2, s3, s4 in Figure 4-19). 

• For each computed SIR value, the Bit Error Rate (BER) is computed for each packet 

portion i according to the following equation (analogous to the CER in (1)):  
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• The overall Packet-Error-Rate (PER) for the current packet is computed according to 

the determined BER values: 

∏
=

−−=
N

i

Nbit
i

iBERPER
1

)1(1  

where N is the number of packet portions and 
ibitN is the number of bits in the 

portion i. 

• The packet reception decision is based on the computed PER value. Considering X as 

a uniformly distributed random variable in [0, 1] drawn for each packet, if (X ≥ PER), 

the packet is correctly received, otherwise the packet is lost. 

 

4.7.2.2 First Simulation Campaign Results 

IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA Results 

The following figures show the simulation results obtained for the IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA, 

in terms of PLR, delay, and energy consumption, with different values of the parameters. 

Results for  BEmin = 4, BEmax = 6, NBmax = 5 are not reported because the differences with the 

ones obtained for BEmin = 4, BEmax = 6, NBmax = 4 are negligible. 
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Figure 4-37: PLR for IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA, with BEmin = 3, BEmax = 5, NBmax = 4 and BEmin = 4, BEmax = 

6, NBmax = 4. 
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Figure 4-38: Delay for IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA, with BEmin = 3, BEmax = 5, NBmax = 4 and BEmin = 4, BEmax 

= 6, NBmax = 4. 
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Figure 4-39: Average energy consumed per node to send a packet in the superframe for IEEE 

802.15.4 CSMA/CA with BEmin = 3, BEmax = 5, NBmax = 4 and BEmin = 4, BEmax = 6, NBmax = 4. 

IEEE 802.15.6 CSMA/CA Results 

The following figures show the simulation results obtained for the IEEE 802.15.6 CSMA/CA, 

in terms of PLR, delay, and energy consumption, with different values of the parameters. 

Results for CWmin = 16, CWmax = 64 are not reported because the differences with the ones 

obtained for CWmin = 8, CWmax = 16 are negligible. 
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Figure 4-40: PLR for IEEE 802.15.6 CSMA/CA, with CWmin = 2, CWmax = 8 and CWmin = 8, CWmax = 16. 
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Figure 4-41: Delay for IEEE 802.15.6 CSMA/CA, with CWmin = 2, CWmax = 8 and CWmin = 8, CWmax = 16. 
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Figure 4-42: Average energy consumed per node to send a packet in the superframe for IEEE 

802.15.6 CSMA/CA with CWmin = 2, CWmax = 8 and CWmin = 8, CWmax = 16. 

Slotted ALOHA Results 

In order to evaluate the performance of Slotted ALOHA scheme, we have to size the 

duration of the minislot in the CAP. Considering PHY and MAC parameters values reported in 

Table 28, slot durations for 0-bytes 50-bytes, 100-bytes, 150-bytes and 200-bytes packet 

should respectively be at least 140 µs, 330 µs, 520 µs, 710 µs and 900 µs. Thus, with respect 

to the superframe parameters defined in Table 28,  CAP period is composed of 268 slots, 112 

slots,  71 slots, 52 slots and 41 slots for respectively 0-bytes, 50-bytes, 100-bytes, 150-bytes 

and 200-bytes packet traffic. 

The following figures show the simulation results obtained for the Slotted ALOHA, in terms 

of PLR, delay, average number of retransmissions per nodes and energy consumption, with 

different values of the parameters. 
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Figure 4-43: PLR for slotted ALOHA with CPmin=1/8, CPmax=1/4 and CPmin=3/16, CPmax=1/4. 

 

Figure 4-44: PLR for slotted ALOHA with CPmin=3/16 and CPmax=1/2. 

 

Figure 4-45: Delay for slotted ALOHA with CPmin=1/8, CPmax=1/4 and CPmin=3/16, CPmax=1/4. 
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Figure 4-46: Delay for slotted ALOHA with CPmin=3/16 and CPmax=1/2. 

 

Figure 4-47: Average number of retransmissions per nodes for slotted ALOHA with CPmin=1/8, 

CPmax=1/4 and CPmin=3/16, CPmax=1/4. 

 

Figure 4-48: Average number of retransmissions per nodes for slotted ALOHA with CPmin=3/16 and 

CPmax=1/2. 

We plot in Figure 4-49 and Figure 4-50 the average energy consumed per node obtained 

with Slotted ALOHA algorithm. 
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Figure 4-49: Average energy consumed per node to send a packet in the superframe for slotted 

ALOHA with CPmin=1/8, CPmax=1/4 and CPmin=3/16, CPmax=1/4. 

 

Figure 4-50: Average energy consumed per node to send a packet in the superframe for slotted 

ALOHA with CPmin=3/16 and CPmax=1/2. 

4.7.2.3 Second Simulation Campaign Results 

Figure 4-51 shows the PLR obtained for the three contention access schemes, when the 

parameters reported in Table 30 are set. Comparing this figure with the ones shown for the 

first campaign, we notice that the PLR significantly increased for all three schemes. This is 

due to the lack of connectivity that characterizes some of the nodes when the antenna gains 

are taken into account. 
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Figure 4-51: Average PLR for IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA (BEmin = 3, BEmax = 5, NBmax = 4), IEEE 802.15.6 

CSMA/CA (CWmin = 2, CWmax = 8) and Slotted ALOHA (CPmin=1/8, CPmax=1/4). 

It is worth noticing that this is an average value of the PLR: not all nodes experiment the 

same losses. This applies to all the considered results. As an example, Figure 4-52 illustrates 

the PLR for the different nodes on the body, plotted for scenario C (Figure 4-18). In this case 

the PLR for the node located on the heart is always zero, therefore its curve cannot be seen 

in this figure. In this scenario, nodes on both ears have very high PLR, above 10-1. 
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Figure 4-52: Node PLR for IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA (BEmin = 3, BEmax = 5, NBmax = 4), IEEE 802.15.6 

CSMA/CA (CWmin = 2, CWmax = 8) and Slotted ALOHA (CPmin=1/8, CPmax=1/4). 

Following figures show delay and energy results for all the access schemes. 
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Figure 4-53: Delay IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA (BEmin = 3, BEmax = 5, NBmax = 4), IEEE 802.15.6 CSMA/CA 

(CWmin = 2, CWmax = 8) and Slotted ALOHA (CPmin=1/8, CPmax=1/4).  
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Figure 4-54: Average energy consumed per node to send a packet in the superframe for IEEE 

802.15.4 CSMA/CA (BEmin = 3, BEmax = 5, NBmax = 4), IEEE 802.15.6 CSMA/CA (CWmin = 2, CWmax = 8) 

and Slotted ALOHA (CPmin=1/8, CPmax=1/4). 

4.7.3 Model and results for the Bluetooth-LE PHY  

4.7.3.1 Packet Capture Model 

For the GMSK, the following procedure is applied. 

• For a given packet of interest (e.g. packet B), several Signal-to-Interference-and-

Noise-Ratio (SINR) values might be computed depending on current variations of 

interference level (i.e. s1, s2, s3, s4 in Figure 4-19). The noise power is set to -

101dBm. 

• For each computed SINR value, the Bit Error Rate (BER) is computed for each packet 

portion i according to the following equation: 

( ) 7.0

2

1
iSINR

i eBER −=  
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• The overall Packet-Error-Rate (PER) for the current packet is computed according to 

the determined BER values: 

∏
=

−−=
N

i

Nbit
i

iBERPER
1

)1(1  

where N is the number of packet portions and 
ibitN is the number of bits in the 

portion i. 

• The packet reception decision is based on the computed PER value. Considering X as 

a uniformly distributed random variable in [0, 1] drawn for each packet, if (X ≥ PER), 

the packet is correctly received, otherwise the packet is lost. 

4.7.3.2 First Simulation Campaign Results 

IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA Results 

The following figures show the simulation results obtained for the IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA, 

in terms of PLR, delay, and energy consumption, with different values of the parameters. 

Results for  BEmin = 4, BEmax = 6, NBmax = 5 are not reported because the differences with the 

ones obtained for BEmin = 4, BEmax = 6, NBmax = 4 are negligible. 
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Figure 4-55: PLR for IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA, with BEmin = 3, BEmax = 5, NBmax = 4 and BEmin = 4, BEmax = 

6, NBmax = 4. 
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Figure 4-56: Delay for IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA, with BEmin = 3, BEmax = 5, NBmax = 4 and BEmin = 4, BEmax 

= 6, NBmax = 4. 
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Figure 4-57: Average energy consumed per node to send a packet in the superframe for IEEE 

802.15.4 CSMA/CA with BEmin = 3, BEmax = 5, NBmax = 4 and BEmin = 4, BEmax = 6, NBmax = 4. 

IEEE 802.15.6 CSMA/CA Results 

The following figures show the simulation results obtained for the IEEE 802.15.6 CSMA/CA, 

in terms of PLR, delay, and energy consumption, with different values of the parameters. 

Results for  CWmin = 16, CWmax = 64 are not reported because the differences with the ones 

obtained for CWmin = 8, CWmax = 16 are negligible. 
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Figure 4-58: PLR for IEEE 802.15.6 CSMA/CA, with CWmin = 2, CWmax = 8 and CWmin = 8, CWmax = 16. 
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Figure 4-59: Delay for IEEE 802.15.6 CSMA/CA, with CWmin = 2, CWmax = 8 and CWmin = 8, CWmax = 16. 
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Figure 4-60: Average energy consumed per node to send a packet in the superframe for IEEE 

802.15.6 CSMA/CA with CWmin = 2, CWmax = 8 and CWmin = 8, CWmax = 16. 

Slotted ALOHA Results 

In order to evaluate the performance of Slotted ALOHA scheme, we have to size the 

duration of the minislot in the CAP. Considering PHY and MAC parameters values reported in 

Table 28, slot durations for 0-bytes 50-bytes, 100-bytes, 150-bytes and 200-bytes packet 

should respectively be at least 225 µs, 585 µs, 988 µs, 1369 µs and 1751 µs. Thus, with 

respect to the superframe parameters defined in Table 28, CAP period is composed of 164 

slots, 63 slots,  37 slots, 27 slots and 21 slots for respectively 0-bytes, 50-bytes, 100-bytes, 

150-bytes and 200-bytes packet traffic. 

The following figures show the PLR obtained with {CPmax,CPmin} = {1/4,1/8} {CPmax,CPmin} 

= {1/4,3/16} and {CPmax,CPmin} = {1/2,3/16} for the different scenarios. 

 

Figure 4-61: PLR for slotted ALOHA with CPmin=1/8, CPmax=1/4 and CPmin=3/16, CPmax=1/4. 
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Figure 4-62: PLR for slotted ALOHA with CPmin=3/16 and CPmax=1/2. 

Delay results are shown in Figure 4-63 and Figure 4-64. 

 

Figure 4-63: Delay for slotted ALOHA with CPmin=1/8, CPmax=1/4 and CPmin=3/16, CPmax=1/4. 

 

Figure 4-64: Delay for slotted ALOHA with CPmin=3/16 and CPmax=1/2. 

We plot in Figure 4-65 and Figure 4-66 the average number of retransmissions per nodes 

obtained with Slotted ALOHA algorithm. 
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Figure 4-65: Average number of retransmissions per nodes for slotted ALOHA with CPmin=1/8, 

CPmax=1/4 and CPmin=3/16, CPmax=1/4. 

 

Figure 4-66: Average number of retransmissions per nodes for slotted ALOHA with CPmin=3/16 and 

CPmax=1/2. 

We can note that the performance obtained with {CPmax,CPmin}={1/2,3/16} are not 

adapted to the generated traffic. Collisions impact on the performance. Thus these 

parameters have to be specified and sized according to WiserBAN scenario and traffic. 

We plot in Figure 4-67 and Figure 4-68 the average energy consumed per node obtained 

with Slotted ALOHA algorithm. 

 

Figure 4-67: Average energy consumed per node to send a packet in the superframe for slotted 

ALOHA with CPmin=1/8, CPmax=1/4 and CPmin=3/16, CPmax=1/4. 
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Figure 4-68: Average energy consumed per node to send a packet in the superframe for slotted 

ALOHA with CPmin=3/16 and CPmax=1/2. 

4.7.3.3 Second Simulation Campaign Results 

The PLR obtained when the parameters reported in Table 30 are set is illustrated in Figure 

4-69. Also for this PHY, we can note a performance degradation with respect to the first 

simulation campaign. As explained for the MSK 2 Mbit/s PHY, this is due to connectivity 

losses. This can be seen from Figure 4-70, where the different causes for loss are highlighted, 

for scenario C. The 1% of packets are lost because there is no connectivity among the RC and 

the node. 
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Figure 4-69: PLR for IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA (BEmin = 3, BEmax = 5, NBmax = 4), IEEE 802.15.6 CSMA/CA 

(CWmin = 2, CWmax = 8) and Slotted ALOHA (CPmin=1/8, CPmax=1/4). 
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Figure 4-70: PLR causes for IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA (BEmin = 3, BEmax = 5, NBmax = 4), IEEE 802.15.6 

CSMA/CA (CWmin = 2, CWmax = 8) and Slotted ALOHA (CPmin=1/8, CPmax=1/4), scenario C. 

Delay and energy results are shown in the following figures. 
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Figure 4-71: Delay IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA (BEmin = 3, BEmax = 5, NBmax = 4), IEEE 802.15.6 CSMA/CA 

(CWmin = 2, CWmax = 8) and Slotted ALOHA (CPmin=1/8, CPmax=1/4).  
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Figure 4-72: Average energy consumed per node to send a packet in the superframe for IEEE 

802.15.4 CSMA/CA (BEmin = 3, BEmax = 5, NBmax = 4), IEEE 802.15.6 CSMA/CA (CWmin = 2, CWmax = 8) 

and Slotted ALOHA (CPmin=1/8, CPmax=1/4). 

4.7.4 Comments on simulation results 

From the simulation results shown above some concluding remarks can be drawn.  

First of all, with the channel model implemented at the moment, in the first simulation 

campaign performance does not change significantly in the different considered scenarios 

(see the three different simulated RC positions in Figure 4-18); whereas in the second 

campaign some differences are present for the PHYs which are affected by connectivity 

problems (MSK without spreading PHY and Bluetooth LE PHY). 

Referring to the first simulation campaign, as for a comparison between the two CSMA/CA 

algorithms and the Slotted ALOHA performance, we can state the following: 

- PLR: with an appropriate choice of the parameters, all three access schemes achieve 

a similar PLR<10-2, except for the case of IEEE 802.15.4 PHY. In this latter case, IEEE 

802.15.6 CSMA/CA performs slightly better than the other two algorithms; anyway, 

since the bit rate used is quite low (250 kbit/s), for payload longer than 100 bytes 

the PLR becomes high (going up to values higher than 10-1 in some cases). 

- Average delays: in all cases, 802.15.6 CSMA/CA delay (with the appropriate 

parameters setting) is lower than the one obtained with 802.15.4 CSMA/CA and 

Slotted ALOHA. 

- From the energy consumption view point, the less expensive protocol appears to be 

the Slotted ALOHA, when parameters are appropriately set. 

Summarizing, IEEE 802.15.6 CSMA/CA was proved to be better in general than 802.15.4 

CSMA/CA. If we compare 802.15.6 CSMA/CA and Slotted ALOHA, the former performs 

slightly better in terms of PLR and average delay, while the latter achieves lower energy 

consumptions. 

For comments on the satisfaction of requirements for the different use cases, see Section 

2.2.2. 
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It is important to underline again that the above considerations are comments which refer 

to simulation results achieved when 4 nodes are present in the network and they are all 

trying to transmit their data to the Coordinator (that is the RC) in the CAP and at the same 

time. Therefore, according to the WiserBAN use cases, the considered scenario is very 

pessimistic. 

In the next months the simulations presented in this Deliverable will be repeated, including 

the output of WP3, related to the WiserBAN radio channel. The radio channel 

measurements or models, developed within WP3, have not been included in the simulators 

yet, due to the fact that D3.1, containing such results, is delivered together with this 

document. Once the true WiserBAN channel will be considered, if all the three protocols for 

the CAP will still demonstrate to have good performance, all the three solutions will be 

considered as possible protocols to be used in a WiserBAN network. Due to the huge set of 

requirements imposed by the different use cases, in fact, one single solution cannot fit all 

the requirements, therefore it is important to have a MAC protocol as flexible as possible. 

Depending on the application requirements the best solution will be selected, and the 

simulation results will help the designer in this choice. 

For a complete comparison among CSMA/CA and Slotted ALOHA, we also have to remember 

that the first algorithm is more complex in terms of operations performed than the second 

one. On the other hand, with CSMA/CA the channel is sensed for ongoing activity before 

transmission, while this does not happen with the Slotted ALOHA. 

4.8 Upper Layers 

Direct communication between the remote control and the other nodes could be not always 

possible in the WiserBAN scenario, especially in the case of the integrated scenario where 

different devices are present, depending on the position of the nodes on/in the body. 

Therefore, a tree topology may be necessary in some cases.  

Since at the time this deliverable is written results of the propagation studies performed 

within WP3 are not available, Task 4.2 decided to postpone the decision about the upper 

layer protocols and related studies.  

Section 4.8.1 deals with the proposals that will be evaluated in case the tree will be needed, 

whereas Section 4.8.2 reports results of a study performed at CEA related to the application 

of cooperative approach to BANs. 

Hereafter we consider a tree topology with two levels. The extension to the case of multiple 

levels could be easily derived. 

The tree is formed following a simple procedure: those nodes who can directly receive the 

beacon from the Coordinator with sufficient power become level 1 nodes and they relay the 

beacon. The other nodes will become children of the level 1 node from which they receive 

the beacon with highest power. Once the tree is formed level 1 nodes have to send a packet 

to the Coordinator informing it about their number of children in the tree, such that the 

access to the channel can be properly scheduled (see below). 

Figure 4-73 shows an example of a tree topology network, with the Coordinator (‘C’), four 

level 1 nodes (‘1’), and three level 2 nodes (‘2’).  
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Figure 4-73: Example of a tree network topology with 2 levels. 

In the following we report two possible structures for the superframe to allow the access to 

the channel of level 1 and level 2 nodes. The first strategy has been proposed by UNIBO and 

is based on the Zigbee tree-based topology, whereas the second one has been proposed by 

CEA and implemented in the BATMAC protocol [18]. 

4.8.1 Superframe structure 

4.8.1.1 Superframe structure: First Proposal 

 

 

 

Figure 4-74: Utilization of the inactive part of the Coordinator SF for transmissions from level 2 

nodes to level 1 nodes. 

UNIBO has proposed to use the inactive part of the Coordinator SF for transmissions from 

level 2 to level 1 nodes and to use the active part of the Coordinator SF for transmission 

from level 1 to the Coordinator itself (see Figure 4-74). 

Please note that each active part (either of the Coordinator SF, or of the routers SFs) is 

structured as shown in Section 0). The information about slots allocation in the CFP is 

included in the beacons sent by the Coordinator and by the routers. 
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Regarding the beacon sent by the Coordinator, we assume that all the information about the 

SF structure are included in the beacon sent at the beginning of the SF, whereas the beacon 

sent at the beginning of the active part for allowing transmissions of level 1 nodes, is only 

used for synchronization issues, and does not contain scheduling information. In this way, 

the size of the second beacon is reduced. 

4.8.1.2 Superframe structure: Second Proposal 

 

Figure 4-75: Splitting of the Beacon portion and of the CFP for transmissions from level 2 nodes to 

level 1 nodes. 

In this case (proposed by CEA) the beacon portion is split in several slots, to let level 1 nodes 

relay the beacon to level 2 nodes and manage level 2 nodes transmissions to level 1 nodes in 

the CFP, as proposed in [18] and shown in Figure 4-75. Level 1 nodes are not necessarily 

Level 1 routers. Thus only some level 1 routers have to relay the beacon. 

Considering the coherence time is about 80 ms and the channel reciprocity of links, if a node 

A can receive a packet from a node B, a node B can receive a packet from a node A in the 

same condition during the active part of the same superframe.  

Moreover, during the Beacon portion, each node can receive a beacon from the Coordinator 

or from a Level 1 Router. Then, based on the beacon reception feedback, each node can 

select the preferred path to the Coordinator. 

As shown in Figure 4-76, node B can potentially receive the beacon from the Coordinator (in 

black) or from level 1 nodes (respectively in red, green and blue for level 1 nodes C, E and G) 

and can choose between the direct path and a double hop path to transmit its data.  

Thanks to the indicators, each node can directly notify to the Coordinator or to level 1 nodes 

about the reliability of the link and specify the selected path. Thus, BATMAC automatically 

manages the relaying procedure and schedules the relays depending on the shadowing 

condition in each superframe. 
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Figure 4-76: Example of dynamic tree network topology with 2 levels thanks to beacon. 

According to the requirements of WiserBAN scenarios, a good beacon reception for each 

superframe is not necessary. 

Thus a new superframe structure can be designed without the beacon relaying. The main 

change is the moving of the level 1 nodes indicators before the level 2 nodes indicators. 

These first indicators will act as the relayed beacon previously. 

 

Figure 4-77: Superframe structure of the second proposal. 

If the elapsed time without receiving the beacon is shorter that the time necessary to lose 

the synchronization, the peer-to-peer communications and communications to the sink will 

still be possible. The structure of the superframe makes the MAC layer flexible to different 

applications but the dynamic part of the data management will be included in the relaying 

functionalities. 

4.8.2 Extension for a cooperative approach 

For medical application, the Coordinator should be able to communicate with any other 

node in the network at any moment. This aspect is important when considering possible real 

medical applications where it is needed to continuously and reliably collect all the sensitive 

information from sending devices, and also handle alarm situations. 
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Time-variant BAN channel characterization done in WP3 showed the presence of slow fading 

components, due to the shadowing by human body, as well as a fast multi-path fading. The 

shadowing depth can have a strong impact on the system performance, and for the sake of 

efficiency, it should not be counteracted only at physical layer (PHY) level, by increasing 

transmit power or improving receiver sensitivity. The transmission power increase would 

imply more interference with other nearby BANs, more power absorbed by the human body 

and more energy consumed by the network. Moreover, all radio links involved in a single 

BAN suffer from different shadowing conditions due to human motion and to the relative 

position of the nodes, thus the classical star network topology becomes unstable and 

experiences a time-varying Packet Error Rate (PER) probability. In order to avoid these 

precarious situations the Coordinator should trust in other nodes (relaying nodes) that, 

being located on different on-body positions, experience different fading conditions and 

could be able to forward the data even if the direct path is momentarily broken. 

The evaluation of a relaying scheme needs to know how the channels, related to the 

different on-body nodes, evolve during the human movement. For this purpose, we used the 

radio channel results of an extensive full-mesh BAN measurement campaign, involving 

different scenarios, subjects and walking movements. The aim is to estimate the reliability of 

each on-body link, and evaluate the performance enhancement given by relaying on a 

different on-body node. 

4.8.2.1 Full-mesh on-body time-variant measurements  

A time-variant channel measurement campaign was carried out at CEA in WP3 to investigate 

the potential use of cooperative approaches in BANs. In order to perform a complete 

characterization of a full-mesh network, every single node has to be able to both receive and 

transmit information. The measurement campaign was carried out for three different human 

subjects (two males and one female), wearing a specific suit with some pockets hosting the 

antennas, to facilitate the reproducibility of their emplacement on the body as shown in 

Figure 4-78. Each human subject walks along a 5.3 m X 3.2 m room along two different linear 

trajectories, during 18 cycles of 3 seconds each. Here, we focus on 2.45 GHz band, and the 

bandwidth is implicitly the one that employed in measurements, i.e. 10 MHz. 

 

Figure 4-78: Body setup 
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4.8.2.2 Performance analysis of a simple communication in 

moving BANs 

In this section we investigate the time-variant performance of each on-body link, in terms of 

PER and the related outage probability OUTP during the observation time of 3 seconds. The 

performance evaluation is based on the Bluetooth LE PHY layer specifications. In our analysis 

the transmitted power TXP  is set to the conventional value of -12 dBm, while the receiver 

noise figure is 20 dB.  

In the SNR evaluation, the mean received power over the band (B) of interest is calculated 

from the knowledge of the time-variant Channel Transfer Function H(t,f): 

21
( ) ( , )RX TX

B

P t P H t f df
B

= × ∫  

OUTP  is defined as the probability that the PER is larger than a specified threshold *PER  

*Pr ( )OUTP ob PER PER= ≥  

In our analysis we consider as reference value  * 0.1PER =  

In Figure 4-79, we show the performance, in terms of instantaneous PER and OUTP , of the 

Hip to Back link during a walking cycle, together with its channel Power Transfer Function 

(dashed line) and its slow-fading component (continuous line). As expected, since the two 

nodes are always in Non Line of Sight (NLOS), the communication is often not reliable 

because of the strong path loss. In fact, the shadowing caused by the human torso results in 

the link not fulfilling the PER requirements in several instants during the observation time. 

 

Figure 4-79: Time-varying performances of Hip-Back (3-4) link 
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In Figure 4-80, we show the performance of the Shoulder-Hip link. Differently from the 

previous link, this one presents a lower outage probability during the walk. This result could 

support the idea that node 5 could be a good relay for the Front-Back communication. 

However, it is necessary to analyze the performances of link Shoulder-Back (5-4) that 

completes the relaying process connecting the relay node 5 to the original destination node 

4. 

 

Figure 4-80: Time-varying performances of Shoulder-Hip (5-3) link 

Generally, if the outage probability of the system is mainly due to the fast fading effect, a 

retransmission of the information on the same link could achieve the fulfillment of PER 

requirements. Otherwise, if the shadowing has the great influence on the network 

performance, the variation of the channel is too slow to consider a double direct 

retransmission as a possible solution. In that case relaying on another on-body node should 

be advantageous, since it experiences a different channel condition. However, the choice of 

the relaying node depends on the performances of the considered links to be relayed. 

In the following, we evaluate the performance of the on-body links, by estimating from 

measurement results the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the PER. The measured 

results have shown that, for a given human subject, the different walking cycles in the room 

present similar performance, in a statistical sense. In Figure 4-81, we show the PER's CDF for 

the Wrist-Hip link, obtained by cumulating the results of the different walking cycles 

measured, for the three different human subjects. In this particular case the subject A 

presents the worst results. More generally the network performance depends on the human 

subject, since the channel characteristics also depend on the human body variability. As a 

consequence the analysis performance has been carried out by merging the results of the 

different human subjects.  
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Figure 4-81: CDF of PER for the Wrist-Hip (1-3) link for different human subjects 

4.8.2.3 Performance analysis of cooperative mechanisms in moving 
BANs 

In this section we investigate the performance of relaying in a BAN during the movement. 

The aim of a cooperative approach is to satisfy the performance requirements for any on-

body link at any moment. A realistic emplacement for the Coordinator of such a BAN should 

be on the hip. In order to have a comprehensive evaluation of the network reliability, in 

Figure 4-82, we show the CDF of the PER for each possible link from the Hip. 

 

Figure 4-82: CDF of PER for each link in the network considering the Coordinator located on the Hip 

(3) 

The Back-Hip (4-3) link (green line) presents the worst performance, since the requirement 
*PER PER≥  is achieved only in 78% of the channels, i.e. a 22%OUTP = , which is higher 

than the system specification 5%OUTP = . Thus a cooperation scheme is needed to achieve 

the desired outage probability for this link. In addition to the direct communication (Direct 

Path), we consider two different cooperation approaches: Double-Hop and Combined Path. 

These approaches are schematically represented in Figure 4-83. Since the cooperation is 

performed at the PHY layer, no routing is used. We consider a half-duplex relaying mode 

(source and relay use the same radio resource and cannot transmit and receive 

simultaneously), and a decode-and-forward protocol. 
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Figure 4-83: Relaying schemes: Direct Path (blue line), Double-Hop Path (green line) and Combined 

Path (red line) 

In order to estimate the real advantages that cooperation could bring to the system, we 

consider and compare three different PER values. In the direct path between Source (S) and 

Destination (D), the PER is computed simply by means of PER equation. 

The instantaneous performance of Double Hop can be evaluated by: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )S R D n S R n R D n S R n R D nPER t PER t PER t PER t PER t− − − − − −= + − ×  

where ( )i j nPER t−   represents the PER value of the (i-j) link in the frame n. 

In the Combined Path approach the performance can be evaluated by: 

( ) ( ) ( )S R D n S D n S R D nPER t PER t PER t− − − − −= ×  

The performance analysis is based on measurement results keeping both spatial (i.e. the 

node position on the body and body posture) and temporal correlation, which is 

fundamental to analyze the cooperation schemes. As shown above, the shoulder could be a 

good relay position for the Hip-Back link. The CDF represented in Figure 4-84 compares the 

PER results of the direct link (4-3), secondary link or Double-Hop Path (4-5-3) and the 

Combined Path (453). The target * 0.1PER =  is achieved for 96% 4%OUTP =  with the 

double-hop transmission, while the combined approach allows to yield 1%OUTP = . So both 

solutions sensibly improve the reliability of the link and fulfill the system requirements. 

 

Figure 4-84: CDF of PER using cooperation for the Back-Hip (4-3) link and relay on the Shoulder (5) 

In Figure 4-84 we also depict the performance of double transmission on the same link (i.e. 

Hip-Back). This solution outperforms the Direct Path, since it is able to mitigate the fast 
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fading effect that can locally affect the data transmission. Nevertheless its performance is 

lower than both relaying schemes, since the Hip-Back link is strongly affected by human 

body shadowing. Being the shadowing a long-term fading, the redundancy given by the 

double transmission is not able to supply the needed diversity to mitigate this effect. 

In Figure 4-85 we compare the performances of the cooperation mechanisms with other 

nodes used as a possible relay for the Wrist-Hip link. While the Combined Path approach 

always reduces the PER, the Double-Hop presents even worst performance than Direct Path. 

 

Figure 4-85: CDF of PER with cooperation for the Wrist-Hip (1-3) link and relay on Ear (6), Thigh (2) 

and Shoulder (5) 

 

4.8.2.4 Energy Consumption of Relaying  

One of the key challenges in the deployment of wireless BANs, is the improvement of the 

battery life to increase the autonomy of wireless devices. As a consequence, the reduction of 

energy consumption represents an important issue to be addressed. To evaluate the energy 

consumption of the different schemes, we consider the characteristics of an RF solution 

dissipating 7.5 mA when transmitting at -12 dBm, and 12 mA when receiving at 1Mbps.   

We consider that the data packet is entirely transmitted in a 1ms time slot, and we assume 

an “aggregated data transmission” mode for the relay, which means that the node is able to 

transmit, in the same time slot, its proper data (Data R) and the data acquired from the 

Source (Data S) that have to be forwarded to the Destination. Thus the Coordinator does not 

need to allocate supplementary resource to relay nodes for the forwarded data. In order to 

quantify the power consumption for different transmission schemes, we multiply the 

cumulative time of reception, transmission and sleep mode by the expected power. In every 

superframe, each node has to send its data to the central device (here the Hip) via Direct 

Path or/and the relaying path, otherwise the packet is considered lost. 

In Figure 4-86, we list the energy consumption of a Source, a Relay and a Destination node 

using the different transmission schemes.  
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Figure 4-86: Energy consumption used to centralize data from S and R for different transmission 

schemes 

The consumption related to the Combined Path is clearly higher than the others, because 

the destination has to listen for a supplementary slot. Nevertheless this method presents 

better performances in term of PER thanks to the redundancy given by double reception of 

the same packet, as shown above. So, in order to choose which relaying scheme is the most 

advantageous, it is necessary to be aware of the application aimed for the network. If the 

application major constraint is the energy saving, then the double-hop scheme will be the 

best choice, otherwise, we can opt for a Combined Path if the OUTP  plays a dominant role. It 

is necessary to point out that the consumption values indicated in Figure 4-86 are relevant 

under the hypothesis of ”aggregated data transmission”. If every packet transmission takes a 

time slot (non aggregated data), we would have different energy consumption, since an 

additional transmission and reception is needed to relay. In that case the energy 

consumption of Double-Hop Path will be larger than the one of Direct Path. 

The performance enhancements given by the relaying can be exploited by reducing the 

transmitted power.  

 

Figure 4-87: PER Vs Transmission Power for Back to Hip (4-3) link 

As shown in Figure 4-87, for a target * 0.1PER = , we have a power saving of about 10 dB. 

Consequently, the use of a Combined Path scheme, lowering the emitted power, results in 

the mitigation of interference to other nearby BANs and in the reduction of the portion of 

power absorbed by the human body. 

To conclude, the results show that the Combined Path approach should be beneficial to 

mitigate both fast fading and slow fading during the human movement, while a double-hop 
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is suited only for long-term shadowing. The use of cooperation schemes allows a 

performance enhancement in terms of packet error rate versus transmitted power. 

4.8.3 Optimized network architectures and relaying mechanisms 

In order to design and enhanced relaying algorithms, the data from a previous time-variant 

on-body channel measurement campaign (described in Section 4.8.2.1) have been used. 

These measurements are similar to the WiserBAN measurement campaign., which will be 

further done and described. The considered campaign was carried out at CEA to investigate 

the topology dynamics and the performance of routing/relaying mechanism in Wireless 

Body Sensor Networks (WBSNs). 

Aiming at optimizing the energy consumption, a MAC simulator has been made for BAN, 

based on this time-variant channel measurement campaign to investigate the potential use 

of cooperative approaches in BANs. It will allow evaluating the performance of opportunistic 

relaying and also to investigate several complementary issues. In the near future, this 

simulator could be adapted to the WiserBAN measurement campaign. 

In order to evaluate the reciprocity of the channels, an ideal case is first considered in which 

the data packets are sent to the coordinator in the same sampling time of beacon reception 

and using all the measurement available. A real case is secondly simulated in which a MAC 

protocol based on a beacon enable with SF structure is implemented.  

4.8.3.1 Simulation scenario 

The aim of this study is to evaluate the impact of realistic time-variant WBSNs channels on 

end-users QoS. The PHY layer selected in this study is Bluetooth LE described in Section 

4.7.3. 

Moreover, an IEEE 802.15.4 beacon-enabled based MAC protocol is considered, where each 

MAC SF is delimited by a beacon which fully describes its structure (Section 4.8.1.2). The 

beacon is transmitted periodically by the WBSN coordinator to all network nodes and the 

PER is evaluated to estimate the quality of different links. The algorithm combines for each 

subject the three different measures of mobility to have a time of measurement of 9s (3sx3) 

and a heterogeneous scenario. Afterwards, it evaluates the PER of the beacon (PERb), which 

is sent by the coordinator to all network nodes, the PER of the data (PERd), which are sent 

from nodes to the coordinator after receiving the beacon packet and the power reception 

(Prx) for each link. 

As shown in Figure 4-82Figure 4-88, the most reliable links can be distinguished (e.g.: hip-

Shoulder, hip-thigh or hip-wrist), from those under-performing (e.g.: hip-ear and hip-back). 

The obtained results, added to the knowledge of nodes position on the body, suggests using 

nodes 1(wrist), 2(thigh) and 5(shoulder) as relays to improve the performance of the link 

hip(3)-back(4) and hip(3)-ear(6). Thus relay nodes are manually elected to improve the 

performance of the less links efficient. 

The resulting scheme is shown in the following figure. 
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Figure 4-88: Cooperative topology based on performance and available measurements 

4.8.3.2 Performance evaluation with a full channel reciprocity 

During the first step, channel reciprocity is evaluated through the transmission of a beacon 

packet size of 10 bytes between coordinator and all network nodes, and the reception of a 

data packet size of 39 bytes, from nodes to coordinator. 

Considering an ideal case in which the data packets are transmitted in the same sampling 

instant of the beacon packets i.e. using the same channel measurement, the links PER 

information for all the measurements are collected to have the maximum information for 

each single link. 

In order to implement a simple TDMA MAC protocol, the sampling instant has been divided 

in 20 slots of 1ms each (Figure 4-89). 

 

Figure 4-89: Example of a superframe 

The first four slots are occupied by beacon direct transmitted by the coordinator and relayed 

by the relay nodes. In the successive slots, data is transmitted by the node after correct 

beacon reception. At the instant t, the coordinator sends the beacon packet to all network 

nodes (including relay), at the time t1=t+w each relay (R), after correct beacon reception, 

sends the beacon packets to the node (N). At the instant t2=t+w2, each node sends its data 

in its allocated slot. 

A beacon packet, transmitted between two nodes i and j, is evaluated as lost thanks to the 

probability of the instant PER and its reception status, Lt
[ij], is set equal to 1, equal 0 if the link 

is down.  

In the following, 7 cooperative schemes are compared. The first one is called “Direct Link”. In 

this scheme, each node sends a data to the coordinator if it has correctly and directly 

received the beacon from the coordination. The second and third schemes are double hop 

using respectively the relay 1 and 5. In this scheme, each node sends a data to the 

coordinator via the corresponding relay if it has correctly received the beacon from the relay 

and the relay received the beacon from the coordination. The cooperatives schemes are a 

combination of the schemes 1 and 2 or 1 and 3. Concerning double-hop and combining 

strategy with best-relay, the best-relay providing with the best PER performance is chosen, 

for each beacon packet transmission. 
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The last scheme is called mixed-strategy. For comprehension purposes, the “Good Beacon” 

Is defined as a beacon correct received and which PER is under the threshold.   

If a node directly receives a Good Beacon packet by the coordinator, it immediately sends 

back the data using de same link. If a node does not receive the Good Beacon from the 

coordinator, it evaluates the performance, in terms of PER, of all the nodes which have 

relayed the beacon and elects the best-relay as the node providing with the lowest PER. 

After the best relay election, the node uses this path to send the data to the coordinator.           

A second PER threshold has also been imposed in order to force, as much as possible, the 

use of the strategy allowing reaching the PER bond with the least amount of energy 

consumptions, which is respectively: direct link, double-hop and combined. 

The performance of the end User data packets transmitted by node 4 (back) to coordinator 

using the different strategies indicated by the beacon has been evaluated. 

 

Figure 4-90 : CDF of End User Data PER  for the 7 cooperative schemes. 

Obviously, because of the position of node 5 (shoulder), using this as relay to reach node 4 

(back) gives better performance than using node 1 (right wrist) for the same purpose. 

Figure 4-90 shows the CDF of data PER for the different adopted cooperation strategies. In 

cyan and magenta are represented the cooperative strategy using the best-relay. It can be 

seen a slighter performance increase than when using the cooperation with relay 5. The 

black line represents the mixed-strategy with best-relay, namely the combination, in each 

sampling instant, of the different strategies based on the beacon reception, in order to have 

the best compromise in terms of PER and energy performance.  

To better understand this strategy, Figure 4-91 shows a circle graph clearly illustrating used 

strategies based on  the beacon reception in order to satisfy the PER threshold of 0.1.  
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Figure 4-91: Repartition of the different cooperative schemes chosen thanks to the beacon 

reception with the Mixed-Strategy in ideal case for the link hip-back. 

The direct link solution is used in 72% of cases while the cooperative solution covering the 

remaining 28%. In this latter case, it is interesting to note that the double-hop strategy 

exploits the relay in the shoulder (R5) for 25% of cases while relay in the wrist (R1) is used 

for 2%. This gap is related to the position of relay nodes. Indeed, relay 5 (shoulder) is placed 

in the middle distance of the transmitter and receiver and in a partially LOS condition with 

both (and this results in a high gain); on the other hand, the switch from LOS and NLOS 

conditions of relay 1 (wrist) results in a low diversity gain.      

Even if the direct link is systematically in NLOS condition, the mixed-strategy elects the direct 

path with a high percentage when it satisfy the PER requirement. 

Starting from this points, thanks to the Figure 4-92, the PER performances of data packets, 

sent by the nodes to coordinator after successful beacon reception (and using the same link 

of the beacon) can be analyzed. 

This figure shows that, using the beacon information to choose the most suitable strategy 

for the transmission of data packets is a good strategy in this ideal context. In fact the data 

packet loss is only about 4%. 

 

Figure 4-92: Data receptions as a function of the path used in the Best-Relay Mixed-Strategy in ideal 

case for the link hip-back 
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These results verify the validity of the adopted strategy considering full channel reciprocity. 

For a complete overview, the same procedure Is applied to the link hip(3)-ear(6), which is, 

unlike the previous one, in a partial NLOS condition.  The performance of the end User data 

packets transmitted by node 6 (Ear) to coordinator has been evaluated using different 

strategies indicated by the beacon. 

 

Figure 4-93: CDF of Data PER with Best-Relay and Mix cooperative schemes 

The double-hop link performance increases using best-relay with a gain of 6%. Comparing 

this result with the one obtained in the previous link (3-4), the best-relay utilization in a 

partial NLOS scenario gives better performances than in a systematic NLOS scenario. 

Also in this case is evaluated the performance of mixed strategy with best relay in the 

following circle graphs: 

 

Figure 4-94: Repartition of the different cooperative schemes chosen based on beacon reception 

and End user PER for the Best-Relay Mixed-Strategy in ideal case for the link hip-ear 

Given the partial NLOS characteristic of the link, the percentage of direct path, respecting 

the PER threshold of 0.1, used by beacon packets is greater than the previous case, while the 

percentage of data loss, in direct link, is decreased to 2%. In this case, more than in the 

previous one, the best-relay mixed-strategy gives a good compromise in terms of high 

performance / low energy consumption. 
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To evaluate the energy consumption of the different schemes, standard characteristics of an 

RF module have been considered: 7.5 mA power consumption in transmit mode at -12dBm 

and 12 mA in receive mode for 1Mbps. The packet is considered being transmitted in 1ms. 

For a data packet of 39 bytes, the consumption is 7.9µJ in Tx and 35.4µJ in Rx with a time 

guard of 50µs. In the tables below are presented some results of the different strategy 

consumptions for the links back-hip and ear-hip considering a PER threshold of 0.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Table 32 : Energy consumption for different transmission schemes  

 

Table 33 : Energy evaluatin of different strategies in ideal case Link 3-4  

The results in this table show that simple cooperative strategies give high performance in 

term of packet loss with a considerable amount of energy consumption, whereas the mixed-

strategy, with and without best-relay, gives the best compromise.  

 Direct Double Hop Combined 

Node Tx(data)=7.9µJ Tx(data)=7.9µJ Tx(data)=7.9µJ 

Relay 0 Rx(data)+ Tx(data)=43.3µJ Rx(data)+ Tx(data)=43.3µJ 

Coordinator Rx(data)=35.4µJ Rx(data)=35.4µJ 2*Rx(data)=70.8µJ 

 43.3µJ 86.6µJ 122µJ 
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Figure 4-95: Performance of different strategies in link Hip(3)-Back(4)      

Figure 4-97 shows, by utilizing the best-relay mixed-strategy, a gain of 36% in energy 

consumption and the same packet loss performance, compared to the double-hop with 

static relay 5. Concerning link hip(3)-ear(6): 

 

Table 34 : Energy evaluation of different strategies in Ideal Case Link 3-6 

In the partial NLOS link hip-ear, Table 34 shows that the mixed-strategies still gives the best 

results in terms of power consumption and packet loss while the double hop with static relay 

results in underperformance for both relays. This means that without the mixed strategy, for 

a packet loss under the threshold of 10%, the only solution is to use the combined method 

which, for the considered transmit power, has a high energetic cost. 
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Figure 4-96: Performance of different strategies in link Hip(3)-Ear(6)      

Comparing this graph with the previous link one, a performance increase of about 11% in the 

best-relay mixed-strategy can be observed, suggesting that this strategy performs better in a 

dynamic scenario than static. 

4.8.3.3 Performance evaluation with fast fading effect 

In the second step, the beacon and data transmission are not using the same measurement. 

Considering 80ms shadowing coherence time, we can assume that the beacon and data 

transmissions experience the same shadowing but different fast fading.  

In this case, the two worst links have been analyzed: hip(3)-back(4) and hip(3)-ear(6). 

This two links represents, as already mentioned, two different link conditions usually present 

in WBANs: systematic NLOS and partially NLOS link. 

In the following figure, we show the CDF of End User data PER of hip(3)-back(4) link:     

 

Figure 4-97: CDF of End User Data PER for the 7 cooperative schemes in realistic case. 

Before analyzing the with best-relay mixed-strategy results in this realistic case, a small 

comparison of the behaviours of the cooperatives strategies (double-Hop and combining 

without best-relay) between ideal and realistic case is made. 
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Table 35 : Comparison of cooperative solutions in ideal and real case 

From this table it is easy to see the differences between ideal and real cases, in particular for 

the direct and the double-hop solution while the combined maintains the same performance 

in both cases. This table is particularly interesting because it provides with an idea of how 

the fading changes the channel in the 20ms between beacon and data transmission. 

Regarding the analysis of the best-relay mixed-strategy (black curve), it can be noted a 

performance degradation of 7.2% (with a PERthreshold=0.1) compared to the ideal case. On the 

contrary, cooperative strategy using best-relay solution does not undergo significative 

variations.  

To have an overview on  best-relay mixed-strategy, Figure 4-98 is  helpful. 

 

Figure 4-98: Repartition of the different cooperative schemes chosen thanks to the beacon 

reception with the Mixed-Strategy in real case for the link hip-back. 

The obtained results with a PERthreshold of 0.1 are similar to the previous graph in ideal case. 

On the other hand, the circle graph, obtained from the evaluation of data reception, clearly 

shows that the adopted strategy, using the information of beacon packet to perform the 

data transmission, does not give good performance in a real system due to the fading which 

affects the channel and does not make it fully reciprocal.  
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Figure 4-99: Data receptions as a function of the path used in the Best-Relay Mixed-Strategy in 

realistic case for the link hip-back 

As shown in Figure 4-99, losses affect the direct path resulting in a relative loss of 27% of 

data packets. On the other hand, double-hop and combining solution give no losses in data 

packet transmission. The packet loss is about 20% thereby the adopted strategy becomes 

ineffective. 

An immediate way to improve the performance is to reduce the threshold. This involves, as 

shown in Figure 4-100, a reduction in the use of direct link solution in favour of the other 

two strategies at the expense of energy consumption. 

 

Figure 4-100: Repartition of the different cooperative schemes chosen thanks to the beacon 

reception with the Mixed strategy in real case for the link hip-back for different PERthreshold=[0.1 

0.005 0.0001 0] . 

This sequence shows the direct link solution decreases in beacon transmission, and the 

consequent increase of the cooperative strategies, in function of the PERthreshold reduction. 

   

Figure 4-101: Data receptions as a function of the path used in the Best-Relay Mixed-Strategy in 

realistic case for the link hip-back for different PERthreshold=[0.1 0.005 0.0001 0] . 

This sequence shows the consequence of the PERthreshold reduction in data packets lost; (e.g.) 

using a PERthreshold<<10-4 in the beacon strategy transmission gives a 2% of data packet lost. 

Therefore, using the same procedures of the ideal case, the energy consumption as a 

function of the threshold reduction in best-relay mixed-strategy compared to the 

cooperative strategy without opportunistic relay is analyzed.  
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Figure 4-102: Performance of different strategies in link Hip(3)-Back(4)      

Figure 4-104 shows that best-relay mixed-strategy allows trying to reach a good compromise 

between performance and energy consumption. If this strategy is compared with the 

performance of double hop using relay 5 (static strategy), a gain of 14% in energy 

consumption is found. It also has to be added to this gain the advantage of having a dynamic 

tool which will compensate the major operating costs of best-relay mixed-strategy, not 

assessed in this analysis.  

 

Table 36 : Energy evaluation of different strategies in Realistic Case Link hip-back: 

In this realistic case is also considered the partially NLOS link hip(3)-ear(6) for a complete 

analysis 
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Figure 4-103: CDF of End User Data PER for the 7 cooperative schemes in realistic case for the link 

hip-ear. 

Comparing this CDF with those of the ideal case, no great difference for the End User data 

PER is found. This is a confirmation of this link better stability compared to the previous one. 

Therefore the attention has to be focused on the behaviour of best-relay mixed-strategy. 

 

Figure 4-104: Repartition of the different cooperative schemes chosen based on beacon reception 

and End user PER for the Best-Relay Mixed-Strategy in realistic case for the link hip-ear 

As shown in Figure 4-104, due to the partial NLOS characteristics of the link, the strategy 

with a PER threshold of 0.1 is much more efficient than the previous link hip-back. A marked 

increase in direct link is observed by the use of the beacon and a relative loss in data 

transmission of 11.5%. In this case, losses also occur on the direct link and bring the system 

to have an overall loss of 12%, and an improvement of the performance is expected by 

threshold variation, which results are reported in the Figure 4-105 : 
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Figure 4-105: Repartition of the different cooperative schemes chosen thanks to the beacon 

reception with the Mixed-Strategy in realistic case for the link hip-ear for different 

PERthreshold=[0.1 0.005 0.0001 0] . 

In this case, a less marked attenuation of direct path utilization is observed (i.e. 19% @ 

PERthreshold<10-4), with a uniform increase of double-hop and combining solutions.  

 

Figure 4-106: Data receptions as a function of the path used in the with Best-Relay Mixed-Strategy 

in realistic case for the link hip-ear for different PERthreshold=[0.1 0.005 0.0001 0] . 

The results in data packets loss, based on the beacon transmission with a PERthreshold=10
-4, show 

also that in this case as in the previous (hip-back), best-relay mixed-strategy satisfies the 

performance threshold of 90%. 

 

Figure 4-107: Performance of different strategies in link Hip(3)-Ear(6)      

But in the situation of partial NLOS, the new strategy gives better performance in term of 

energy consumption with a gain of about 17% compared to the previous case. 

In the other hand the traditional solution are either below threshold, direct and double link, 

or over the threshold, combining, but with high energy consumption.   
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Table 37 : Energy evaluation of different strategies in Realistic Case Link hip-ear 

4.9 Coexistence issues 

In order to study, through the help of simulation tools, the impact of the presence of 

interfering systems on a WiserBAN network, we need a twofold characterisation of the 

interfering signals: a frequency domain and a time domain characterisation. 

We can identify two cases: 

• Interference coming from a network based on a standard 

 

• Interference coming from a proprietary network 
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In this case, the methodology to determine the values of N and Tc is illustrated in 

Section 4.9.1.  

The main following interfering sources will be considered in the future studies. 

• Standards 

o Wi-Fi 

o Bluetooth / Bluetooth Low Energy 

o IEEE 802.15.4 

• Proprietary 

o Heart rate watches (Polar Wearlink 2.4 GHz) 

o GN Resound 

The rest of this section has the aim of providing guidelines on how to characterize 

interferences and how to perform studies of the coexistence of the WiserBAN network with 

the rest of the world. The results of these studies will be provided by Task 4.2 in the next 

months and will affect the MAC parameter settings (e.g., the duration of the ED scan and 

active scan of each channel during the channel selection phase) and, possibly, the 

maintenance of the network.   

4.9.1 Coexistence study requirements: Frequency domain characterisation 

The reference block diagram that we will consider for our evaluation is represented in Figure 

4-108: 

 

Figure 4-108: System reference block diagram. 
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The real power coming from the interferer, evaluated after the receiver amplifier filter, 

named Itrue, can be expressed as: 

 ,          (1) 

where )(
0int fS  is the equivalent low-pass power spectral density function of the interfering 

signal and  is the equivalent low-pass transfer function of the receiver amplifier (RA). 

We consider )(
0

fH r  assuming significant values only for a finite bandwidth ( , 

therefore the integral will be limited only to B: 

.                   (2) 

In order to use this value in our simulations, a discretisation process is needed; then our 

objective will be the approximation of the integral in (2) as a finite sum over N elements. 

According to the composite midpoint rule1,  we can write: 

.               (3)            

The approximation error is limited by:  

 ,           (4)            

where .  

Considering the worst case, i.e. the equality in (4), and a relative approximation error, 

, equal or minor to x, we then obtain: 

 .          (5) 

If we assume , and B = Beq, where Beq represents the 

equivalent bandwidth of the filter, we have  

 , 

 .        (6) 

Considering , which is a feasible power spectral density for 

several common modulation schemes, such as M-QASK or L-ASK, characterised by a symbol-

rate 
intsR , we have 

 . 

                                                           

 

1
 “Numerical Methods for Engineers with Personal Computer Applications”; S. Chapra, R.Canale; 

McGraw-Hill; 1985. 
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In this case we have  

 ,          (7) 

being 6.5 the maximum absolute value of , as it can be seen from 

Figure 4-109. 

 

Figure 4-109: Graphical representation of  

Substituting (6) and (7) in (5), we obtain: 

 ,      (8) 

where  is the symbol-rate of the system under evaluation and  is the 

normalized equivalent bandwidth of the receiver amplifier filter. 

Just to give a numerical evaluation of what we have obtained and the precision that could be 

achieved, we will consider the following example; given the values: 

- , 

- , 

- beq ≈ 1 (ideal case), 

- x ≤ 0.01, 

and substituting them in (8), then we obtain N ≥ 5.2, that means that for an estimation of 

Itrue with a precision of 99.99% only 6 samples have to be considered, at the frequency values 

fn given by (3). 

In this particular example ; this condition implies that the value of N is 

dependent on the maximum relative approximation error x and on the normalized 

equivalent bandwidth of the receiver amplifier filter beq, the latter is only related to the 

shape of the transfer function of the filter.  However, if  we will need a 

greater value for N, whereas if , N will be smaller than that of the previous 

example. 

To conclude, it is opportune to remark that if the assumption of having the transfer function 

of the equivalent low-pass filter ( )(
0

fH r ) constant over the considered bandwidth is no 
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more valid, all the illustrated considerations remains still valid, just characterized by a more 

complex analytical representation. 

4.9.2 Coexistence study requirements: Time domain characterisation 

In order to perform a consistent time characterisation of the interfering systems, we need to 

sample the activity of the interferer with a time resolution at least equal to the minimum 

WiserBAN packet duration (Tp) that corresponds to the minimum size packet (Lmin) travelling 

at the highest bit-rate (Rb). 

Lmin value has to be properly determined based on WiserBAN protocol stack and it will be 

necessarily dependent on the specific application scenario, whereas Rb could be set equal to 

2 Mbps (MSK without spreading PHY) 
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4.10 MAC architecture on the icyflex1 

The first version of the Medium Access Control (MAC) code will be implemented as C code 

running on an icyflex1 core (either in the 1st MPW of the SoC or in the Stratix III FPGA 

introduced in the section devoted to the PHY), while the final implementation running on 

the SoC will be a very similar version of the same code. 

The baseband blocks will exchange information with the microcontroller blocks through 

memory mapped peripherals on the Interface Bus (Bus IF). 

 

Figure 4-110: WiserBAN ASIC architecture for further MAC Implementation  

The frame allocations and their lengths must be programmable. The minimum duration of 

each SF will be 15.36 ms going all the way up to 15.36*2^14=251.65824 s. A 14-bit counter 

will ensure this according to the required scenario. As the system reference clock is 8MHz, 

the period of this, divided by 122880 (using a down-counter) will provide the minimum SF 

duration.  

The basic parameters that need to be set in order to define the frame characteristics are 

(see Figure 4-9): 

• The SF duration Ts; 

• The active portion duration Ta; 

• The duration of a slot in the Indicators portion; 

• The maximum number of slots in the Indicators portion; 

• The duration of a slot in the ACK portion; 

• The maximum number of slots in the ACK portion; 

• The duration of a CFP slot; 
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• The maximum number of allocable CFP slots; 

• The minimum duration of the CAP; 

• CSMA/CA or Slotted ALOHA algorithm parameters; 

• The duration of a slot in the case of Slotted ALOHA. 

 The MAC frame parameters and their location within the frame need to be fully 

programmable in order to be able to implement all possible scenarios.  

5 Conclusions  
The D4.1 internal deliverable goals were: 

• To analyse the end users requirements and detail them more so as to get complete 

technical requirements essentially for the MAC layer studies but also for the physical 

layer performance specification and selection of operating modes. This analysis shall 

complement the one performed within WP1. 

• To provide a state-of-the-art on the existing PHY and MAC protocols well suited, or acting 

as de facto standard for some of the BAN applications and comment on it 

• To provide a first architecture for the reconfigurable digital baseband to be combined 

with the innovative RF front-end architecture which is developed in WP2 

• To have first insights on how the digital baseband will interface with the icyflex DSP core, 

taking into consideration background knowledge on icyflex interfacing with other radios 

• To make proposals for the MAC protocol to be studied and developed within WiserBAN 

and to provide first simulation results to assess its performance in realistic BAN channels 

obtained from background data. 

The deliverable content has been organised accordingly. 

A description of proposed standards to encompass all requirements of the main WiserBAN 

use cases has been presented. They range from low data-rate, slow update non-critical to 

fast data-rate, critical applications. One standard cannot implement all these conflicting 

requirements for baseband and MAC functionality.  

The analysis of 3 competing standards (Bluetooth LE, IEEE802.15.4 and IEEE802.15.6) 

showed some use cases need features which are neither in the three standards and have to 

be implemented as a custom extension of one of them, most suitably IEEE802.15.4.  . 

A preliminary functional architecture of the Digital BaseBand (DBB) is provided, and a 

preliminary chip architecture taking into account the existing icyflex core and background 

knowledge is proposed.  

An extensive state-of-the-art was proposed also for the MAC protocols. The same standards 

than the ones considered for the PHY (Bluetooth LE, IEEE802.15.4 and IEEE802.15.6) were 

summarised. Also a survey of alternative MAC protocols which were designed to be 

dedicated to BANs was provided. 

Finally, the first results for contention based MAC protocols were given, taking into account 

realistic BAN channel models from the state-of-the-art. The analysis was completed by a 

methodology for coexistence studies and modelling of interference. 
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6 Annexes 

6.1 State-of-the-art update on PHY-MAC for BAN  

6.1.1 Bluetooth Low Energy 

6.1.1.1 Application context, general aspects, technical 

requirements at the origin of the standard 

Bluetooth wireless technology is a short-range communications system intended to replace 

the cable(s) connecting portable and/or fixed electronic devices. The key features of 

Bluetooth wireless technology are robustness, low power consumption, and low cost [1] ( 

Vol 1, pag. 17). The Bluetooth LE Specification has been developed to work from a coin cell 

for up to a year. It is targeting basic WiserBAN fields such as healthcare, security, home 

entertainment as well as sports and fitness. 

There are two forms of Bluetooth technology systems: 

• Basic Rate (BR), with optional Enhanced Data Rate (EDR) and Alternate MAC and PHY 

(AMP) extensions 

• Low Energy (LE) 

Although traditional Bluetooth operating in Basic Data Rate at up to 721.2 kbps and 

Enhanced Data Rate at up to 2.1 Mbps, Bluetooth LE packets can currently only be 

transferred at up to 1 Mbps. However, they offer a simpler Link Layer design, ultra-low 

power idle mode operation, simple device discovery; and reliable point-to-multipoint data 

transfer with advanced power saving and secure encrypted connections.  

Bluetooth LE technology supports very short data packets (8 byte minimum up to 27 bytes 

maximum). LE packets are far shorter than Classic Bluetooth ones, which include a 68-72 bit 

access code, a 54-bit header and a payload of up to 2745 bits—for a maximum packet size of 

2971 bits. In addition all connections use advanced sniff-subrating to achieve ultra low duty 

cycles. 

The LE system includes features designed to realise products characterized by lower current 

consumption, lower complexity, and lower cost than BR/EDR. The LE system is also designed 

for use cases and applications with lower data rates and has lower duty cycles. 

In fact, existing low power development within BR/EDR has made it appropriate for many 

battery powered applications where battery life is important. However, it fails to fulfil the 

lowest powered application requirements, where smaller and cheaper devices need to be 

powered by button-cell batteries with life in years, such as wireless sensor devices. 

Bluetooth LE (BT LE) can be applied in several fields: 

• Sports and fitness 

� Sensors in sport equipment 

� Sport monitoring devices (speedometer, heart rate meter, pedometer) 

• Healthcare 

� Health monitoring devices (weight scale, blood pressure monitor) 

� Illness treatment (glucose meter, pulse oximeter) 
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• Home automation and entertainment 

� Remote controls (music devices, home electronics) 

� Home sensors and switches (remote lock, lights) 

• Automotive 

� Monitoring (tyre pressure) 

� Alarm (parking assistant) 

� Keyless entry 

• Watch/wrist wearable devices 

� Remote control (MP3s, mobile phones) 

� Out of range services 

• Mobile and office accessories 

� Mobile phones (call control, proximity) 

� PCs (wireless mouse) 

Only BT LE system will be considered hereafter. 

Core System Architecture 

The BT LE core system consists of two different groups of logical layers, namely Host and 

Controller, as illustrated in Table 38. The Host is the logical entity that operates the upper 

layers of the protocol stack, while the Controller manages the lower layers. The standard 

interface is called the Host Controller Interface (HCI) and its implementation is optional [1] 

(Vol. 1, pag. 30).  

GAP 

(Generic Access 

Profile) 

ATT/GATT 

(Attribute/Generi

c Attribute 

Protocol) 

SMP 

(Security 

Manager 

Protocol) 

L2CAP 

(Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol) 

HCI 

(Host Controller Interface) 

 

LL (Link Layer) 

Link Manager 

Baseband Resource Manager 

Link Controller 
 

Radio (PHY) 

 

Controller 

Host 
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Table 38: BT LE Protocol Stack  

The Radio (PHY) layer is responsible for transmitting and receiving packets of data on the 

physical channel. A control path between the Baseband Resource Manager and the PHY 

layer allows the Baseband block to control the timing and frequency carrier of the PHY. 

The Link Controller is charged of the encoding and decoding processes of BT LE packets from 

the data payload and parameters related to the physical channel, logical transport and 

logical link. It also carries out the Link Layer (LL) protocol (in close conjunction with the 

scheduling function of the Resource Manager), which is used to communicate flow control, 

acknowledgement, and retransmission request signals. 

The Baseband Resource Manager is responsible for all access to the radio medium. It has 

three main functions; first, at its heart there is a scheduler that grants time on the physical 

channels to all of the entities that have negotiated an access contract, which is a 

commitment to deliver the QoS required in order to provide a user application with an 

expected performance. Second, it has to negotiate access contracts with these entities. 

Finally, the access contract and scheduling function have to take account of any behavior 

that requires use of the Controller. This includes (for example) the normal exchange of data 

between connected devices, as well as the use of the radio medium to carry out inquiries, 

set up connections, be discoverable or connectable, or to take readings from unused carriers 

during the use of adaptive frequency hopping mode. 

The Link Manager has to handle the creation, modification and release of logical links, as 

well as the update of parameters related to physical links between devices. 

The Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol (L2CAP) provides a channel based 

abstraction to applications and services. It carries out fragmentation and de-fragmentation 

of application data. 

The Generic Access Profile (GAP) defines a base profile that all BT LE devices have to 

implement. The Attribute protocol (ATT) implements a peer-to-peer protocol between a 

server and a client providing a method to communicate small amounts of data. The Generic 

Attribute protocol (GATT) organizes application profiles. 

Finally, the Security Manager Protocol (SMP) implements security functions between 

devices.  

6.1.1.2 Physical Layer (PHY) 

BT LE operates at the 2.45 GHz Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band in the frequency 

range of 2400 – 2483.5 MHz [1] (Vol. 6, pag. 16). The specification defines 40 Radio 

Frequency (RF) channels, each one of 2 MHz, with center frequencies: 

[ ] 39,,0,MHz22402 K=⋅+= iif c  

The modulation is Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying (GFSK) with a bandwidth-bit period 

product BT = 0.5. The modulation index shall be between 0.45 and 0.55. A binary one shall 

be represented by a positive frequency deviation, and a binary zero shall be represented by 

a negative frequency deviation. 

The symbol rate is 1 Megasymbol per second, supporting the bit rate of 1 Mbit/s.  

Transmitter Specifications 
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For a transmitter, the output power level at the maximum power setting shall be within the 

limits defined in Table 39.  

Minimum Output Power Maximum Output Power 

0.01 mW (-20 dBm) 10 mW (+10 dBm) 

 

Table 39: Transmission power limits 

An adjacent channel power is specified for channels at least 2 MHz from the carrier. This 

adjacent channel power is defined as the sum of the measured power in a 1 MHz bandwidth. 

The transmit spectrum mask in adjacent channels has to satisfy the limits in Table 3. The 

device is considered to transmit on an RF channel with the center frequency M while the 

adjacent channel power shall be measured on a 1 MHz bandwidth centered on the 

frequency N. 

Frequency offset Spurious Power 

2 MHz ( 2=− NM ) -20 dBm 

3 MHz or greater ( 3≥− NM ) -30 dBm 

 

Table 40: Transmit Spectrum Mask 

Exceptions are allowed in up to three bands of 1 MHz width, centred on a frequency which is 

an integer multiple of 1 MHz. These exceptions shall have an absolute value of -20 dBm or 

less. 

Receiver Specifications 

For a receiver, the reference sensitivity level is -70 dBm. The sensitivity level is defined as the 

receiver input level for which a Bit Error Rate (BER) of 0.1% is achieved. 

The interference performance shall be measured with a wanted signal 3 dB over the 

reference sensitivity level. For interference in the 2.4 GHz band, the BER shall be ≤ 0.1% for 

all the signal-to-interference ratios listed in Table 4. If the frequency of the interfering signal 

is outside the band 2400-2483.5 MHz, the out-of-band blocking specification (Table 5) shall 

be applied. 

Interfering Signal Frequency C/I 

Co-Channel interference 21 dB 

Adjacent (1 MHz) interference1 15 dB 

Adjacent (2 MHz) interference1 -17 dB 

Adjacent (≥3 MHz) interference1 -27 dB 

Image frequency interference1,2,3 -9 dB 

Adjacent (1 MHz) interference to in-band image frequency1 -15 dB 

1. If two adjacent frequency specifications are applicable to the same frequency,  

the more relaxed specification applies; 

2. In-band image frequency; 
3. If the image frequency is not equal to n*1 MHz, then the image reference  

frequency is defined as the closest n*1 MHz frequency for integer n. 
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Table 41: Interference performances 

Any frequency where the requirements in Table 4 are not met is called a spurious response 

RF channel. Five spurious response RF channels are allowed with a distance equal to or 

greater than 2 MHz from the wanted signal excluding the image frequency and the image 

frequency ±1MHz. On these spurious response RF channels, a relaxed interference 

requirement C/I = -17 dB shall be met. 

Interfering Signal Frequency Interfering Signal Power Level Measurement Resolution 

30 – 2000 MHz - 30 dBm 10 MHz 

2003 – 2399 MHz - 35 dBm 3 MHz 

2484 – 2997 MHz - 35 dBm 3 MHz 

3 – 12.75 GHz - 30 dBm 25 MHz 

 

Table 42: Out-of-band rejection requirements 

Up to 10 exceptions to the requirements listed in Table 5 are permitted, which are 

dependent upon the given RF channel and are cantered at a frequency which is an integer 

multiple of 1 MHz: for at least 7 of these spurious response frequencies, a reduced 

interference level of at least -50 dBm is allowed; for a maximum of 3 of the spurious 

response frequencies, the interference level may be lower. 

6.1.1.3 Medium Access Control Layer (MAC) 

Physical Channels 

At the LL, the 40 RF channels are allocated into two different types: advertising physical 

channels and data physical channels. The advertising channels are used for discovering 

devices, initiating a connection and broadcasting data. The data physical channels are used 

for communication between connected devices during normal operation. In both cases, 

channels are sub-divided into time units known as events: advertising events on the 

advertising channels and connection events on the data channels. The allocation of channel 

type to each RF channel is shown in Table 43. 

RF channel 
RF Center 

Frequency 
Channel Type 

Data 

Channel 

Index 

Advertising 

Channel 

Index 

0 2402 MHz Advertising channel  37 

1 2404 MHz Data channel 0  

2 2406 MHz Data channel 1  

… … Data channels …  

11 2424 MHz Data channel 10  

12 2426 MHz Advertising channel  38 

13 2428 MHz Data channel 11  

14 2430 MHz Data channel 12  
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… … Data channels …  

38 2478 MHz Data channel 36  

39 2480 MHz Advertising channel  39 

 

Table 43: Allocation of RF channels to physical channels 

To comply with all candidate standards (i.e. Bluetooth LE, IEEE802.15.4 and IEEE802.15.6) 

fewer channels common to all standards (8 in total) can be considered. 

Link Layer State Machine 

The functioning of the LL can be described in terms of a state machine with five states, 

whose state diagram is illustrated in Figure 6-1: 

• Standby State 

• Advertising State 

• Scanning State 

• Initiating State 

• Connection State 

 
 

 

Figure 6-1: State Diagram of the Link Layer State Machine 

The transitions from one state to another are directed by the Host. The Standby State is the 

default state in the LL, where it is not possible to send nor to receive packets. The LL may 

leave the Standby State to enter the Advertising State, Scanning State or Initiating State. The 

Standby State can be entered from any other state. A device in the Advertising State is 

known as an advertiser. The LL in the Advertising State transmits advertising packets in 

advertising events and possibly listens and answers to responses triggered by these packets. 

Each advertising event is composed of one or more advertising packets sent on proper 

channels. The advertising event shall be closed after one packet has been sent on each of 

the used advertising channel indexes or the advertiser may close the event earlier to 

accommodate other functionalities. 

Examples of advertising events are shown in Figure 6-2. 
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Figure 6-2: Advertising Events 

There are different types of advertising events: 

• connectable undirected event 

• connectable directed event 

• scannable undirected event 

• non-connectable undirected event 

The advertising event type determines the allowable responses. For all undirected 

advertising events, the time between the start of two consecutive advertising events 

(TadvEvent) is computed as follows: TadvEvent = advInterval+advDelay. The advInterval shall 

be an integer multiple of 0.625 ms in the range 20 ms – 10.24 s. The advDelay is a pseudo-

random value within the range of 0-10 ms generated by the LL for each advertising event. In 

this way, advertising events occur at regular intervals which are slightly modified with a 

random delay to aid in interference avoidance. A device in the Scanning State is known as a 

scanner. The LL in the Scanning State listens for advertising channel packets from 

advertisers. There are two types of scanning, determined by the Host: passive and active. 

When in passive scanning, the LL can only receive, and not transmit, packets. In active 

scanning, the LL shall listen for advertising packets and, depending on the advertising type, it 

may request an advertiser to send additional information. A device in the Initiating State is 

known as an initiator. The LL in the Initiating State listens for advertising channel packets 

from specific devices and responding to these packets to initiate a connection with the other 

device.  The Connection State can be entered either from the Initiating State or the 

Advertising State. The LL in the Connection State sends and/or receives data packets in 

connection events. A device in the Connection State can be either a master or a slave. When 

entered from the Initiating State (after sending a connection request), the Connection State 

will be in the master role, whereas when entered from the Advertising State (after receiving 

a connection request), the Connection State will be in the slave role. 

The master defines the timings of transmissions in connection events. Channel hopping 

occurs at the start of each connection event. The same data channel is used for all packets in 

the connection event.  Figure 6-3 shows examples of connection events. 
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Figure 6-3: Connection Events 

The timing of connection events is defined by two parameters: connection event interval 

(connInterval), and slave latency (connSlaveLatency) [1; Vol.6, pag. 58]. The start of 

connection events are spaced regularly with an interval of connInterval and shall not 

overlap. The connInterval value is set by the Initiator’s LL in the connection request and it 

shall be a multiple of 1.25 ms in the range from 7.5 ms to 4.0 s. Slave latency allows a slave 

to use a reduced number of connection events: the connSlaveLatency parameter defines the 

number of consecutive connection events that the slave device is not required to listen to 

the master.  

A connection can break down due to various reasons such as a device moving out of range, 

encountering severe interference or a power failure condition. 

To be able to detect link loss, both the master and the slave shall use a LL connection 

supervision timer. 

The LL may have multiple instances of the LL state machine, applying the following 

restrictions: 

• the LL in the Connection State shall not operate in the master role and slave role at 

the same time; 

• the LL in the Connection State operating in the slave role shall have only one 

connection; 

• the LL shall not operate in the Initiating State if the LL is already operating in the 

Connection State in the slave role; 

• if the LL is already operating in the Connection or Initiating State, the LL shall not 

operate in the Advertising State with a type of advertising that could result in the LL 

entering the Connection State in the slave role.  

Protocol Data Unit (PDU) 

The LL has only one packet format, used for both advertising channel packets and data 

channel packets, which is shown in Figure 6-4. 

Preamble Access Address PDU Header PDU Payload CRC 

1 byte  4 bytes  2 bytes  variable (0 – 37 bytes)  3 bytes  

 

Figure 6-4: PDU format 

The Preamble is used at the receiver to perform frequency synchronization, symbol timing 

estimation, and Automatic Gain Control (AGC) training. Advertising channel packets shall 

have 10101010 as the preamble. The data channel packet preamble is either 10101010 or 

01010101, depending on the Least Significant Bit (LSB) of the Access Address. If the LSB of 

the Access Address is 1, the preamble shall be 01010101, otherwise the preamble shall be 

10101010. The Access Address is used to identify communications on a physical link, and to 

exclude or ignore packets on different physical links that are using the same RF channel in 

physical proximity. The Access Address for all advertising channel packets shall be 

10001110100010011011111011010110. The Access Address in data channel packets is a 

randomly generated 32-bit value that shall be different for each LL connection between any 

two devices. 
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Using the 8 RF channels common to all standards (Bluetooth LE. IEEE802.15.4 and 

IEEE802.15.6) to use the same RF modem might cause some congestion when a great 

number of WiserBAN nodes are present. This problem can be solved through the use of 

different Access Addresses as described above. Nodes on the same RF channel in physical 

proximity, but with different Access Address, will ignore each other’s packets, allowing more 

than 8 nodes to co-exist on the same BAN.   

The PDU Header determines the type of advertisement broadcast or logical link carried over 

the physical channel. The PDU Header is different for advertising channel packets and data 

channel packets, as Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6 show. 

 

PDU type Res. TxAdd RxAdd Length Res. 

4 bits  2 bits  1 bit  1 bit 6 bits  2 bits 

 

Figure 6-5: Advertising channel PDU Header 

For advertising channel PDUs, the PDU Header (shown in Figure 6-5) contains the type of 

advertisement payload, the device address type for addresses contained in the 

advertisement and PDU payload length. Fields denoted as ‘Res.’ are reserved for future use. 

LLID NESN SN MD Res. Length Res. 

2 bits  1 bit  1 bit  1 bit 3 bits 5 bits  3 bits 

 

Figure 6-6: Data channel PDU Header 

For data channel PDUs, the PDU Header (shown in Figure 6-6) contains the Logical Link 

Identifier (LLID), the Next Expected Sequence Number (NESN), the Sequence Number (SN), 

the More Data (MD), and PDU payload length. The LLID indicates whether the packet is an LL 

data PDU or an LL control PDU. NESN and SN are used to perform acknowledgment and flow 

control.  These procedures are performed in the following way: for each connection the LL 

has two parameters, transmitSeqNum and nextExpectedSeqNum, each one bit in size. 

transmitSeqNum is used to identify packets sent by the LL, while nextExpectedSeqNum is 

used by the peer to either acknowledge the last Data Channel PDU sent, or to request 

resending of the last Data Channel PDU sent. transmitSeqNum and nextExpectedSeqNum 

are set to zero upon entering the Connection State. 

A new data channel PDU is a data channel PDU sent for the first time by the LL. A last data 

channel PDU is a data channel PDU that is resent by the LL. When resending a data channel 

PDU, the LLID field, the SN field, and the payload of the sent PDU shall be equal to those of 

the last data channel PDU sent by the LL. For each new data channel PDU that is sent, the SN 

bit of the header shall be set to transmitSeqNum. If a data channel PDU is resent, then the 

SN bit shall not be changed. 

Upon reception of a data channel PDU, the SN bit shall be compared to 

nextExpectedSeqNum. If the bits are different, then this is a resent data channel PDU, and 

nextExpectedSeqNum shall not be changed. If the bits are the same, then this is a new data 

channel PDU, and nextExpectedSeqNum may be incremented by one. The LL may not update 

nextExpectedSeqNum for reasons, including, but not limited to, the lack of receiver buffer 

space. This will cause the peer to resend the PDU at a later time, thus enabling flow control. 
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When a data channel PDU is sent, the NESN bit of the Header shall be set to 

nextExpectedSeqNum. Upon receiving a data channel PDU, if the NESN bit of that data 

channel PDU is the same as transmitSeqNum, then the last sent data channel PDU has not 

been acknowledged and shall be resent. If the NESN bit of the data channel PDU is different 

from transmitSeqNum, then the last sent data channel PDU has been acknowledged, 

transmitSeqNum shall be incremented by one, and a new data channel PDU may be sent. 

The MD bit is used to indicate that the device has more data to send. If neither device has 

set the MD bit in its packet, the packet from the slave closes the connection event. 

The Payload has a variable length and its content depends on the type of PDU. A MAC state 

machine will divide the Payload information into packets of necessary length, according to 

the use-scenario and forward them for transmission to the physical layer. Care must be 

taken for the data rates to be multiples of each other in the majority of cases, and simply 

modulate the Payload length to convey the required information, without frequent rate 

changes which will introduce transient effects when switching on and off. 

Most advertising channel PDU payloads contain the advertiser's address and advertising 

data. The PDU payload used for connectable directed events contains only the advertiser's 

device address and the initiator's device address to which the advertisement is directed. 

PDUs with scan requests contain the scanner's device address and the advertiser's device 

address. PDUs with scan responses contain advertiser's device address and the scan 

response data. PDUs with connection requests contain the initiator's device address, 

advertiser's device address and connection setup parameters. 

For data channel PDUs that contain LL control commands, the payload contains a command 

code and control data that are specific to the command. For data channel PDUs that are LL 

data packets, the payload contains L2CAP data. In data channel PDUs there is an optional 

Message Integrity Check (MIC) value that is used to authenticate the data PDU for encrypted 

connections. 

At the end of every LL PDU there is a 24-bit Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC). It is calculated 

over the PDU. 

At packet reception, the Access Address shall be checked first. If the Access Address is 

incorrect, the packet shall be rejected, otherwise the packet shall be considered received. If 

the CRC is incorrect, the packet shall be rejected, otherwise the packet shall be considered 

valid. A packet shall only be processed if the packet is considered valid. 

6.1.1.4 Upper Layers  

Topology 

 

BT LE standard specifies two types of network topologies: piconets and broadcast groups. 

Examples are shown in Figure 6-7. 
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Figure 6-7: Examples of BT LE topologies 

Device A is a master in a piconet (represented by the shaded area on the left) with devices B 

and C as slaves; each slave communicates on a separate data physical channel with the 

master. One other piconet is shown with device F as master and device G as a slave (it is 

represented by the shaded area in the center of the figure).  

There are three broadcast groups shown:  

• device D is an advertiser and device A is also an initiator; device D is advertising 

using a connectable event on one advertising physical channel: device A can form a 

connection with it and add it to its piconets; 

• device E is a scanner and device C is also an advertiser, which is advertising on one 

advertising physical channel using non-connectable events; 

• device H is an advertiser and devices I and J are scanners. 

Different broadcast groups may be using different advertising PHY channels or different 

timings to avoid collisions. 

Data Transport Architecture 

 

The BT LE data transport system follows a layered architecture shown in Figure 6-8. 
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Figure 6-8: Data transport system architecture  

The lowest architectural layer in the BT LE system is the Physical Channel. Two types of 

physical channels are defined, as explained above: data and advertising physical channels. BT 

LE physical channels are characterized by a set of PHY frequencies combined with temporal 

parameters. The hop index and channel map are used to identify a physical channel. 

A Physical Link represents a baseband connection between BT LE devices. A physical link is 

always associated with exactly one physical channel (although a physical channel may 

support more than one physical link). The physical link is identified by the access address in 

the PDU. 

The data physical channels support an active physical link. This physical link is a point-to-

point link between the master and a slave. It is always present when the slave is in a 

connection with the master. 

The advertising physical channels support an advertising physical link. This physical link is a 

broadcast between the advertiser device and one or more scanner or initiator devices. It is 

always present when the advertiser is broadcasting advertisement events. 

Logical Transports have a number of characteristics to support application data transport 

requirements. These characteristics include flow control, acknowledgement/repeat 

mechanisms, sequence numbering and scheduling behaviour.  

The LE Asynchronous Connection (LE ACL) logical transport is used to carry LL and L2CAP 

control signalling and best effort asynchronous user data. The LE ACL logical transport uses a 

2-bit NESN/SN scheme to provide simple channel reliability. Every active slave device within 

a piconet has one LE ACL logical transport to the piconet master, known as the default LE 

ACL. The default LE ACL is automatically created between the master and the slave when a 

device joins a piconet. An access channel number is assigned, by the piconet master, to the 

default LE ACL. This access address is also used to identify the active physical link when 

required. 

The LE Advertising Broadcast (ADVB) logical transport is used to transport broadcast control 

and user data to all scanning devices in a given area. There is no acknowledgement protocol 

and the traffic is predominately unidirectional from the advertising device. The ADVB logical 

transport is inherently unreliable because of the lack of acknowledgement. To improve the 

reliability, each packet is transmitted a number of times over the LE advertising broadcast 

link. An ADVB is created whenever an advertising device begins advertising. The ADVB logical 

transport is identified by the advertiser BT LE device address. 

Some logical transports are capable of supporting different Logical Links, either concurrently 

multiplexed, or selecting one among the possible. 

Within LE logical transports, the logical link is identified by the LLID field in the payload 

header of baseband PDUs that carry a data payload. 

The LE ACL Control Logical Link (LE-C) is used to carry LE LL signalling between devices in the 

piconet.  

The User Asynchronous Logical Link (LE-U) is used to carry all asynchronous and framed user 

data.  

The LE Advertising Broadcast Control Logical Link (ADVB-C) is utilized to carry LE LL signalling 

between unconnected devices in a given area. This signalling consists of the control 
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commands for gathering additional broadcast user data (scan requests) or connection 

requests.  

The LE Advertising Broadcast User Data Logical Link (ADVB-U) is used to carry LE 

advertisement broadcast user data used between devices without the need of a connection 

between the devices. 

Security 

BT LE LL provides encryption and authentication using Counter with Cipher Block Chaining-

Message Authentication Code (CCM) Mode, which shall be implemented consistent with the 

algorithm as defined in IETF RFC 36102 in conjunction with the Advanced Encryption 

Standard (AES) – 128 block cipher as defined in NIST Publication FIPS-1973. 

The LL connection may be either encrypted and authenticated or unencrypted and 

unauthenticated. In the first case, all the data channel PDUs with a non-zero length payload 

shall be encrypted and authenticated. Authentication is performed by appending a MIC field 

to the payload. The MIC shall be calculated over the PDU payload field and the first byte of 

the header with the NESN, SN, and MD bits masked to zero. 

Encryption shall be applied to the PDU payload field and MIC. 

6.1.2 IEEE 802.15.6 

6.1.2.1 Application context, general aspects, technical 

requirements at the origin of the standard 

In November 2007 the IEEE 802.15 Task Group 6, also known as IEEE 802.15.6, was formed 

in order to standardize Body Area Networks (BANs), which were not covered by any existing 

communication standard yet.  

The intended standard will define the PHY and Medium Access Control (MAC) layers 

optimized for short range transmissions in, on or around the human body. The purpose is to 

support a low complexity, low cost, ultra-low power, and high reliable wireless 

communication for use in close proximity to, or inside, a human body (but not limited to 

humans) to serve a variety of applications both in the medical/healthcare and in the non-

medical fields. 

The medical applications cover continuous waveform sampling of biomedical signals, 

monitor of vital parameters, and low rate remote control of medical devices [2]. These can 

also be divided into two types: wearable and implanted. The first ones are those that can be 

used on body surface or just at close proximity of the user, whereas implantable devices 

have to be inserted inside the human body [3]. 

The non-medical applications include video and audio, bulk and small data transfer, 

command and control for interactive gaming, etc. [2]. 
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6.1.2.2 Physical Layer (PHY) 

The broad range of possible application fields in which BANs could be exploited into leads to 

an equally wide variety of system requirements that have to be met. The definition of a 

unique PHY layer has turned to be an unfeasible solution, hence the IEEE 802.15.6 

standardization group has proposed three different alternatives: 

a) Narrowband PHY. 

A compliant device shall be able to support transmission and reception in one of the 

following frequency band: 

� 402-405 MHz: Medical Implant Communication System (MICS) band, it is 

widely accepted although the possible bandwidth is limited;  

� 420-450 MHz: Wireless Medical Telemetry System (WMTS) band (available 

in Japan); 

� 863-870 MHz: WMTS band (available in Europe); 

� 902-928 MHz: ISM band, it is available to be used without license in North 

America, Australia and New Zealand;  

� 950-956 MHz: available in Japan; 

� 2360-2400 MHz: this is a frequency band recently proposed by the 

standardization group to be adopted in BAN applications; 

� 2400-2483.5 MHz: ISM band, it is available worldwide, but there could be 

issues of coexistence with other IEEE standards that use the same band; 

 

b) Ultra wideband (UWB) PHY. 

The frequency range varies between 3.1 GHz and 10.6 GHz. It is available worldwide 

while some masks are defined differently in different countries or regions.  

c) Human Body Communications (HBC) PHY. 

Human body can also be used as a communication medium over the range of 

frequency 5-50MHz. Two bands of operation cantered at 16MHz and 27 MHz with a 

bandwidth of 4MHz are proposed. 

Figure 6-10 graphically summarizes the spectrum allocation chart of all available frequencies 

for BAN applications, with the specification of the related country or region where they 

could be used. 

 

After this general overview, the technical specification given by TG6 relative to the 

narrowband physical layer at 2.45 GHz ISM band will be illustrated hereafter. The attention 

will be focused mostly on the requirements and specifications expected for this specific PHY 

since WiserBAN project aims at realize miniaturized and ultra low power devices operating in 

this particular frequency band. 

Anyway, for the sake of completeness, specifications for the 402-405 MHz MICS band 

(relative to implanted devices) and 2.36-2.4 GHz band (recently proposed by the 

standardisation organisations and potentially really appealing) will be highlighted. 

Figure 6-9: Available frequencies chart for BAN applications [4] 
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Data Rate-dependent parameters 

 

The data rate-dependent parameters for each of the previously mentioned frequency bands 

are provided in this section. 

402-405 MHz MICS band 

 

Packet 
Component Modulation 

Symbol 
Rate 

(ksps) 

Code 
Rate (k/n) 

Spreading 
Factor 

(S) 

Pulse 
Shape 

Information 
Data Rate 

(kbps) 
Support 

PLCP4 
Header 

π/2-
DBPSK5 

187.5 19/31* 2 SRRC6 57.5 Mandatory 

PSDU7 π/2-DBPSK 187.5 51/63 2 SRRC 75.9 Mandatory 

PSDU π/2-DBPSK 187.5 51/63 1 SRRC 151.8 Mandatory 

PSDU 
π/4-

DQPSK8 
187.5 51/63 1 SRRC 303.6 Mandatory 

PSDU π/8-D8PSK9 187.5 51/63 1 SRRC 455.4 Optional 

 * BCH10 (31, 19) code is a shortened code derived from a BCH (63, 51) code 
 

Table 44: Modulation parameters for PLCP Header and PSDU  

 

2360-2400 MHz band 

 

                                                           

 

4
 PLCP = Physical Layer Convergence Protocol 

5
 DBPSK = Differential Binary Phase-Shift Keying 

6
 SRRC = Square-Root Raised Cosine 

7
 PSDU = Physical Layer Service Data Unit 

8
 DQPSK = Differential Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying 

9
 D8PSK = Differential 8-Phase-Shift Keying 

10
 BCH Code = Bose, Ray-Chaudhuri, Hocquenghem Code  
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Packet 
Component Modulation 

Symbol 
Rate 

(ksps) 

Code 
Rate (k/n) 

Spreading 
Factor 

(S) 

Pulse 
Shape 

Information 
Data Rate 

(kbps) 
Support 

PLCP 
Header 

π/2-DBPSK 
600 19/31* 4 SRRC 91.9 Mandatory 

PSDU π/2-DBPSK 600 51/63 4 SRRC 121.4 Mandatory 

PSDU π/2-DBPSK 600 51/63 2 SRRC 242.9 Mandatory 

PSDU π/2-DBPSK 600 51/63 1 SRRC 485.7 Mandatory 

PSDU π/4-DQPSK 600 51/63 1 SRRC 971.4 Mandatory 

 * BCH (31, 19) code is a shortened code derived from a BCH (63, 51) code 
 

Table 45: Modulation parameters for PLCP Header and PSDU  

 

 

2400-2483.5 MHz ISM band 
 

Packet 
Component Modulation 

Symbol 
Rate 

(ksps) 

Code 
Rate (k/n) 

Spreading 
Factor 

(S) 

Pulse 
Shape 

Information 
Data Rate 

(kbps) 
Support 

PLCP 
Header 

π /2-
DBPSK 

600 19/31* 4 SRRC 91.9 Mandatory 

PSDU π/2-DBPSK 600 51/63 4 SRRC 121.4 Mandatory 

PSDU π/2-DBPSK 600 51/63 2 SRRC 242.9 Mandatory 

PSDU π/2-DBPSK 600 51/63 1 SRRC 485.7 Mandatory 

PSDU 
π /4-

DQPSK 
600 51/63 1 SRRC 971.4 Mandatory 

 * BCH (31, 19) code is a shortened code derived from a BCH (63, 51) code 
 

Table 46: Modulation parameters for PLCP Header and PSDU 

 

The Physical-Layer Protocol Data Unit (PPDU) represents the information that is sent 

through the propagation medium to the receiver device. It is composed as illustrated in 

Figure 6-10:  
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Figure 6-10: PPDU format 

The main components that constitute a PPDU, as shown in the above figure, are three: 

a) PLCP Preamble: the purpose of the preamble is to aid the receiver in packet 

detection, timing synchronization and carrier-offset recovery. 

Two unique preambles are defined in order to mitigate false alarms due to networks 

operating on adjacent channels.  

The preambles shall be transmitted at the symbol rate for the desired band of 

operation and will be encoded using the same modulation parameters as defined for 

PLPC Header in the preceding tables [5] (par. 11.2) 

b) PLCP Header: it shall be added after the PLCP preamble to convey information about 

the PHY and MAC parameters that are needed at the receiver side in order to 

decode the PSDU.  

Details on the different parts composing the PLCP Header and how to properly set 

the bits of each field could be found in paragraph 11.3 of tables [5]. 

The PLCP Header shall be transmitted using the given header data rate in the 

operating frequency band as specified in the tables above [5] (5; par. 11.3) 

c) PSDU: it is formed by concatenating the MAC header with the MAC frame body and 

Frame Check Sequence (FCS). The PSDU is then scrambled and optionally encoded 

by a BCH code. Details on PSDU construction could be found in paragraph 11.4 of 

[5].  

The PSDU shall be transmitted using any of the available data rates in the operating 

frequency band, as specified previously [5] (par. 11.4). It is interesting to note that all 

PSDU rates are power of 2 multiples of each other, allowing for entire building blocks 

to be re-used at different clock frequencies.  

Channel Numbering 

The relationship between the centre frequency, fc, and channel number, nc, is show in Table 

47: 

Frequency Band 
(MHz)  

Relationship between fc and nc 

402 – 405 fc = 402.15 + 0.30 × nc   (MHz),   nc = 0, …, 9 

2360 – 2400 fc = 2362.00 + 1.00 × nc   (MHz),   nc = 0, …, 37 

2400 – 2483.5 fc = 2402.00 + 1.00 × nc   (MHz),   nc = 0, …, 78 
 

Table 47 : Relationship between Centre Frequency and Channel Number 
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Transmitter Specifications 

The transmitted spectral mask shall be less than –X dBr (dB relative to the maximum spectral 

density of the signal) for 
2BWc fff ≥−

, where fc is the channel centre frequency and fBW is 

the channel bandwidth, and it is a function of the frequency band of operation. It is defined 

in Table 48: 

Frequency (MHz) –X dBr fBW 

402 – 405 –20 300 kHz 

2360 – 2400 –20 1 MHz 

2400 – 2483.5 –20 1 MHz 

 

Table 48: Channel bandwidth as a function of the frequency band of operation 

 

The transmitted spectral density shall also comply with all regulations defined by local 

regulatory bodies. 

A transmitter shall be capable of transmitting at least –10 dBm EIRP (Equivalent Isotropic 

Radiated Power) in all frequency bands, except for 402 – 405 MHz, where a transmitter 

transmit at most –16 dBm EIRP. Devices should transmit lower power when possible in order 

to reduce interference to other devices and systems. 

The maximum transmit power is limited by local regulatory bodies. 

The Adjacent Channel Power Ratio (ACPR) is defined as the ratio of the total power in the 

adjacent channel to the total power in the wanted channel, where the measurement 

bandwidth in both cases is equal to the channel bandwidth as given in Table 15. The ACPR 

shall be measured at an output transmit power equal to the maximum possible power 

output of the device. For a compliant PHY, the corresponding ACPR shall be no greater than 

the values shown in Table 49: 

Frequency (MHz) ACPR (dB) 

402 – 405 –26 

2360 – 2400 –26 

2400 – 2483.5 –26 

Table 49: ACPR as a function of the frequency band of operation 

Receiver Specifications [5; par 11.8] 

For a Packet Error Rate (PER) of less than 10% with a PSDU of 255 bytes, the minimum 

receiver sensitivity in Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel conditions for the 

highest data rate in each operating frequency band shall be consistent with the values in 

Table 50. The minimum input levels are measured at the antenna connector, where a noise 

figure of 10 dB (referenced at the antenna), an implementation loss of 6 dB, and antenna 

gain of 0 dBi for both the transmitter and receiver have been assumed. 
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Frequency Band (MHz) Information Data Rate (kbps) Minimum Sensitivity (dBm) 

75.9 –98 

151.8 –95 

303.6 –92 

 

402 – 405 

455.4 –86 

121.4 –95 

242.9 –93 

485.7 –90 

 

2360 – 2400 

2400 – 2483.5 
 

971.4 –86 

 

Table 50: Receiver Sensitivity Numbers 

The Adjacent Channel Rejection (ACR) is defined as the ratio of the power of the interfering 

signal in the adjacent channel to the power of the wanted signal, when the desired signal 

strength is set to 3 dB above the rate-dependent sensitivity, and the power of the interfering 

signal has been raised until a 10% PER for a PSDU length of 255 bytes. The interfering signal 

in the adjacent channel shall be a conformant PHY signal at the same information data rate, 

unsynchronized with the signal in the channel under test, and generated using a suitable test 

source. For a compliant PHY, the corresponding adjacent channel rejection shall be no less 

than the values given in Table 51. 

Frequency Band 
(MHz) 

Information Data Rate (kbps) ACR (dB) 

75.9 17 

151.8 14 

303.6 10 

402 – 405 

455.4 5 

121.4 17 

242.9 15 

485.7 13 

2360 – 2400 

2400 – 2483.5 
 

971.4 9 

 

Table 51: ACR as a function of the frequency band of operation 

The receiver Energy Detection (ED) measurement is an estimate of the received signal power 

within the bandwidth of the channel. It is intended for use by a Network/MAC layer as part 

of a channel selection algorithm. No attempt is made to identify or decode signals on the 

channel.  The minimum ED value (zero) shall indicate received power less than either 

� 10 dB above the specified receiver sensitivity  OR  

� that which is prescribed by local regulatory requirements, whichever is lower. 

The range of received power spanned by the ED values shall be at least 40 dB. Within this 

range, the mapping from the received power in dB to ED value shall be linear with an 

accuracy of ± 6 dB. 

The PHY shall provide the capability to perform CCA according to at least one of the 

following three methods: 
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CCA Mode 1: Energy above threshold. CCA shall report a busy medium upon detecting any 

energy above the ED threshold. 

CCA Mode 2: Carrier sense only. CCA shall report a busy medium only upon the detection of 

a signal compliant with this standard with the same modulation and characteristics of the 

PHY that is currently in use by the device. This signal may be above or below the ED 

threshold.  

CCA Mode 3: Carrier sense with energy above threshold. CCA shall report a busy medium 

using a logical combination of 

a. Detection of a signal with the modulation and characteristics of this standard, 

b. Energy above the ED threshold, where the logical operator may be AND or OR. 

6.1.2.3 Medium Access Control Layer (MAC) 

Even if different PHY layers are illustrated in the standard, only one MAC Layer protocol is 

proposed. In order to support the diverse applications and relative types of data flows such 

as continuous, periodic, non-periodic and burst along with high level of Quality-of-Service 

(QoS) for each application, the MAC protocol should be versatile and equipped with 

techniques of both contention-based and time division-based schemes, as it will be 

described in the following paragraphs [6]. 

Before describing in detail the characteristics of the proposed MAC Layer protocol, it is 

necessary to specify the network topology considered by the standardisation group as the 

most suitable for BAN applications, and the state diagram that illustrates all the possible 

stages that a node shall go through before exchanging user data.  

Network Topology  

Several nodes shall be organized into logical sets, referred to as BANs, and coordinated by 

their respective hubs (or coordinators) for medium access and power management. An 

example of that is illustrated in Figure 6-11. 

There shall be one and only one hub in a BAN, whereas the number of nodes in a network 

may range from zero to a maximum specified value. 

 

Figure 6-11: Network topology 

The possible configuration of the network are two: 

• One-hop star BAN: frame exchanges may occur directly only between nodes and the 

hub of the BAN 

• Two-hop extended star BAN: it is also known as Restricted Tree Topology (RTT) 

network. The hub and a node may optionally exchange frames via a relay capable 

node.   
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State Diagram  

Secured communication 

A node and a hub shall follow the MAC state diagram in Figure 6-12 for secured 

communication if either of them requires secured frame exchanges with the other. 

 

Figure 6-12: State diagram for secured communication 

a) Orphan state: the node does not have any relationship with the hub. The node may 

exchange Security Association frames with the hub to establish a security 

association, that means to activate a preshared Master Key (MK) or generate a new 

MK, thereby transitioning to next state (Associated state). 

b) Associated state: the node is associated, that is it holds a shared master key with the 

hub for Pairwise Temporal Key (PTK) creation. The node may exchange PTK frames 

with the hub to establish a secured relationship, that means to confirm possession 

of a shared MK and to create a PTK, thereby transitioning to next state (Secured 

state). 

c) Secured state: the node is secured, that is it holds a PTK with the hub for secured 

frame exchanges. The node may exchange Connection Request and Connection 

Assignment frames with the hub to establish a connection, thereby transitioning to 

next final state (Connected state). 

d) Connected state: the node holds an assigned Connected_NID (Node Identifier), a 

wakeup arrangement, and optionally one or more scheduled allocation(s) with the 

hub for abbreviated node addressing, desired wakeup, and optionally scheduled 

access. The node and the hub may transmit any secured frames to each other, but 

shall not transmit any unsecured frames. 

Unsecured communication 

A node and a hub shall follow the MAC state diagram in Figure 6-13 for unsecured 

communication if neither of them requires secured frame exchanges with the other. 

 

Figure 6-13: State diagram for unsecured communication 

a) Orphan state: the node does not have any relationship with the hub. The node may 

exchange Connection Request and Connection Assignment frames with the hub to 
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establish a connection, thereby transitioning  to next and final state (Connected 

state). 

b) Connected state: the node holds an assigned Connected_NID, a wakeup 

arrangement, and optionally one or more scheduled allocations with the hub for 

abbreviated node addressing, desired wakeup, and optionally scheduled access. The 

node and the hub may transmit any unsecured frames to each other, but shall not 

transmit secured frames. 

To switch to secured communications between them, the node and the hub shall disconnect 

from each other, thus moving back to Orphan state and then following the state diagram of 

Figure 6-12 for secured communication. 

MAC Frame Formats  

A  MAC Protocol Data Unit (MPDU) is an ordered sequence of fields delivered to or from the 

PHY Service Access Point (PHY SAP). It consists of: a fixed-length MAC header (7 bytes), a 

variable-length MAC frame body (number of bytes L-FB varies between 0 and a defined 

maximum number of bytes), and a fixed-length Frame Check Sequence (FCS) field (2 bytes), 

as shown in Figure 6-14. 

 

Figure 6-14: MAC general frame format [5] 

Three types of MAC frame are described in detail in the standard: Management, Control and 

Data type. Each of them implies a different composition of the MAC Frame Body, in 

particular of the Frame Payload Field. 

1. Management type frame: it contains certain mandatory fixed-length fields and some 

optional variable length components. Different kinds of management frames are 

conceived in the standard: 

a. Beacon: it is locally sent in broadcast by a hub in every beacon period or 

superframe. For beacon period it is meant the time reference base in which 

the time axis is divided. Every superframe is also composed of several 

allocation slots of equal length. 

b. Security association: it is exchanged between a node and a hub to activate a 

pre-shared MK or generate a new shared MK. 

c. Security Disassociation: it is transmitted by either an associated node or a 

hub to repeal an existing security association (the shared MK). 

d. Pairwise Temporal Key (PTK): it is exchanged between a node and the hub 

with which the node is associated to create a PTK based on a shared MK. 

e. Group Temporal Key (GTK): it is transmitted by a hub to distribute a GTK to a 

secured node for securing multicast traffic. 

f. Connection Request: it is transmitted by a node to request creation or 

modification of a connection with a hub. 
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g. Connection Assignment: it is transmitted by a hub to respond to a 

connection request or to change an earlier connection assignment. 

h. Multinode Connection Assignment: it is optionally locally sent in broadcast 

by a hub to respond to connection request from multiple nodes or to change 

earlier connection assignments to multiple nodes. 

i. Disconnection: it is transmitted by a hub to repeal the connection with a 

node, or by a node to repeal the connection with a hub. 

j. Command: it is optionally transmitted by a hub or node. 

 

2. Control type frame: it contains no frame payload or a frame payload of variable 

length. Different kinds of control frames are conceived in the standard: 

a. Immediate Acknowledgement (I-ACK): it contains no Frame Payload. It is 

transmitted by a node or a hub to acknowledge receipt of the pending 

frame. 

b. Block Acknowledgement (B-ACK): it selectively contains a Frame Payload. It 

is transmitted by a node or a hub to acknowledge the reception status of 

certain preceding data type frames each containing a whole MAC Service 

Data Unit (MSDU). 

c. Immediate Acknowledgment + Poll (I-ACK+Poll): it contains no Frame 

Payload. It is transmitted by a hub to acknowledge receipt of the preceding 

frame and to send a poll to the addressed node. The I-ACK+Poll frame is 

equivalent in function to an I-ACK frame followed by a Poll frame. 

d. Block Acknowledgment + Poll (B-ACK+Poll): it selectively contains a Frame 

Payload. It is transmitted by a hub to acknowledge the reception status of 

certain preceding data type frame and to send a poll to the addressed node. 

The B-ACK+Poll frame is equivalent in function to a B-ACK frame followed 

by a Poll frame. 

e. Poll: it contains no Frame Payload. It is transmitted by a hub to grant to the 

addressed node an immediate polled allocation or to inform the node of a 

future poll or post. 

f. Timed-Poll (T-Poll): it contains a Frame Payload. It is transmitted by a hub to 

grant to the addressed node an immediate polled allocation or to inform 

the node of a future poll or post, while providing the hub’s current time for 

the node’s clock synchronization. The T-Poll frame is equivalent in function 

to a Poll frame expanded by a frame payload containing a transmit 

timestamp for superframe boundary synchronization and optional a relay 

link quality for relay selection. 

g. Wakeup: it selectively contains a Frame Payload. It is unicast or multicast by 

a hub to inform some nodes of the time (duration) for being at active state. 

h. B2: it contains a Frame Payload. It is locally broadcast by a hub to announce 

a Contention Access Phase (CAP) and provide group acknowledgment and 

coexistence information. 

 

3. Data type frame: it contains a full, a fragmented, or no MSDU. A data type frame of 

Emergency subtype is transmitted to indicate an emergency or medical event report. 

If the data type frame presents the Relay field in the MAC Header set to 1, the Frame 

Payload is set to the relayed MAC frame that would otherwise be sent directly 

between a node and a hub without relay. 

MAC General Features: Node ID, Prioritized traffic flows and Ack Policy 
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Before describing in detail the medium access phases characterizing the MAC layer proposed 

in the standard, some general information on node identification, different traffic flows and 

Acknowledgement Policy (Ack Policy)  should be given. 

Every network must be identified by a unique number called BAN identifier (BAN ID). It is 

chosen by the hub and it represents the BAN’s abbreviated address. The hub should select a 

BAN ID that is not currently being used by any neighbour BAN. 

All nodes that want to communicate with the coordinator must be identified by another 

univocal value, assigned by the hub, called NID or Hub Identifier (HID) according to the type 

of node it is referred to. This value is used as the abbreviated address in the MAC header of 

the frames sent from/to the node. 

A full addressing system is also considered, where the IEEE MAC address shall be used to 

uniquely identify a sender or a recipient. 

As far as the different types of traffic flow are concerned, the standard provides several 

priority values in order to diversify and prioritize the medium access of data and 

management type frames, according to the payload contained in those frames. 

Table 52 illustrates the priority mapping: 

Priority User Priority Traffic designation Frame type 

0 Background (BK) Data 

1 Best effort (BE) Data 

2 Excellent effort (EE) Data 

3 Controlled load (CL) Data 

4 Video (VI) Data 

5 Voice (VO) Data 

6 Medical data or network control Data or 
Management 

Lowest 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Highest 

7 Emergency or medical event report Data 

 

Table 52: User priority mapping 

The standardisation subgroup also proposes four different Ack Policies according to the 

frame type and subtype: 

1. No Acknowledgement (N-Ack): no acknowledgment frame is required at all. 

2. Group Acknowledgement (G-Ack): A hub shall acknowledge data type frames with 

the Ack Policy field set to G-Ack that have been received since its last B2 

transmission, by including the NIDs of the nodes from which those frames came 

from in the payload of the next B2 frame. The hub send such a B2 frame as soon as 

permitted. 

This procedure is graphically summarised in Figure 6-15. 
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Figure 6-15: Group Acknowledgment (G-Ack) 

3. Immediate Acknowledgment (I-Ack): A recipient shall acknowledge a received frame 

with the Ack Policy field set to I-Ack by sending an I-Ack frame (see Paragraph 2.4) 

back to the sender pSIFS (Short Inter-frame Spacing set to 50µs for narrowband PHY) 

after the end of the received frame. Examples of I-Ack are shown in Figure 6-16. 

 

 

 

Figure 6-16: Immediate Acknowledgment (I-Ack) 

 

4. Block Acknowledgement Later (L-Ack) and Block Acknowledgement (B-Ack): if the 

frame sent by the transmitter (either a node or a hub), contains a whole MSDU, the 

recipient shall acknowledge that frame with the Ack Policy field set to B-Ack, by 

sending a B-Ack frame back pSIFS after the end of  the received frame. The B-Ack 

shall contain a frame payload unless the following conditions are both true: 

a. No older frames of the same subtype as the last one received are still 

expected. 

b. Only one frame in the next block transmission is allowed. 

For block transmission it is meant the set of frames that are sent between two 

consecutive B-Ack. Once a block transmission has started, the source shall not 

transmit frames of another type or subtype until the completion of the block. The 

source shall end a block transmission with a frame with the Ack Policy field set to B-

Ack. 

The source node may also send a frame with the Ack Policy field set to L-Ack if the 

following conditions are all satisfied: 

a. The frame contains a whole MSDU. 

b. It has been sent a frame of the same subtype with the Ack Policy field set to 

B-Ack and received a B-Ack frame acknowledging that frame and containing 

a frame payload. 

c. That B-Ack frame was the last B-Ack received from the recipient. 
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The source shall send frames in a block transmission in the order to increase 

sequence number values, which are not necessarily consecutive if the block contains 

retransmitted frames. 

The recipient shall not acknowledge immediately a received frame with the Ack 

Policy field set to L-Ack. Rather, it shall indicate the reception status of the frames 

which are newer than the oldest frame still expected through the B-Ack frame it 

returns at the end of the current block transmission. 

Examples of L-Ack and B-Ack are shown in Figure 6-17. 

 

Figure 6-17: Late Acknowledgment (L-Ack) and Block Acknowledgment (B-ACK) 

MAC Access phases and techniques 

A hub shall decide to operate in one of the following access modes: 

a) Beacon mode with superframe boundaries: a beacon is transmitted at the beginning 

of every beacon period. In this way a common time base is established, to enable 

time referenced allocations; 

b) Non-beacon mode with superframe boundaries: no beacons are transmitted but 

superframe and allocations slots boundaries are established because the access to 

the medium involves time referencing (used in MICS band applications); 

c) Non-beacon mode without superframe boundaries: no beacons are transmitted, 

superframe and allocations slots boundaries are not established because the access 

to the medium involves no time referencing. 

Beacon mode with superframe boundaries 

In this mode, a hub shall divide each active beacon period into applicable access phases, as 

illustrated in Figure 6-18. The hub may announce some superframes (beacon periods) as 

inactive superframes where it transmits no beacons and provides no access phases, if there 

are no allocation intervals scheduled in those superframes. 

 

Figure 6-18 : Layout of access phases in a superframe for beacon mode 

 

The hub shall place the access phases – Exclusive Access Phase 1(2) (EAP1(2)), Random 

Access Phase 1(2) (RAP1(2)), Type-I/II Access Phase, and Contention Access Phase (CAP) – in 

the order stated and shown above. The hub may set to zero the length of any of these access 

phases, but shall not have RAP1 shorter than a specific guaranteed minimum length. To 

provide a non-zero length CAP, the hub shall transmit a preceding B2 frame. 
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Random access phases (connection-less contention-based access) 

Referring to Figure 12, in EAP1, RAP1, EAP2, RAP2, and CAP phases, the allocation process 

may take place only by contention between nodes. The contended allocations are non-

recurring time intervals valid per instance of access. Two methods are considered for 

obtaining the contended allocations: 

a) Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA): 

b) Slotted Aloha Access 

A hub or node may obtain contended allocations in EAP1 and EAP2, if it needs to send data 

type frames of the highest user priority (i.e., containing an emergency or medical event 

report).  The hub may obtain such a contended allocation pSIFS after the start of EAP1 or 

EAP2 without actually performing the CSMA/CA or Slotted Aloha access procedure.  Only 

nodes may obtain contended allocations in RAP1, RAP2, and CAP, to send management or 

data type frames. 

To send data type frames of the highest user priority based on CSMA/CA, a hub or node may 

treat the combined EAP1(2) and RAP1(2) as a single EAP1(2), so as to allow continual 

invocation of CSMA/CA and improve channel utilization.  To send data type frames of the 

highest user priority based on slotted Aloha access, a hub or node may treat RAP1(2) as 

another EAP1(2) but not a continuation of EAP1(2), due to the time slotted attribute of 

slotted Aloha access. 

Prioritized access for traffic of different User Priorities (UPs) shall be attained through the 

predefined relationships in Table 53 between Contention Window (CW) bounds CWmax and 

CWmin and UP for CSMA/CA and between Contention Probability (CP) thresholds CPmax 

and CPmin and UP for slotted Aloha access. 

CSMA/CA Slotted Aloha access User 
Priority CWmin CWmax CPmax CPmin 

0 16 64 1/8 1/16 

1 16 32 1/8 3/32 

2 8 32 1/4 3/32 

3 8 16 1/4 1/8 

4 4 16 3/8 1/8 

5 4 8 3/8 3/16 

6 2 8 1/2 3/16 

7 1 4 1 1/4 
 

Table 53: CW bounds for CSMA/CA and CP thresholds for Slotted Aloha access 

CSMA/CA 

In order to be able to transmit at least one frame, characterized by a particular UP, the node 

shall obtain a new contended allocation. In CSMA/CA access method, the node shall choose 

a backoff counter among the equiprobable values in the interval [1 - CW]. 

If the channel has been sensed as idle for pSIFS within an EAP, RAP or CAP and the time 

duration between the current time plus a CSMA slot and the end of the EAP, RAP or CAP is 

long enough for completing a frame transaction plus a nominal Guardtime (GT), the node 

shall decrement its backoff counter by one for each idle CSMA slot that follows. Once the 
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backoff counter has reached the value 0, the node has obtained a contended allocation, 

which could last for a maximum specified duration of time, during which the transmission of 

the frame will take place. 

A node may at any time end a contended allocation by not following with another frame 

transmission in the allocation. It shall treat a contended allocation to have been aborted 

after failing to receive the expected ACK frame in the allocation. 

The decrement of the backoff counter shall be interrupted and the correspondent value 

locked if any of the following events occurs: 

a) the backoff counter is reset upon decrementing to 0; 

b) the channel is sensed as busy; 

c) the current time is outside any EAP, RAP or CAP; 

d) the current time is at the start of a CSMA slot within an EAP, RAP or CAP, but the 

time between the end of the slot and the end of the access phase is not long 

enough for completing a frame transaction plus the GT. 

 

The CW shall be determined as follows: 

• CW=CWmin[UP] (see Table 53): if the node has not obtained any contended 

allocation previously or it succeeded, that is the node received an expected ACK to 

its last frame transmission; 

• CW Unchanged: if the last transmitted frame does not require an ACK or it failed 

(did not receive an expected ACK) for the m-th time consecutively, where m is an 

odd number; 

• CW Doubled: if the node has failed for the n-th time consecutively, where n is an 

even number; 

• CW=CWmax[UP] (see Table 53): if doubling CW would have the new CW exceed 

CWmax[UP]. 

Figure 6-19 illustrates the CSMA/CA contention method: 

 

Figure 6-19: CSMA/CA illustration 

Slotted Aloha Access 

To obtain a new contended allocation a node shall set its CP as follows: 

• If the node did not obtain any contended allocation previously, it shall set the CP to 

CPmax[UP] (see Table 53); 
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• If the node succeeded in the last contended allocation it had obtained, it shall set 

the CP to CPmax[UP] (see Table 53); 

• If the node transmitted a frame requiring no ACK or G-Ack at the end of its last 

contended allocation, it shall keep the CP unchanged; 

• If the node failed in the last contended allocation it had obtained: 

a) It shall keep the CP unchanged if that was the m-th time the node had failed 

consecutively, where m is an odd number; 

b) It shall halve the CP if that was the n-th time the node had failed 

consecutively, where n is an even number; 

• If halving the CP would make the new CP smaller than CPmin[UP] (see Table 53), the 

node shall set the CP to CPmin[UP]. 

With the CP set as stated above, the node shall have obtained a contended allocation in the 

current Aloha slot if z≤CP, where z is a value the node has newly drawn at random from the 

interval [0-1]. Each Aloha slot shall be of equal specified length. 

Figure 6-20 illustrates how to start and use contended allocations based on Slotted Aloha 

access: 

 

Figure 6-20: Slotted Aloha access illustration 

A node may at any time end a contended allocation by not following with another frame 

transmission in the allocation. It may continue its transmission within a contended 

allocation, without aborting the allocation, after failing to receive the expected ACK frame in 

the allocation. 

Type-I and Type-II access phases 

Referring to [5], other two access phases types are considered in the standard: Type-I and 

Type-II. 

In Type-I the hub may schedule uplink, downlink and bilink allocation intervals anywhere in 

the access phase period. Moreover, it may improvise type-I and type-II polled and posted 

allocation intervals (see further paragraphs) anywhere outside the scheduled allocation 

intervals and it may also provide type-I and type-II polled allocation intervals within 

scheduled bilink allocation intervals. Figure 6-21 graphically summarizes this access phase: 

 

Figure 6-21: Allocation intervals and access methods permitted in Type-I access phase 

In Type-II access phase the hub may schedule bilink and delayed bilink allocation intervals 

anywhere in the access phase period, except that it shall not schedule any bilink allocation 
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intervals after delayed bilink allocation interval in the same type-II access phase. Moreover it 

may improvise type-II, but not type-I polled and posted allocation intervals anywhere 

outside the scheduled bilink and delayed bilink allocation intervals in the type-II access 

phase. It may also provide type-II, but not type-I, polled allocation intervals within scheduled 

bilink and delayed bilink allocation intervals. Figure 6-22 graphically summarizes this access 

phase: 

 

Figure 6-22: Allocation intervals and access methods permitted in Type-II access phase 

Improvised access (connection-less contention-free access) 

A hub may employ improvised polling and posting access to send polls or post at previously 

announced times to grant polled or posted allocations for on-demand contention-free frame 

exchange outside the scheduled allocations. 

Polling access 

 

A poll is meant to be a control frame (or its variant) sent by the hub to grant an immediate 

polled allocation to the addressed node or to inform the node of an intended future poll or 

post. 

To obtain a polled allocation a node shall set the More Data field to 1 in the frame it is 

transmitting. The node should also set the Ack Policy field to I-Ack or B-Ack in some 

management or data type frames being transmitted. This enables the hub to send the node 

an immediate or future poll at an announced time. 

Figure 6-23 illustrates instances of polls and polled allocations:  

 

Figure 6-23: Example of polls and polled allocations 
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 Immediate (short distance) Future (long distance) 

Poll 

I-Ack+Poll, B-Ack+Poll, Poll, or T-Poll 
frame, with More Data = 0, Poll-Post 
Window = A, Fragment Number / 
Coexistence / Next = Reserved: 

Type-I polled allocation (Poll Type = 0) 

It is conveyed in terms of  its time duration 
(the maximum time the polled node may use 
for its frame transactions in the allocation) 

A polled allocation is intended to start pSIFS 
after the end of the current frame, and to end 
at the end of allocation slot A located in the 
current beacon period (superframe). 

The node may start another frame transaction, 
pSIFS after the end of the expected ACK 
frame regardless of whether it received the 
ACK frame. The node shall ensure that the 
frame transactions, including ACK frames if 
required, in a polled allocation stay within the 
polled allocation interval, taking the 
appropriate GT into account. 

Type-II polled allocation (Poll Type = 1) 

It is conveyed in terms of a frame count (the 
maximum number of frames the polled node 
may transmit in the allocation) 

A polled allocation is intended to start pSIFS 
after the end of the current frame, and to end 
after the polled node has sent A frames or 
requested an I-Ack or B-Ack frame, 
whichever is earlier. 

The node shall not transmit more frames than 
granted, nor the node shall transmit any more 
frames after transmitting a frame requiring an 
ACK frame. The hub shall ensure in granting 
a type-II polled allocation  that the frame 
transaction, including ACK frames if 
required, in a polled allocation stays within 
the polled allocation interval, taking the 
appropriate GT into account. 

 

I-Ack+Poll, B-Ack+Poll, Poll, or T-Poll 
frame, with More Data = 1, Poll-Post Window 
= B, Next = N: 

No polled allocation follows this frame, but 
another poll or post is intended to be sent at 
the start of allocation slot B located in the 
current beacon period (superframe) if N = 0 or 
in the next Nth beacon period (superframe) if 
N > 0. 

Table 54: Immediate and future poll 

A node may at any time abort an already begun polled allocation interval or decline a future 

one. 

A hub shall not reclaim a polled allocation unless the node has explicitly relinquished it, but 

the coordinator may at any time decline future polled allocations by indicating no poll 

support. 

 

Posting access 
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A post is meant to be a contention-free frame transaction initiated by a hub with a node 

within its BAN. A post starts a posted allocation. 

A hub may send posts to a node while granting posted allocations outside the scheduled 

allocation of the node, so long as it has informed the node of pending posts. 

To obtain a posted allocation for receiving a post, a node that does not have a scheduled 

downlink allocation shall send at least one management or data type frame with the Ack 

Policy field set to I-Ack or B-Ack in each of its wakeup beacon periods.  This enables the hub 

to inform the node, through an I-Ack or B-Ack frame of a specific time for sending the node a 

future post containing essential network management information.  

Table 55 summarizes the characteristics of immediate and future posted allocations: 

 Immediate (short distance) Future (long distance) 

Non-beacon management or data type frame, 
with  More Data = 1: 

A post is intended to start pSIFS after the end 
of the current frame transaction.   

I-Ack or B-Ack frame, with More Data = 1, 
Poll-Post Window = B, Next = N: 

A post is intended to be sent at the start of 
allocation slot B located in the current beacon 
period (superframe) if N = 0 or in the next Nth 
beacon period (superframe) if N > 0. 

Post 

A poll providing another poll but not a polled allocation may be considered a post. 

 

Table 55: Immediate and future post 

 Figure 6-24 illustrates instances of posts and posted allocations. 

 

 

Figure 6-24: Example of posts and posted allocations 

A hub shall not modify or abort a posted allocation once it initializes a frame transaction in 

the allocation. 

A node shall not end a pending posted allocation nor potential future posted allocations, as 

it needs to receive all the posts (which may carry essential network management 

information) from the hub with which it is connected. A hub shall not end a pending posted 

allocation once it has announced it. 

Scheduled access and variants (connection-oriented contention-free access) 

 

Scheduled allocations (uplink, downlink, bilink or delayed bilink) may be 1-periodic or m-

periodic. 

In the first case, one or more allocation intervals spanning the same number of allocation 

slots in every superframe are granted to the node, whereas in the m-periodic case the 
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reserved allocation slots appears in every m>1 beacon period. Figure 6-25 and Figure 6-26 

illustrate these two situations: 

 

Figure 6-25: Example 1-periodic scheduled allocation 

  

 

Figure 6-26: Example m-periodic scheduled allocation 

It is possible to obtain one or more new scheduled allocation(s) sending to the hub a 

Connection Request frame, specifying whether a 1- or m-periodic allocation is requested; 

the hub shall respond with a Connection Assignment frame in order to grant that scheduled 

allocation.  

It has to be noticed that in every bilink allocation the hub is the only node that should 

initiate a frame transaction by sending a frame to the node or a Poll (T-Poll) that grants the 

recipient an immediate polled allocation to transmit its own frames. 

Particularly interesting and peculiar is the delayed bilink allocation case, as illustrated in 

Figure 6-27, where the hub may delay its first frame transmission to the node up to a 

maximum delay from the start of the specific delayed bilink allocation interval as specified in 

the Connection Assignment. If the hub fails to send a frame to the node (see frame exchange 

with node 3 in Figure 6-27) within the maximum delay, it shall not send any frame to the 

recipient in the interval. In the same way, if the node fails to receive a frame addressed to it 

within the maximum delay from the start of the delayed bilink interval, it may be in sleep 

state for the remaining time. 

 

Figure 6-27: Frame transaction in delayed bilink allocation intervals [5; par. 7.6.2] 

Non-beacon mode with superframe boundaries  

In this mode, a hub may have only a Type-I or Type-II access phase (see Paragraph 0) in any 

superframe, but not both or any other access phases, as illustrated in Figure 6-28. 
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Figure 6-28: Layout of access phases in a superframe for non-beacon mode 

Non-beacon mode without superframe boundaries  

In this mode, a hub may provide only unscheduled Type-II polled allocations, as illustrated in 

Figure 6-29.  

 

Figure 6-29: Allocation intervals and access methods permitted for non-beacon mode without 

superframe boundaries 

In the MICS band, a hub shall operate in non-beacon mode with or without superframe 

boundaries. 

Unscheduled access ( connectionless contention-free access) 

A hub may employ unscheduled polling and posting access to send polls and posts at any 

time to grant polled or posted allocations, as long as the addressed node indicates that it will 

always be in active state ready to receive unscheduled polls or posts. 

Coexistence and interference mitigation 

The standard proposes different techniques, according to the frequency band used and the 

mobility of the network, that a hub could employ for coexistence and/or interference 

mitigation between its BAN and neighbour BANs. 

1) Beacon shifting: a hub may transmit its beacons at different time offset relative to 

the start of the beacon periods according to a particular beacon shifting sequence 

that is not being used by its neighbour hubs to mitigate potential repeated beacon 

collisions and scheduled allocation conflicts between overlapping or adjacent BANs 

operating on the same channel. 

Doing so, the allocation slots in a beacon period shift around as well as EAP1/2, 

RAP1/2, CAP  access phases and scheduled allocation intervals, which are referenced 

to numbered allocation slots. 

The hub shall ensure that the beacon shift does not result in a split of any contention 

random access phases, whereas a scheduled allocation intervals may be divided into 

two portions as a result of shifting around. 

2) Channel hopping: a hub may change its operating channel periodically by choosing a 

particular channel hopping sequence not being used by any neighbour hubs. The 

hub shall hop to another channel after dwelling on the current channel for a fixed 

number of beacon periods and not in the middle of a superframe. 

To remain connected with the hub, a node shall hop to the same channel as it. 
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A prospective BAN hub shall select a channel to operate prior to starting a new network; this 

could be done by performing a channel scan (active, passive or energy detection based) over 

a given list of channels in a specific frequency band. 

At the end of the scan the coordinator may select an unoccupied channel for network 

operation; if no free channels have been detected, the hub shall select an occupied channel 

and use the information gathered during the scan to operate in Time Sharing or Offset 

Synchronization or Interference Mitigation mode. 

• Time sharing: Upon selecting an occupied channel and finding an existing neighbor 

hub, the intended coordinator shall send to it a Connection Request frame with its 

allocation requirement. After receiving coexistence request frame, the existing 

Coordinator shall respond with Coexistence Assignment frame to the prospective 

Coordinator, by providing exclusive time duration or rejecting the coexistence 

assignment request. Existing Coordinator may adjust assignment of its connected 

device for allocation of exclusive time duration to the new hub. 

• Offset BAN synchronization: if the existing Coordinator refuses to share its time 

resources, the prospective Coordinator shall choose to operate in offset BAN 

synchronization mode. 

Upon selecting an occupied channel and finding an existing BAN hub, the intended 

Coordinator shall send Connection Request frame to the existing one, with its duty 

cycle and PHY data rate requirement.  

After receiving Coexistence Request frame, existing Coordinator shall respond with 

Coexistence Response frame, allowing or rejecting the coexistence. 

This mode of operation is possible when existing Coordinator is willing to adjust its 

data rates or limit its duty cycle based on the request from the prospective 

Coordinator. 

• Interference mitigation for unsynchronized BAN: if the previous mode are rejected by 

the existing hub, this last technique could be applicable. It requires no message 

exchange; the prospective Coordinator, once the channel is selected, shall start 

sending frames in an unsynchronized manner and may receive transmissions from 

other BANs or overlaps with them. Once a particular network is found to already 

exist, the hub will estimate some of its most significant information and make a 

decision about selecting a new channel and frequency band based on the collected 

data. 

For dynamic and semi-dynamic network scenario, a Coordinator may use load control 

protocol for short-term co-existence issues with or without any existing coexistence 

mechanisms. 

An existing Coordinator shall trigger load control when inter-BAN interference is severe, 

which consists in  an increase in packet error rate or a detection of a severe drop in the 

signal strength for a sufficient long duration. Coordinator may perform load control by 

reducing traffic load from connected nodes or by disconnecting connected nodes or a 

combination of the two. 

Security paradigm 

All nodes and hubs shall be offered three security levels in the standard: 
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• Level 0 – unsecured communication: messages are transmitted in unsecured frames, 

which provide no measures for message authenticity and integrity validation, 

confidentiality and privacy protection, and replay defense. 

• Level 1 – authentication but not encryption:  messages are transmitted in secured 

authenticated but not encrypted frames, which provide measures for message 

authenticity and integrity validation and replay defense but not confidentiality and 

privacy protection. 

• Level 2 – authentication and encryption: messages are transmitted in secured 

authenticated and encrypted frames, which provide measures for message authenticity 

and integrity validation, confidentiality and privacy protection, and replay defence. 

During association, a node and a hub shall jointly select a security level suitable for their 

subsequent secured frame exchanges, and whether to require authentication for control 

frames, based on their respective security requirements and certain information specific to 

each other.   

For unicast secured communication, the node and the hub shall activate a pre-shared MK or 

establish a new MK via an unauthenticated or authenticated association, and shall create 

PTK via a PTK creation procedure.  For multicast secured communication, the hub shall 

distribute a GTK to the corresponding multicast group. 

The node and the hub shall follow the security structure shown in Figure 6-30 to perform 

security key generations and provide message security services.  A “session”, indicated in 

this figure, refers to a time span in which a temporal key remains valid.   

 

 

Figure 6-30: Security hierarchy 

6.1.3 IEEE 802.15.4 

IEEE 802.15.4 represents a short-range low complexity, low cost, low power consumption,  

and low data rate technology. The IEEE 802.15.4 Working Group focuses on the 

standardization of the bottom two layers of ISO/OSI protocol stack: PHY and MAC. In the 

following, some technical details related to PHY and MAC sublayers protocols are given, but 

we refer to the standard for more details [19]. 

6.1.3.1 PHY specification 

The IEEE 802.15.4 physical layer operates in three different unlicensed bands (and with 

different modalities) according to the geographical area where the system is deployed. 

However, Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DS-SS) is mandatory to reduce the interference 

level in shared unlicensed bands. 

The PHY provides the interface with the physical medium. It is in charge of radio transceiver 

activation and deactivation, energy detection, link quality, clear channel assessment, 

channel selection, and transmission and reception of the message packets. Moreover, it is 

responsible for establishment of the RF link between two devices, bit modulation and 
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demodulation, synchronization between the transmitter and the receiver, and, finally, for 

packet level synchronization. 

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard specifies a total of 27 half-duplex channels across the three 

frequency bands, whose channelization is depicted in Figure 6-31 and is organized as 

follows. 

• The 868 MHz band, ranging from 868.0 to 868.6 MHz and used in the European area, 

implements a raised-cosine-shaped Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation 

format, with DS-SS at chip-rate 300 kchip/s (a pseudo-random sequence of 15 chips 

transmitted in a 25 µs symbol period). Only a single channel with data rate 20 kbit/s 

is available. 

• The 915 MHz band, ranging between 902 and 928 MHz and used in the North 

American and Pacific area, implements a raised-cosine-shaped BPSK modulation 

format, with DS-SS at chip-rate 600 kchip/s (a pseudo-random sequence of 15 chips 

is transmitted in a 50 µs symbol period). Ten channels with rate 40 kbit/s. 

• The 2.4 GHz Industrial Scientific Medical (ISM) band, which extends from 2400 to 

2483.5MHz and is used worldwide, implements a half-sine-shaped Offset 

Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (O-QPSK) modulation format, with DS-SS at 2 Mchip/s 

(a pseudo-random sequence of 32 chips is transmitted in a 16 µs symbol period). 

Sixteen channels with data rate 250 kbit/s are available. 

IEEE 802.15.4 can also operate at the 2.45 GHz,  Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band 

in the frequency range of 2400 – 2483.5 MHz, like Bluetooth LE. However, contrary to 

Bluetooth LE, it defines only 16 Radio Frequency (RF) channels, due to the larger (5 MHz) 

spacing that it employs. The resulting centre frequencies are: 

[ ] 26,,11,MHz5)11(2405 K=⋅−+= iifc  

 

 

                                    

Figure 6-31: Channelization at the 868/915 MHz bands and at the 2.4 GHz band 
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The IEEE 802.15.4 PHY shall provide the capability to perform clear channel assessment 

(CCA) according to at least one of the following three methods: 

• CCA Mode 1: Energy above threshold. CCA shall report a busy medium upon 

detecting any energy above the ED threshold. 

• CCA Mode 2: Carrier sense only. CCA shall report a busy medium only upon the 

detection of a signal with the modulation and spreading characteristics of IEEE 

802.15.4. This signal may be above or below the ED threshold. 

• CCA Mode 3: Carrier sense with energy above threshold. CCA shall report a busy 

medium only upon the detection of a signal with the modulation and spreading 

characteristics of IEEE 802.15.4 with energy above the ED threshold. 

 

6.1.3.2 MAC specification 

The MAC layer provides access control to a shared channel and reliable data delivery. IEEE 

802.15.4 uses a protocol based on a CSMA/CA algorithm, which requires listening to the 

channel before transmitting to reduce the probability of collisions with other ongoing 

transmissions. 

The main functions performed by the MAC sublayer are: association and disassociation, 

security control, optional star network topology functions, such as beacon generation and 

Guaranteed Time Slots (GTSs) management, generation of ACK frames (if used), and, finally, 

application support for the two possible network topologies described in the standard. 

IEEE 802.15.4 defines two different operational modes, namely beacon-enabled and non 

beacon-enabled, which correspond to two different channel access mechanisms. 

In the non beacon-enabled mode, nodes use an unslotted CSMA/CA protocol to access the 

channel and transmit their packets and no superframe structure is defined [19]. In the 

beacon-enabled case, instead, the access to the channel is managed through a superfrarme, 

starting with the beacon packet, transmitted by the PAN Coordinator. The superframe is 

subdivided into three parts: an inactive part, a Contention Access Period (CAP), during which 

nodes use a slotted CSMA/CA, and a Contention Free Period (CFP), containing a number of 

GTSs, that can be allocated by the PAN Coordinator to specific nodes (see Figure 6-32).  

The PAN Coordinator may allocate up to seven GTSs, but a sufficient portion of the CAP must 

remain for contention-based access. The minimum CAP duration is equal to 440 Ts, being Ts 

the symbol time. When the 2.45 GHz band is used, the symbol rate is 62.5 ksymbol/s, which 

brings to Ts=16 µs. 

The duration of the active part of the superframe, containing CAP and CFP, is called 

superframe duration, will be denoted, in the following, as SD, and can be expressed as  

                                            SD = 960 · 2SO · Ts 

where SO is the superframe order, an integer parameter ranging from 0 to 14. 

The duration of the whole superframe, i.e., the interval of time between two successive 

beacons, is called beacon interval, will be denoted, in the following, as BI, and can be 

expressed as 

                                            BI = 960 · 2BO· Ts , 
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where BO is the beacon order, an integer parameter ranging from 0 to 14. Note that BO 

must be not smaller than SO. 

The CSMA/CA algorithm used in the CAP portion of the superframe is implemented using 

units of time called backoff periods: a backoff period has a duration, denoted as dbo= 20 Ts = 

320 μs. 

The backoff period boundaries of every node in the PAN must be aligned with the 

superframe slot boundaries of the Coordinator, therefore, the beginning of the first backoff 

period of each node is aligned with the beginning of the beacon transmission. Moreover, all 

transmissions may start on the boundary of a backoff period.  

Each node maintains three variables for each transmission attempt: NB, CW and BE. NB is 

the number of times the CSMA/CA algorithm was required to backoff while attempting the 

current transmission. CW is the number of backoff periods that need to be clear of channel 

activity before the transmission can start. BE is the backoff exponent related to the 

maximum number of backoff periods a node will wait before attempting to assess the 

channel. Fig. 33 illustrates the steps of the CSMA/CA algorithm, starting from when the node 

has data to be transmitted. First, NB, CW, and BE are initialized to 0, 2, and BEmin, 

respectively. Upon reception of the beacon, any activity is delayed (backoff state) for a 

random number of backoff periods in the range (0, 2BE - 1) [step (1)]. After this delay, 

channel sensing is performed for one backoff period [step (2)]. If the channel is assessed to 

be busy, CW is set to 2 and NB and BE are increased by 1, ensuring that BE is not larger than 

BEmax. If the value of NB is lower than NBmax, the algorithm returns to step (1); otherwise 

the algorithm will unsuccessfully terminate, meaning that the node does not succeed in 

accessing the channel. If the channel is assessed to be idle, instead, CW is decremented by 1. 

If CW>0, the algorithm returns to step (2); otherwise a transmission may start. 

 

Figure 6-32: The IEEE 802.15.4 superframe defined in the beacon-enabled mode. 

 

 

Figure 6-33: The IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA algorithm in the beacon-enabled mode. 
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6.1.3.3 Upper Layers specification 

The ZigBee stack architecture, shown in Figure 6-34, is composed of a set of blocks called 

layers. Each layer performs a specific set of services for the layer above. Given the IEEE 

802.15.4 specifications on PHY and MAC layers, the ZigBee Alliance provides the network 

layer and the framework for the application layer.  

The responsibilities of the ZigBee network layer include: mechanisms to join and leave a 

network, frame security, routing, path discovery, one-hop neighbours discovery, neighbor 

information storage. 

The ZigBee application layer consists of the application support sublayer, the application 

framework, the ZigBee device objects and the manufacturer-defined application objects. The 

responsibilities of the application support sublayer include: maintaining tables for binding 

(defined as the ability to match two devices together based on their services and their 

needs), and forwarding messages between bound devices. The responsibilities of the ZigBee 

device objects include: defining the role of the device within the network (e.g., WPAN 

Coordinator or end device), initiating and/or responding to binding requests, establishing 

secure relationships between network devices, discovering devices in the network, and 

determining which application services they provide. 

 

Figure 6-34: The Zigbee protocol stack. 

6.1.4 Proprietary and background protocols  

6.1.4.1 ANT proprietary protocol 

ANT is a proprietary wireless sensor network protocol running in the 2.4 GHz ISM band [16]. 

It is designed for ultra-low power, ease of use, efficiency and scalability and it allows to 

handle different network topologies: peer-to-peer, star, tree, and mesh. 

ANT protocol provides reliable data communications and flexible and adaptive network 

operation. The protocol stack is extremely compact, requiring minimal microcontroller 

resources and considerably reducing system costs. As Figure 6-35 shows, ANT is based on a 

Nordic 2.4 GHz Radio Physical Layer (PHY), and it defines Data Link, Network, and Transport 

layers. The implementation of the upper layers (Session, Presentation, and Application, 

altogether defined as Host in the following) is left to the user. 
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Figure 6-35: ANT protocol stack according to ISO-OSI model [16] 

At the PHY, 125 operating frequencies are defined, from 2400 MHz to 2425 MHz, with 1 MHz 

offset. The access is managed through a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)-like adaptive 

scheme. Frequency Agility is introduced to improve coexistence with other wireless devices 

operating in the same band: the channel is monitored and the operating frequency is 

changed in case of a significant degradation in the performance. 

A network data rate of 20 kbit/s can be achieved (the over-the-air bit-rate is of 1 Mbit/s). 

The ultra-low power consumption is obtained through duty cycling (nodes spend most of 

their time in an ultra-low power sleep mode) and the use of very short packets (minimizing 

the time spent in transmitting or receiving modes). A battery life (with coin-cell batteries) of 

up to 3 years is possible [17]. 

ANT+ is an open alliance of over 100 member companies that defines health and fitness 

device profiles, such as Heart Rate Monitor, Stride-Based Speed and Distance Monitor 

(footpod), Bicycle Speed and Cadence, and Bicycle Power [8]. 

6.1.4.2 BAN MAC protocol proposals from the literature 

In recent years, a lot of effort has been done by the scientific community toward the 

realisation of a specific MAC protocol suitable for BANs, and this section tries to give an 

overview of the proposals that can be found in literature.  

For every MAC proposal, a short description of the basic working principle, the metrics used 

for performance evaluation, and the reference scenario of application will be given.  

A power-efficient MAC protocol for WBAN  

[9] proposes a MAC protocol specific for Body Area Network scenarios characterised by 

different types of data flow: normal, emergency and on-demand traffic. 

It presents two wake-up mechanisms: 

a) Traffic-based wake-up mechanism: it accommodates normal traffic by exploiting the 

traffic patterns of the nodes. The operation of each node is based on traffic 

patterns that are further organized into traffic-based wake-up tables. This traffic 

patterns could always be changed during BAN activity. 

b) Wake-up radio mechanism: it accommodates emergency (from the node to the 

Coordinator) and on-demand (from the Coordinator to the node(s)) traffic by using 

a wake-up radio signal transmitted on a separate control channel.  
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The protocol uses a superframe structure composed of a Contention Access Period (CAP) 

and a Contention Free Period (CFP). Slotted-ALOHA is used in CAP for resource allocation, 

whereas CFP period is utilized for data transmission including real-time communication [7]. 

To validate the protocol efficiency, the authors use a simulation tools with Poisson and 

deterministic traffic generators to implement aperiodic (emergency and on-demand) and 

periodic (normal) traffic respectively. For the deterministic traffic, the Gaussian distribution 

was used to incorporate randomness in the relative offset of the nodes. If more than one 

node appears to have the same traffic patterns, the priority concept was used to ensure fair 

resource allocation [7]. 

The parameter used to evaluate the protocol performances and to compare them with the 

one characterizing the WiseMAC protocol are: the average power consumption as a function 

the packet inter-arrival time and the delay of transmission when the beacon inter-arrival 

time varies. 

The results show that the average power consumption of the proposed protocol 

outperforms WiseMAC protocol since nodes are required to wake-up whenever they have 

data to send/receive, sparing the extra power consumption used in WiseMAC for preamble 

sampling [7]. 

Moreover, the proposed protocol presents better performances in terms of transmission 

delay, in fact the node, once awake (i.e. it has packet to send/receive), has not to wait for 

resource allocation/beacon since the traffic patterns are pre-defined and known to the 

Coordinator [7]. 

Reservation-based Dynamic TDMA (DT-DMA) Protocol 

This protocol is presented in “Reservation-based dynamic TDMA protocol for medical body 

area networks” written by Li C. et al. in 2009. It is conceived mainly for periodic traffic in BAN 

scenarios where slots are allocated, based on the traffic information, to the nodes having 

buffered packets; when the data transmission/reception is completed these slots are 

released and given to other node willing to transmit/receive [10]. 

The superframe structure used is presented in Figure 6-36: 

 

Figure 6-36: DT-DMA superframe structure 

It is composed of four different sections: 

a) Beacon: it contains control information such as slot allocation information; 

b) CFP: it is used for the transmission of data and it is of variable length, according to 

the traffic information gathered by the Coordinator from the nodes; 

c) CAP: it is of a fixed length and it is used for short command packet transmission 

using slotted-ALOHA protocol; 

d) Inactive period: its duration is configurable according to the CFP slot duration. If 

there is no CFP traffic, the inactive period will be increased [10]. 
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It has to be notice that the CAP period always follows the CPF period, and that enables the 

node to send CPF traffic earlier that CAP traffic [10]. 

The author show that, for periodic traffic, the DT-DMA protocol provide more dependability 

in terms of low packet dropping rate and low energy consumption when compared to IEEE 

802.15.4 standard. However, it does not support emergency and on-demand traffic and 

present several limitation when considered for the MICS band [10]. 

PNP-MAC Protocol 

In [11] the authors present a new MAC protocol for BAN application called PNP-MAC. The 

proposed solution is aimed at supporting different types of data flows (continuous, periodic, 

non-periodic and time-critical emergency alarm traffic), each one characterized by different 

QoS requirements. The protocol uses contention-based and time division-based mechanism 

to access the channel, and traffic prioritization is also considered in both of them. 

The configurable superframe structure is illustrated in Figure 6-37: 

 

Figure 6-37: PNP-MAC superframe structure 

 

It consists of five different configurable parts: 

a) Advertisement: it is broadcasted by the Coordinator and indicates the beginning of 

the superframe. It provides the nodes with information such as the BAN Identifier 

and the length of the CAP period.  

b) CAP: it is used for the transmission of non-periodic data, emergency alarm and 

command frame (such as Data Transmission Slot (DTS) request to be used for data 

transmission in the following TDMA Data Transmission Period). The access to the 

channel is performed through prioritized back-off (according to the traffic priority 

class of the node) plus Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) to avoid possible collisions. 

c) Beacon: it is broadcasted by the Coordinator and it is used for synchronization 

purposes while informing the nodes of the length of the slot and the DTS allocation 

status.  

d) TDMA Data Transmission Period: it is a contention-free period for time-critical 

continuous and periodic data. It consist of variable number of DTS and Emergency 

Data Transmission Slots (ETS) according to the nodes requests. 

e) Inactive Period or Extended CAP (ECAP): it is of configurable length considering 

nodes energy constraints. 

After having collected all the devices DTS requests arrived during CAP period, the 

coordinator allocates the DTS slots on the basis of traffic priorities and notifies it through the 

beacon. Higher priority data are assigned first from the first available slot; if remaining DTSs 

are insufficient to admit all request, higher priority data pre-empts lower priority data. 

Emergency alarms are transmitted both in CAP and ETS, whichever comes first to reduce 

delay. Unlike DTS, preemption of ETS is not allowed; they can be also assigned to non-

emergency data only when available DTSs are not enough. However, the assignee to the ETS 
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must perform CCA first to avoid collision and to remise ETS to emergency alarm. Multiple 

alarm situations could be also handled. 

An important feature to be noticed is how the consecutive placement of Advertisement, CAP 

and Beacon could improve enable a faster slot allocation (and successive data transmission) 

and a prompter detection of allocation failure in comparison to the case of IEEE 802.15.4. 

In order to validate their protocol the authors use OPNET network simulator, comparing the 

new protocol QoS performances with those of IEEE 802.15.4 standard. The reference 

scenario is a star topology network with one coordinator and a variable number of nodes 

working at 250Kbps in the 2.45 GHz band. 

The measured parameter are: allocation delay (i.e. the time duration from data generation 

to the confirmation of slot allocation via beacon), emergency alarm delay (i.e. the time taken 

from alarm generation till its transmission) and average prioritized back-off delay when 

nodes with different priorities are co-located. 

The first two parameter point out how PNP-MAC protocol outperform the IEEE 802.15.4, 

whereas the last one measures how an high priority node has a higher probability to choose 

a shorter back-off duration, resulting in low access delay. 

 

A remarkable drawback is that no consideration on the devices energy consumption is 

presented throughout the paper. 

Scalable and robust MAC in WBAN 

In order to satisfy BAN requirements regarding QoS, network scalability and support for 

multiple physical layers and multiple application traffics, the authors of [12] propose an 

enhanced version of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol. 

Keeping the same superframe structure as presented in IEEE 802.15.4 standard, that is a 

beacon, followed by a CAP period and a CFP period with a final optional inactive interval, the 

authors introduce two main revisions in the CAP and CFP respectively. 

a) Mini-slot ALOHA in CAP: the contention-based access method used in IEEE 802.15.4 

is the CSMA/CA. For BAN application, the channel sensing mechanism could be not 

reliable in all frequency bands (for example in UWB) and the dynamism related to 

the body movement could lead to channel sensing errors. To avoid this issue, [12] 

proposes the use of an ALOHA-based access mechanism in CAP using the mini-slots 

concept as illustrated in Figure 6-38: 

 

Figure 6-38: Mini-slot and group ACK concept 
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Every slot in the superframe is composed of 4 mini-slots that could be used to 

transmit command or ACK frames; moreover, to respond to multiple short 

commands the ACK could be considered as a group ACK, where each bit of the 

Sequence Number field (see Figure 6-38) indicates whether the frame transmitted 

in the mini-slot corresponding to the bit position, has been successfully received 

(bit set to 1) or not (bit set to 0). The combination of these two mechanism helps in 

improving the contention efficiency of the protocol, decreasing the packet collision 

probability. 

b) Adaptive Slot allocation in a CFP: slot allocation in CFP is adaptive both to the traffic 

load and to the application. Firstly, according to the number of GTS allocation 

requests that the coordinator receives from the devices during CAP, the duration of 

CFP varies from a zero (no device has data to transmit) to a maximum occupying 

the entire active portion of the superframe (excepted beacon and a minimum CAP 

interval).   

Secondly, considering that a typical BAN application implies periodic traffic type, 

when a device whishes to join the network, it reports its application information 

(such as data rate, sampling interval, etc.) to the coordinator, who in its turn 

allocates sufficient slots to the appropriate superframe indicated by the beacon. 

After the device transmits its data, the allocated slots will be released for the use by 

other device. 

The flexibility of the slot allocation let the coordinator assign more than seven GTSs 

(the maximum number scheduled in IEEE 802.15.4) to the whishing devices. The 

maximum number of GTSs depends on the total number of slots in the superframe. 

Moreover, through the dynamic occupancy and release of the slots, a BAN could 

support more devices using the dedicated GTSs flexibly. 

To prove the scalability, simplicity and robustness of the proposed protocol, the authors use 

a simulator tool written in C language, considering a star topology network with just one 

coordinator, and only up-link traffic travelling at a fixed data rate of 250 Kbps. A packet is 

dropped only if a collision take place, no interference is considered. 

A Low-Complexity MAC for Body Sensor Network (BSN) 

A modified version of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol tailored for Body Sensor Networks 

(BSN) applications is proposed in [13]. The proposed protocol presents better solutions 

related to collision avoidance, message recovery and synchronization aspects, always 

considering low-power consumption of devices. 

1) Collision Avoidance 

The traditional CSMA/CA mechanism with handshake control (Request-to-Send 

(RTS)/ Clear-to-Send (CTS)/ DATA/ ACK) results in having an heavy cost in terms of 

network latency, therefore an asymmetrical solution (where much of the 

complexity is allocated to the coordinator) is proposed to simplify the situation. 

Supposing that all nodes are synchronized, the coordinator periodically broadcasts 

Data Request (DR) messages, when one node recognizes that the DR is addressed 

to him, it sends the DATA packet while the other nodes sleep until the transmission 

is completed. Once the coordinator receives the data packet it responds with an 

ACK&DR packet, it means that the coordinator acknowledges the data received and 

requests other data from another node. The combination of the two command 

packets into one is for energy saving. 

2) Message Recovery 
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The types of packet loss are two: DR loss and ACK loss that also includes DATA loss. 

The first one could be solved by a simple DR retransmission. For the second one, 

when the node does not receive any ACK, it reserves the former DATA packet in its 

memory together with the new one; when a DR arrives the sensor node sends a 1-

plus time slot request along with the DATA message. Then the coordinator 

rearranges the time schedule including a DR for the previously lost message. In 

order not to avoid energy waste, retransmissions are allowed only up to a certain 

limit. 

3) Adaptive Synchronization Scheme  

The authors present a synchronization scheme that adaptively adjusts the 

synchronization interval, where the coordinator is used as the local time reference. 

The mechanism is presented in Figure 6-39: 

 

Figure 6-39: Adaptive synchronization scheme 

For dynamic monitoring medical applications, this adaptive scheme results beneficial for 

identifying transient but life threatening events.  

In order to validate the proposed protocol, a BSN development platform has been realized 

and tested. The reference network topology is a star, with one coordinator and up to six 

nodes. 

The tests performed and the data acquired show how the proposed protocol outperforms 

the traditional one in terms of power saving considering different data transmission 

intervals. The power saving turns to be greater for smaller transmission intervals. 

The authors also show how the network throughput decreases when the synchronization 

interval increases.  

BodyMAC protocol  

An energy efficient MAC protocol, called BodyMAC, is proposed in [8]. It is based on the 

principles of flexible bandwidth allocation and efficient Sleep Mode mechanism. 

In order to reduce the times of radio state switching (transmit to receive and vice versa) and 

the packet collision probability, a new TDMA-based superframe structure is used, see Figure 

6-40:  
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Figure 6-40: BodyMAC Superframe structure 

It is divided into three parts: 

1) Beacon: for synchronization and MAC frame structure description purposes; 

2) Downlink: for transmission of control commands and some system broadcast 

information from the coordinator to the node(s). 

3) Uplink: for data transmission from the node to the coordinator. It is usually much 

longer than the previous Downlink portion. It is also subdivided into two parts: CAP 

and CFP.  

CAP is based on CSMA/CA mechanism and it is devoted to the transmission of MAC 

control packets or allocation requests. Two types of bandwidth request are 

considered: control bandwidth request for the transmission of MAC control 

packets, and data bandwidth request for data transmission. 

The resource allocation algorithm at the coordinator can allocate different types of 

resources to the nodes based on the characteristics of the data traffic [14]. Three 

different types of data resources are considered: 

a) Burst Bandwidth: it is a temporary period of bandwidth that only lasts for 

several frames and will be recycled gradually; it is halved for every frame in 

which the requesting node is not using it. 

b) Periodic Bandwidth: it permits the access to exclusive access to the channel 

for a portion of each frame or a group of few frames. It could be reused by 

other nodes when necessary. 

c) Adjust Bandwidth: it defines the amount of bandwidth to be added or 

reduced from the previous Periodic Bandwidth [14].  

CFP is composed of GTS allocated by the coordinator to the node according the 

specific requests. 

The duration of Downlink, CAP and CPF is adaptively determined by the coordinator based 

and the instantaneous traffic characteristic of the network. 

Considering that in most of BAN applications the nodes could present low duty-cycle and 

that few downlink traffic is generated, letting these node active in both Up and Downlink 

phases or waking them up in every frame to receive beacon results in a waste of energy. For 

that reason BodyMAC implements a Sleep Mode procedure composed of three different 

phases: in the request phase a node sends its Sleep Mode parameters (decided by the node 

according to its QoS requirements and generated traffic type) using CSMA/CA during CAP. In 

the next frame a Sleep Mode grant is sent by the coordinator to the node during Download 

period. It reports whether the Sleep Mode has been accepted or not together with the sleep 

parameters to be used. After that the node could enter in Sleep mode waking up during an 

allocated GTS if it has data to transmit. If the coordinator receives the data from the node it 

send back an ACK that could be used for synchronization purposes.  
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The presented Sleep Mode mechanism supports also the transmission of time-critical event 

reports, even if the node is in sleep state it can send such a data packet during CAP or GTS 

whichever come first, switching off the radio again immediately after. 

A simulation tool is used by the authors to validate their protocol. The simulated 

environment is a star topology network where the nodes operate in the 2.4 GHz band at the 

data rate of 250 kbps. The transmission power used is 1mW and the modulation scheme is 

the Quadrature Phase Shift Keying. Simulation results prove that BodyMAC offers better 

performance in terms of end-to-end packet delay, bandwidth utilization efficiency and 

energy consumption in comparison to IEEE 802.15.4 standard. 
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6.5 Abbreviations 

ACK Acknowledgment 

ACPR Adjacent Channel Power Ratio  

ACR Adjacent Channel Rejection  

AES Advanced Encryption Standard  

AMP Alternate MAC and PHY  

ATT Attribute protocol  

AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise  

B-ACK Block Acknowledgement  

BAN Body Area Network 

BAN ID BAN Identifier 

BCH Bose, Ray-Chaudhuri, Hocquenghem Code  

BER  Bit Error Rate 

BR Basic Rate 

BT LE BlueTooth Low Energy 

CAP Contention Access Phase  

CCA Clear Channel Assessment  

CCM Cipher Block Chaining-Message Authentication Code  

CP Contention Probability  

CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check  

CSMA/CA Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance  

CW Contention Window  

D8PSK Differential 8-Phase-Shift Keying 

DBPSK Differential Binary Phase-Shift Keying 

DQPSK Differential Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying 

EAP Exclusive Access Phase  

ED Energy Detection  

EDR  Enhanced Data Rate 
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EIRP Equivalent Isotropic Radiated Power 

FCS Frame Check Sequence  

G-ACK Group Acknowledgement 

GAP Generic Access Profile  

GATT Generic Attribute protocol  

GFSK Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying  

GT Guardtime  

GTK Group Temporal Key 

HBC Human Body Communications  

HCI Host Controller Interface  

HID Hub Identifier 

I-ACK Immediate Acknowledgement  

ISM Industrial, Scientific and Medical Band 

L2CAP  Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol  

L-ACK Block Acknowledgement Later  

LE Low Energy  

LE ACL LE Asynchronous Connection  

LE ADVB LE Advertising Broadcast  

LE ADVB-C LE Advertising Broadcast Control Logical Link  

LE ADVB-U LE Advertising Broadcast User Data Logical Link  

LE-C LE ACL Control Logical Link  

LE-U LE User Asynchronous Logical Link 

LL  Link Layer 

LLID Logical Link Identifier  

MAC Medium Access Control  

MD More Data  

MIC Message Integrity Check  

MICS Medical Implant Communication System  

MK Master Key 

MPDU MAC Protocol Data Unit  

MSDU MAC Service Data Unit  

N-ACK No Acknowledgement 

NESN Next Expected Sequence Number  

NID Node Identifier 

PDU Protocol Data Unit 

PER Packet Error Rate 

PHY Physical Layer 

PHY SAP PHY Service Access Point  

PLCP Physical Layer Convergence Protocol 

PPDU Physical-Layer Protocol Data Unit  

PSD Power Spectrum Density  

PSDU Physical Layer Service Data Unit 

PTK Pairwise Temporal Key 

QoS Quality-of-Service  

RAP Random Access Phase  
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RF Radio Frequency  

RTT Restricted Tree Topology  

SIFS Short Inter-frame Spacing  

SMP Security Manager Protocol  

SN  Sequence Number  

SRRC Square-Root Raised Cosine 

T-Poll Timed-Poll  

UP User Priorities  

UWB Ultra Wideband 

WMTS Wireless Medical Telemetry System  

 


